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The new Sidney library facility at 10091 Resthaven opens 
Sept. 18 with a traditional ribbon-cutting ceremony — and 
everyone is invited. Afterwards. there’ll be refreshmenis — 
courtesy of the local Friends of the Vancouver Island Regional 
— and music by University of Victoria students.
At 1 p.m. there’s half-hour free puppet show for children aged 
five to eight years. Theshow — The Fisherman and HisWife — 
is by the Sometime Puppeteers.
The following week has been declared Library Week in Sidney 
and to inaugurate the new building officials have planned the 
following:
“An amnesty from Sept. 20-25 during which time no fines will 
be charged for overdue books
“Surprise new book draws throughout the week for adult and 
juvenile borrowers.
“Kaleidoscope Theatre will present its fall premiere 
production 1 plm. Sept. 25 in a free program of exciting theatre 
, for all children..', '
The present library on Beacon Avenue will close Sept. B and ̂ 
people are asked not to return books to either location, if 
possible, during the moving period. Books should be returned to 
the new facility from Sept. 18 onwards.
V The opening ceremony at the new library starts at 10 a.in. and '
Sidney and North
Saanich councils, the provincial government and the yiRL.
the facility is estimated to be between S500,000 and 
: $600,000 with the provincial government weighing in with a
grant of some $191,000 towards construction costs. The library 
has been built and is shared jointly by Sidney and North Saanich 
councilsri'^v'^-'' y^
Only at a country fair can a child get this much pleasure.
Tom Grbnk Photo
It gets bigger and better every better than ever, she acted.
■ ..-i. .. .,.V III... .;.1 ..  ................ . ..t ' 'i • . ■ ; i. .
Saanichton Fall Fair iri 1981 absolutely great,” Hurt said, 
attendance last \veekend likely Some 40 50 people organ'. d
It’s been a lean year for most boats coming in daily on the business will stay the course. the chamber is the establishment surpassed that figure, said North three-day fair and there were
businesses in Sidney and the one- .Anacortes Sidney run. “There’s no question, it’s a lot to of an economic development and bouth Saanich Agriculairal problems, not even with
day ferry strike hit local tourism Washington State Ferries do with how you go about it,” he commission which will include Society president Sylvia liult. parking. Every**'’"" *’'”■
badly. When the ferry stopped it upped its daily run from two to says. repre.sentalion from 15 people in Everything was up, and that verysmoothlw
the community. includes entries m vaiious sec- Mondav afternb
y Meanwhile, the chamber has
. Everything has gone 
, Hutt said late
lions of the fair* . Arid people wero “>fl=rnoon as the fair was
pulled down, says Saanich helped the situation,” Tredgett ' " ^"'“7 ‘‘“T i v a- .
- - - . . approved a new structure for usthPeninsula chamber of commerce says. . ............ . , . . .r..a .
manager Peter Tredgett. Currently the chamber is recession. After 114 years organizers have
U S visitors got the fair down to a fine art and'
“bubbled a little’’ then came fhrrv rnrnnrntinn fnr a Spending,” there’s little that can be done to
explore - or .here arc nol. We Hull said. Jhc word from impiove it bul Hull said a lea
The chamber’s booth at .Tohn And because tourism is becoming one o them
Road and Pat Bay Highway increasingly importahtto the
y the chamber is^hoping to stretch^^^"^’^,^^
; more conscious of ‘ the dollar, the season and plan some at- 
;ri what they’re: spending and how tractions for fhe winter months.
>u \n iiHJ ,wui Nb anu cajjiuic ~ c i v; tt ri ii b u ;; j iiv uiu .11 uui ii uu i luii. »ttiu a ica v
duo be  f t  ost should find out once and for “commercial” people, those with garden introduced this year was
i developments within all,” Tredgett says. booths, was that business was “packed.”
much they’re getting for their Although times, have been 
money, while the booth on 1 st tough for mcrchahts, Tredgett is 
: Street, Sidney, has been busier; convinced that those who are 
than in previous years with three going all out tp remain in
Now in its 12th year of service, the same services to the com-
the Commimiiy Chninselling mtinity > whiclv- includek
Centre on 5ih Street, Sidney, has selling residents in the following
merged with the Peninsula areas -- marriage, scparniion,
Cotn mu ti i t y Assobi at ibn, Ibmily i and ^peer^^^; re
Impetus lot the move came from depicssion, grief, life planning,
a sngge.stion by human resources pnreniiiig skills and values
that the CCC come under the clarification.
CUenis iiuiy be; individu^^^^
Saanich Peninsula ymutgsferii enfcrej!^^^ and': fieldJ.
But basically nothing htis groitps, says Ciwen Cashibn, a events brought hack one go!f and^ t^^
ithangedJ The CC:C svill stay at vohmtecr bonsnltam who, along BX. Summer Games In VertionfLeftffam M /5, p/"
Stelty'f Florid & IS, Norfolk House school, won 
bronze riiedals and Jlaridy Matthews, Parkland from 
W00>nielre arid relay race. Centre, team rnanager Birkby 
Griffith, Peggie Kowarul Plmlo
'‘b‘.:.b:;-^''.;';y''T:Chp!co',:,'' :'Onc'’y’Flcw‘'^„Ovet-;.jltc';;'.'''^A11adclainc"'Morris,yTirSit''showed'.,":: :'::on:,.area‘‘bigUnbiigh:To::'Suppdrl.T;:;:vIf you live
Peninsula and enjoy going to the now into Us third season here and And if ihc association succeeds (’tickop’s Nest, an award this sort of thing and wc‘re
I movies, it's a big headache. Fit St with a brand new location to in its dii\c to attract more ning film ' siarriug Jack the Peninsula lU’crcaiion Centre looking for a bigger mem-
>011 have lu diitt to Victoria,: sbowynims :caclV mbnfli::7: :tlic, iw^^^^^^ plan;, on Nochol.on, Coal Miner’;y ntui finally in f-iitlncy ckvncnimy berrbip,”
find a parking spot and then anditorhy^lv at ;Sidney Silver rimnitig movies every two weeks Daughter with Sissy Spacek as school -■ and it was nt this last Thoftc who want to subscribe 
I maybe face a lineup. Ifyotihnvc Threads centre, 10030 Ue.sthavcil or even Avcekly,PriUic .says. the underprivileged kid who locaiiott that much local support to the scries of ten movies can
niinll chOdf^'n yon' mnsf phy" h '" DrO'C; .̂.low enonfh ■ to"'“ to''fho'-hop;''risming-"''''vas lostyPritiii'snvs.' miiil or take a cheque fWrSfSto '
babysitter and by the time you've The large Imll at Silver Threads ntitaci moviegoers -■ $2 for Horne with .lane Fonda and .Ion Tlie school’s acoustics were Sidney Film Asociation, 2I47
■ ' .ferUlL ^ vi' ' i X I'UiM .' . It ..'.'_j’ ' b' r .ctf A ' Am> ' U iW A1% Cf ’ :' .-' l»« « .' A •/! 'li W«i !£«<(£' Ilii'iirl'' '.'.‘‘''ti'iLf'Vi'li'll*, ' fUlrnii'I'' .1 llArtf* '. LitMf t k-TtrOr ClL'trlMrL ' f ttitti* CLItsiMir'' 1) jf*"* . ' \/RI ...................parted with $4.50 to gel into the has everything going for it— adultsV $1.50 for senior citizens Voighi; Amacotr! by Fellini and poor and there syas tin Heating. Skylark Lane, Sidney, B.C. V8L
imnic plu.s gas and other c.s- comfurlirblc chairs to scat 200 ami .$15 otrly if .vou sub.sctibc to Foil Under the Sun .slatringPtitt People faded away and the iy5; present iheir subscripiron at
the 10 rnosics lo be shown Ustinov are somv \>f the movies aonofimlori showcsJ a slight t!k Sept. IS movie, or just opt to
. - $40,;;!.'Says;:’ltlrtiCC''Pritlic,'':'2l47'':.-b.ahdi:aboncessiort stand ruh'by,they'-''^."betweenhowAind’ncxi .June^:'::'Hrbbsliown this season, ' financial lbss;for:tUcyear. . pay'$2 «ach'l1me^':A1f;:shosvibrfe,v,
‘"‘'r;'':'"" Skylark'Fane," Sidney;'""''.'".'"""''.centre’s,members celling popcorn""'"" .;'''''Films"'""'selected by;; ■':':( he y';:":y"';The'""''association'' :;started"'"'"by'''""'''’''''TMiJtythis"';.year''should' bc" rdiO.'''' ;'-'"rehechilcd"'for:"'"8;:p.mv; Saturday
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9816 - 4th ST., SIDNEY 
•Chicken •Ribs •Burgers 
•Soft Ice Cream 
MON. - FBI. 11 - 8 
Sat.11:30-8 ^ V Sun.12-8
RESTAURANT
;j';7;;/V jON WEEKENDS ■;;'''77
1 6 p.m. - MIDNIGHT
1 — FULLY LICENCED —
|;7:;;.Eat Jn.or TakeiOyt;;;
1 S56-1224
Specializing in v; 1
; ;;> 'OPEN Mon, -Thurs: 4;30 • Midnight- 1 Fri;-Sal. 4:30-'l:30am ; ; . : : ; Sun. 4'3Q-8;30pm |





%' -Soft Ice Cream , -Sundaesi -Fool Long Hot Dogs -Banana Spirtsi -Malts ’ . -Hampurgers. etc.
1 OPEN 10 a.m. -10 p.m. Everyday
.^v,e paTR/c/^ 1
RfiSTaURaiMT 1
IN the ^ Ip^eIoDGE 1
“CmiEiSA STYLE” I
First Glass Meals - Fast Service - 1 







1 2320 Karti&ur Rd.
H Mon. to Sat. 8 am to 8 pm
7:;;;:;;,;-;sun.', 9-8 ■'--656-6521;;';:;''-;:";;
Pgstaurani' 1
for FAMILY DINING | 
at FAMILY PRICES I 
Mon, to Fri. 9 am - 9 pni
Sat. 9am-10pm Sun.9am-9pm I
656-4il5 2359 Beacon Ave.
M Open for Lunch and Dinner Cumne fronqoise ,,
H Tuesday to Sunday
1. (closed for Lunch Tuesday)
Evening Dining from 5 p.m. |
(Closed Tuesdays) |
Wednesday Smorgasbord Dinner and 





Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner Dally - 
Sunday Brunch 11:30 and 1:30
I 7172 Brentwood Drive . G52-2413
West Saanich:Rci,:by;; 
;; ; Royal Oak Shopping Centre ;
Reservations 479-2123 v
SIDNEY FISH & CHIPS
loan &
OPEN DAILY Tuosi thru Saturday 
7:30 p.m;
takeout: :::85t*'.G722::
CRABS AVAILABLE EVERY DAY ? 






S| liFAMOUS CIIARBROIIED STEAK^^
’ Ertloy ouF 24‘item Salad Bar '
TAKE-OUT ORDERS 
; IN THE BEACON PLAZA MALL 
2321 Beacon Avo. Sidno
SEA BREEZE CArE
9776 •4th SL, Sidney





Cofflideti Tike Out Servb i flSB-1621
"‘u’"'; i<
;!4kt
" ■ ’ '''?M'l '
'STEAK?:PIZZA:.A : S'PACHETTI ’ HOUSE 
in
rino Mcdilcrraneah Tri^dltlcrt. . . . . . . . . .
fcljd a rtui Its frfrt
Silver Dragon Restaurant
Chinese pood at :
Roasonable Prices I
DAILY LUNCH SPECIAL 
PICK UP lAKF. OIJI
2470 Deacon 656-1812
: FAIVIILY RPSTAURANTI
:: ; :0PEN daily; 11 :AM;iorv;: ;:: 
Fine: Canadian & Chtnoso Food 
DINE IN OUR lAKE OUt ; “ 
812 Verdier flve., Br«nlnMnl B»if
■'v;;': :;>;;;^:i852.3622.^'^^:V'::;:;.:,"
<500» FORTUNE
;v '' tlMCtllUIni li ChlMM I w*tfm
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEKmm: .
MONBAy.lllURSbiiy 4-10 pm : 
1 fpinpy» n*»uRftpy i.i? pm -
■■■'"'■'ituNtipy *iin pni'^'"'
TAKE our SERVICE 10% OFF




Brentwood Shopping PlajS | 
; Homesiylo Cooking &;Bakmg';; 
; : ';:;:.at Old; Fashioned ..Prices : I i
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
'UCENSEO''"'::’^'^'''652-1192
More fun than turning a tap. Youngster takes turn 




For Professional service 
with years of experiences.
Call Now — Marten Holst
stock Bros. Realty Ltd.
656-5584 {24 hrs.)
IlU 656-5685
Ey-V<.T’< 3- -■■ STiSiVIT "‘flK'
%
, , s ,'f"
DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH
COyHT DF HEViSiON
Public Notice is hereby given that a Court of Revision of the List of Electors for 
1982-83 will be held at the. North Saanich Municipal Hall, 1620 Mills Road, 
North Saanich; B;C: on Friday, October 1st, 1982 from 3:00 p.m. to 5;00:p.m; 
for the purpose of Correcting and rvising the said list and for hearirig of any 
complaintkor applications to add names to the List of Electors. All persons are
;; ; E.A. Green 
Municipal Clerk
Sept. 9, 10 & 11th 
Thiirs,, FrI. & Sat.
Prosent Sing; our ne w
:fbrtrait:Pac,kag0:;
(D«||»oall) (Totnl Packapi* Prica)




•Comparfli the value al less than 75« a picture 
;'»Posef ouf;8fliec!ion;;..:'':;.;.;, 
f ' *9ati9f«cllonalwavsoi'yourrtepofltt ^ ■
;.;:;::j‘,;ryohfierluliy;refun(Jecl 
t ‘■'■’;"»0roups'$1,00extrapof person'
•Yoiir nhoice ot Bevernf scenir. backprounda ‘
•Optional to X13 portraita available ar V ' 
specialprtcw
PhoiOQraphera; Hour#::v,
Continued from Page A1
with three other consultants — 
Dr. Ron Penner, Jack Thoinburg 
and Estelle Zavaglia — assesses 
clients before they’re taken over 
by volunteer counsellors.
Volunteer lay counsellors are 
trained by consultants in an ;; 
ongoing program and some have 
been working with CGC for ^ 
many years — Dee Bailin has 
clocked up 10 years of service 
with the organization.
Counsellors also lead various 
groups ----^ the W^b/r/err’5 5i/pp^^ 
Group, for example, where 
women, often in middle age, are 
seeking personal growth; There ik 
room for more in this group.
The Parents of Adolescents: 
i group is for moms and:;dads and 
is “flourishing” .says office 
manager and volunteer co­
ordinator Donna Godwin; the 
Parents Support Group for 
people with young children is co­
sponsored by Capital Families 
and the STEP program — 
Systemetic Training for Effective 
Parenting was originally 
.sponsored by the CCC but is so 
popular it has grown to the point 
where meetings arc held 
elsewhere.
;; Programs; the: CCC; iS;\eitj^^ 
planning dr considering include 
classes" for pa fen ts on bi rt h to 
adolescence; anptHcr “personal' 
growth” series;;Adult to Aging, 
which would likely ;i tide: 
counselling for:elderly shut-ins;;
; and in the talkirig stage — aA 
program to assist people inHheif : 
'economic situations, taking in
® :; relircmcnt, makiiig wills, etc, ■; : ; The;; centre’s organizers arc 
^ seeking input from the public on
0 ;' thcse:siiggcsted programs — just phone 656-1247 or call at the 






















.The number of people who 
take advantage of counselling 
services at CCC fluctuates and 
the recessions doesn’t seem to 
have made any difference to the 
demand for help, Cashion says. 
However, she believes that may 
be because the CCC’s profile is 
low in the community — 
something the group would like 
to see changed.
But although many may not 
know the counselling help existSy 
the feelingWithin the group itself 
is“most community-minded, it’s 
people helping people, and a very 
warm, comfortable feeling 
among board members and 
counsellorsv’’ Cashion says. Even 
the homely little house in which: 
the; group conducts its business^ 
“exudes warmth,” she adds.
The office is staffed with 
volunteers afternoons — and 
they’re always needing more.
; Anyone who can spare time once 
a week for three hours :Or even 
once a month should contact the 
office.
There is a fee schedule for 
people seeking counselling, but 
the group insists that people only 
pay i f they can and many people 
don’t pay;; anything. The charge 
for an initial interview is entirely 
dependent upon ability to pay,
:' ;;'Cashipn'says.';.j;
And Godwin stresses — if 
youngsters or teehagers want 
someone to talk to they will never 
be turned away, regardless of 
ability to pay.
board is led by 
jircsident Akiko Shewring, board 
members include Jim Black, 
Ralph Brinkhurst, Dan Cashion, 
Gwen Cashion, Edith Gardner, 
Janice Norton, Wilf Sigurdson, 
Dee Bailin, Anne Jbhnstdh and 
Evelyn Goss.'.';:; j";"'/'; .■'/
‘A'fPv*’
'iilDNEY:''
ihursdiiy 10 • 1,7 - 6:30 
Frlday io -T. 2 • »;i»0 
Saturday 10 > 1, 2 « H
DEACON PLAZA MALL
656-4414
Now that tall IS hero, heatioq systems are being put into oppera- ;;
:tp;apd,]t fheyliaye :noi:t;)ehh:propGf
occur with inconvenient or disaslroiis results.
::Hat/e:yciiir''oit,;burnQT;;cti(icKe^ mani;''Haye:j'
:'the;smoke' pip8:;Ct0aned
.Ensure that your:dhimrieys and fireplaces are clean and creosote 
rcimoved to prevent a chimney fire,
:DonU let dust accumutaie on baseboard el(jctric hoater elements,
:Remember :too; that iwhen you go to sleep your nose does too.:; 
Dpii't count on snielling sihpko lh the^^^h 
awaken and get out, it just won’t ftappen that way,
.,:ttowever,;7iflppd;smpkfi;detectorJ|:on^ddty.24j\pui;s^a:;day;.^^':;^ 
;Mariy expeftsibolieve that if smoke detedeis were installed in;
: every horne:we wtH.ild fioi:tiave a:siiigle death by lire inithe home;:: 
:arhoke detectors'atc Crttlcai:iite saving deyices’providGri they arO^ 
'"jwe!!,.rnaihtaincti:. Makc:^Gttfc ymirs works Rropmjy ^ If you haven't; 
got oneget onebut he Sure it is approved by G,S.A., U; 1..C.,; 
Of U.L tor peace ol mind and a leMliil sleep,
this public service infnrmatioh Is provided by:Cc(d^ 
i:yolur)tderfiro''Oo()arl!t)ent,::NbrititJaanipltYP1unlcpr;Fho Pepart-^, 
: ment and jiadney Vpluntuei f iiu' Depaiimeni.';.;,,






Tammy Johnson spent some 28 
hours and used S200 worth of 
materials to make a 12-foot high 
stuffed cat — but it was worth it. 
She sold it for S350 at Saanichton 
Fall Fair and plans to make 
another cat with the proceeds and 
raffle it for the Variety Club.
Tammy, 16, of 6980 East 
Saanich Road, made an identical 
cat last year for the Variety Club 
Telethon and, in fact, has been 
making and selling small soft 
animals toys since she was 14. 
And she wouldn’t mind doing it 
for a living, she says. “It’s more 
fun than working in a sandwich
shop.’’
She and her father, Carl, 
designed the Sylvester-style cat
which is stuffed with 51 pounds 
of foam chips and covered with 





Brown Smooth Leather 




' Available in 
: Brown Smooth Leather 
- Sizes Infanls 5 to ; 
Misses’ Size 4
“The Shoe Fitting Specialists”
2215 Oak Bay Ave. ^^2385 Beacon Ave., SidHey
Tues. thru Sat. 9 a.ra.-5;30 p.m. ^ Tues. thru Sat. 3:30 a.B!.-5:30 p.in.
595-1144 IH 656-5822
^ a,
9786 “ 2nd Street 656-7535
m. OUB WEW IS 4BED, CaWH-FED, 8U6RmTCED C4W40A "4" 'Or ' ;:/;7\ 1;
Sidney RCMP are investigating 
theft of two cassette recorders - 
and two cassette players valued at ' 
a total $3,500 stolen fronvIsland v 
Video on Beacon Ave. Septi 1. 
Sidney Natural Foods adjacent to 
Island Video was also broken 
into but police said nothing;was 
taken. Entry was gained by 
smashing a window,
Four private residences in 
Sidney wertt also entered wiilr 
r cash unOer $ 100 and liciuop stolen V 
fiuin one, $30 cash and $3,000 
worth; of jewellery , iake^a 
another, more jcwellcrv, in- 
cliitling jtbrite rittgs wci:c reported , 
stolen fromi aiuMher residence 
Tmd a man who left his hotise for 
two hours returned to find his 
television missing.
An outboard motor valued at 
$800 was also stolen f>om a boat 
docked at Westport Marina.
|v.^//v;';'/:v;'''sideibacon;/;;,,:"^/'^^^ ::v;;;;'//;,:'E!t!GLISH .BANGERS
|1/»2.19«.. //i/*4.82kg: ;;;- i «89 jb.;':: /'://,;/f 4« 16 kg//1
1 GAME MEAT 1




_ , s^rvlnf! the ponfnsultt h^
•I nC Al AHl •ARl RUPIHJFS •SIOCK K CIIFIOM TBAMI S
, Z; 2459 BEAOON AVE. liM ^ 






Sidney Anglers new nictnbers 
derby kicks off at dawn Saturday 
with weigb-in at 3 p.m. iiyT^^
Park on LOchsidc prive, Frizes 
are for largest salmon or coho, 
there are two prizes for the 
biggest salmon caught by junior /
mcmhcrs, fwo for the hifigest
yitiron caught by women 
imeinbers
and ahiildcn weightpdzc, .
Utily one pri/e pel winiiet will 
'/i:'':',he:iSwardcil.'/Ticke<,s .$5 Seniors,




Saturday... ate; ".Ob,50; ai.in.,.,.. •'',:2,.2;.. 
10WM5.25 p.m. -10,3 high.
' Next/'big"/"event;',;''fOr /Sidney^; 
yVugleis is the October, 198.3,
;■ Coho Derby//'
DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH
\ WW.,
■'.I -0''"
1iiCfi(Si^r;ioiht’CiWic;librafy; Resthaven Onyfi,/Sidney, wl 
nneived on fia)(iid,iv/'Septfimhor'.l8;.. t:982.,.with cerentoniBs cCTOiencino at 
/10 A;M. TheTouncllscl ihu town ol Sidney and Uisinctof (voilh baanicli m- 
/vite;the/'fftsidenls';.ot;bolh^<:ofTimtinilifis,lo attend,';/ 
I ullnAdiij !h(i DpeninQ t'c/omonlfk lelrnr.hmnntr will he served iniirs ol thn 
'//'h.,,VldihCwil! tc'ronduCtCd/'artdTht'f'iwni be ch*''dren's enteflamment
AQUATIEL PET SHOP T
'■/■:.:/ ///' Yoiir.'Pot’!;':Happtno5S/iti Oiir Business'' / C /, /'
'TANAnA"'RAFEWAY''/■
/'/';'■ ''//"T.':/..;;;;;iiv6ryt!iin(j;yoti;:want;:((ci,iTt;a;,siiM
CANAOIAN IMPERIAL BANK OF COMMERCE , 65e*3981
I 01 all y»Hif iVmKinu I'/euUt.
/ bradpield's;bakerV';,';"/''/.//■ ^5^43"
(JROOMINO GALIERV ^
:■ /"^ ■:./,; All Jlreorts Olippinii,' 0,Tlhin(|' & Btoominfl;";
,;/,.HAMMfii&TAST"///; /":././:'■"..'. /''
... ., WlAVvU ■‘h* w .. .. , , ....
B5fi.4B2»
;WS ROCIQIE SOUNO CENTRE//'',"'.''.', '■/'/ ''V-/ ^1.656.4873;
;; ' Gtiit;ir;r, brurift, 'Kcvhfw'iKifv: Amn'iltws^ tttssons '
Gome Gel a Real Mfial
NORBETON CLEANERS
ROBINSON S 656-4414 i
your t amily Sloro
SHOPPERS ORIIG MART 656-1102
/ V Nflfir Inotifih to Save You Money
SIDNEY BEAUTY SALON 6S6-3622
"i.adierMnn''S Children/;:; /'"';■;; ;/,'^^•/;;;
1 l-SHIttlSUNLIMlUO 656-7544
;/ 1/'/.';..;; ''Oesiflrtod Wtjilo' YOU'Walt
'.' '.'1".
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60 YEARS AGO
[The Sept. 7, 1922, issue of The
Review is missing from the files.]
50YEARSAGO
From the Sept. 7, 1932, issue of 
The Review.
North Saanich Branch of the 
Canadian Legion agreed to assist 
Sidney and North Saanich War 
memorial Park Society in ob­
taining a plaque bearing the 
names of fallen comrades, to 
place on the memorial cairn the 
society was erecting in the park.
“Loughie” Lougheed, son of 
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Lougheed 
of Swartz Bay, landed a 40- 
pound salmon by playing it into 
shallow water then jumping 
overboard and hoisting it into his 
boat.
His Honour J.W. Fordham 
Johnson, lieutenant-governor of 
■British Columbia, was to open 
the 64th annual exhibition of the 
North and South Saanich 
Agricultural Society on Sept. 14.
NeWparking lot and turnaround at foot of Beacon Ave. will be built on fill now going in north of government dock. Lighter material will fill centre inside
perirniters of heavy rock: Keith Sutherland Photo
It was one of those rare occasions recently when management 
and the B.C. Government Employees’ Union were in complete 
. accord — but we’re told both sides are “frantically” trying to 
keep the incident quiet.
By MARY KIERANS : ■ 
Simultariebus bafflement and 
entertainment is: -an art that 
Conjurers perforrri with apparent 
ease : add consumate: grace;, In
The union was picketing at Pat Bay Airport but there was Night Probe, Clive Cussler
b r e a k u p b f G an a d i an Co n- 
federation and the possible: loss:; 
of ■ hydro-electric; power from 
James Bay.
A chance reference to a secret 
U.S.-U.K. treaty of 1914 that
:40 YEARS AGO
From the Sept. 9, 1942, issue of,
;Tlie Review .
A malfunctioning“voice box” 
spoiled the Labor Day opening of 
the Rex Theatre in Sidney. There ‘ 
were many favorable comments 
about the interior} decoration, 
lighting effects; etc., but the 
theatre was closed down after 
two evenings, in order to send the 
offending part to Vancouver for 
; repair.
I
firm agreement that if an air: ambulance was needed the BGGEU 
would provide a pilot. And at Pat Bay that day, early in the 
morning, there was a captain and a junior co-pilot on duty.
Then it happened. There was an emergency — a baby in 
. Premier Berinett’s Kelowna riding was suffering from a con- 
■ - genital heart problem and emergency health services were asked 
to fly. the child to Vancouver for treatment.
The captain refused to fly, an action our source says the 
. BCGETJ terms “disgusting and disgraceful.” The junior co­
pilot also refused but it was the captain who was condemned in
proves himself to be just such a
comsummated treaty, the British 
government reactivates a retired 
secret 1 agent tb sabotage the 
recovery attempts.
Aside from the normal doses 
of sex, mufdef and rnayheni,?
Compulsbry } registration of 
Canadian women-under National 
Selective Service vvas:announced. 
First to be affected were those 
between 20 and 24 years of age.
magician. He causes tb be the only possible solution:
people to appear in two separate U.S. Annexation of Canada.
sbldiCanada to the U.S;^'a^ book also offers exciting diving
.scenes, high-order Canadian 
pblitical duplicity and a pitched
places at the same time, com- Recovery of one of the only two battle between British and U.S.
pletes the reincarnation of James known copies of the treaty either marines.
Bond, and m.akes the passengers, from a shipwreck in the St. Cussler has once again proved 
crew and rolling stock of an . Lawrence River or from a train himself an enthralling storyteller 
entire train disappear for three- wreck '■ “ ' - > r.. ^ ,
30 YEARS AGO
From the Sepl. 10, 1952, issue of 
The Review
Frank Snowsell, recently elected 
as MLA for Saanich, told a GCF 
picnic at Sidney that his' party
In The'SHiidson River;;
no uncertain.terms by union members.
quarters of a century .
In 1989, the United States, 
near bankruptcy and faced with
anenormous energy shortage, is
tSS;
Senior union officials were brought in and raked the captain further threatehed^
becomes the responsibility of 
Dirk Pitt, the hero of Cussler’s 
earlier novels.
In an attempt to conceal the 
provisions of the un-
. , could beat Sbcial Credit any time
who IS a master of both sustained
action and the rrtisleading clue.
through either the Sidney-North 
Saanich or Brentwood branch of 
the regional library.
pilot was found arid the mercy: flight was^^^m
But the man who refused to fly has apparently earned the 
contempt of union members. And ours.
W.A.C. Bennett, promptly 
challeriged him Tb fesigri his seat: 
and} tbst jthegrnattef; in a byelec­
tion.
i The Bank of - Montreal is 
purchasing a valuable piece of 
Beacon Ave. property upon 
wh ich t o erect a mOdern ban k
blpck'In - Sidney;^: :;:'■;■■'}■
merce, brie iri whiclv the biganization has taken some giant 
yl strides. It’syachievcmerits include coris^^^ of a tourist 
booth on Pat Bay Highvvay, soon to'be the location of the 
chamber office, and the successful wooing and subsequent in­
clusion of Central Saanich mcrchanis as members of the 
chamber.
Another achievement can be rioted in the current .spirit of co- 
. operation that exists today between the chamber and Sidney 
council. For some time in the past the chamber seemed to be 
engaged in a running battle with council but fences have been 
mended. We believe much can be achieved if the iwo work 
togetlier,
Now an efficient and pur|K)seful body, the chaniber is ptitting 
together final plans for an economic development commission 
and is studying ways to improve tourism on the .Saanich Penin­
sula. We think a beach walkway and a mini-Sealarid rnodell
ed on Bob Wrieht’s Oiik ILmv rrttrJwdiOn w vdriiVId ViciVni-
We welcome letters /o the 
f editor but (O ' ^ 
f puhlicdtion tiwy must bear hqme, 
address and telephone number of 
the writer. Letters may be edited 
for clarity and brevity.
reprehensible than any which 
destroys; publie; property,; be it 
trees, mailboxes, windows, or
whatever:"',;-:':
Library'
One book in : mind is a: 
biography of Virginia Woolf, of 
interest mostly to those familiar 
witlv the Bloombury Group, 
ihcrefore to borrowers with a 
more serious turn of mind.
; May 1 address^
those who See fit to mutilate
One would ; think that the 
privilege of being able to borrow
jibrary;';l)poks; of any books for stich;a volume vvould cricojiragc 
that matter? respect for the printed word and
; ' h is an act of varidnlisin tuvlcsK rbspeej for one’s fellow toy/n*
sfolkwho may also wish to enjoy
; As it isy the volume is useless 
and may as well go into garbage.
No less than 24 pages have 
been removed from a total of 
116r Far better; perhaps to have 
kept t he whole book, hut sneak 
ibievcs fear detectibn, no doubt.
Whoever you are, may your 
cotisciencc prod you into 
repaying the library $12.95 for 
''thc^dama'gc,;’........................ ^ :■■:"':':■
SIrh me “very angry atul 
disgusted.”
[Name and nddrm supplied]
Rom Knott was elected 
■ president ; of the J ;Brentyvopd 
Conrirriunity } Club;- simceedin^
,-V,G.';baWSOnv:',:■■:'.
g a Bay at act o —• woul keep v sitors 
around* longer. And liow about boat trips and cruises around 
local islands',!
The potential for a healthier tourist economy in Sidney has 
alwaysiexistedf;Thefecessionandsng|ingecoririri[iyrriightjust" 
|3rdyide thcdn'ipetus id this ihtic for bur revitalized chamber to 
put ideas into action.
Pefjgie'Rowanrt:;.;" :■, 
AOVtRlihihjiyMANAGER Roy Spoonor 
;.; GfcNEBAl::MANAGER;-;.JOhn-;Titt(i'
SuNdrlptton ItS.flO piy y««r by Mallj UIXK) pit yMtlo at) roralon Counirlaf
-;i.-Ws-M.i't'lU.l-Ubl* WAlt. MtiWU1 HAlION,NU,,01 KB
MawiiMMaMMivai ai wwwar in
■_;:',':20 YEARS'AGO:-;-;;;-:;
From the Sept. 6, 1972, Issue of 
' The Review'-'::
; ; North Saanich
chamber of commerce presented 
to ; Sidney village council a 
petition signed by more than 10 
per cent of ratepayers asking for 
; a; plebescite to approve the 
cstablishmciu of a regional 
library. ■A -a *
A combination of good 
weathei, improved facilities and 
new attractions helped tlio two- 





-'.V;f,Htigh-‘';i:Curt clecled;';diy}f a ^
lamlslide'',-, ,;}yote';;;\(q'.,'',',fepreseiit}'
Sriairich land
dne of ;twp , progressive; Con­
servative members J' of the 
legislature,
“1 would think; from what I 
know of Dave Barrett;that I will 
be given a fair henring on behalf 
of the riding,’’ says tire (ormer 
I Saanich mayor,;;';:-';:;,}':'::';;'' };.;
Working drawings;; for the 
Saanich I’eninsnla Ho.spital on 
Mt, Newton Cross Road :ate 
;cxpcetcd; to pc cqiritilclPd by (lie 
end of Sept(imbeiv said l.ouls 
I.indholni, president of the 
Saanich; I'cn i n su In 11 os piia 1 
; Soeiely.^-:''}
A * A
1 Atiiiir years of lUishing lighted 
■■ barricades, ■;■ “sldw;''':t d -, ;;'30”-''"and': 




not delay the paying, .
:i;;’)T!V.Tr: .ii*'pE'I'v'o
Wednesday, September 8, 1982 THE REVIEW A5
By HELEN LANG
Before I get going today, 
please let me apologize to Sidney 
and North Saanich Garden Club 
for not knowing about their fall 
show soon enough to mention its 
forthcoming date. Now it is too 
late! It was a spectacular show, 
attracting a number of Victoria 
exhibitors, and some from as far 
away as Sooke. There was live 
music, a delicious tea, and 
everything was displayed in a 
most professional manner. All in 
all, one of the best garden shows 
I have seen. Its organizers deserve 
a lot of praise!
Today let’s start with a host of 
small nagging reminders ; . . you 
know . . .“things to do today” 
sort of thing. i
First of all try to keep 
everything picked. Things like 
beans or peas are much tastier if 
they are on the small side. If you 
leave, them to get large, they tend 
to be tough, and nine times out of 
ten the plants stop flowering, and 
thats curtains for the beans for 
;,'this:yearL':'--
The same thing applies to your 
Bowers . . . if you will take the 
dying blooms off petunias, for 
e.xample, the plants will keep on 
blossoming. 1 know this is a 
nuisance and petunia flowers are 
SO sticky , . . but try using the 
scissors and it’s not so bad. 
You’ll be pleased with the results.
Roses, of course, thrive when 
you dead-head them regularly. 
Talking about roses, the spray 
we’ve found to be the least 
obvious on the leaves, and still 
does a very good job on black 
spot and mildew is Fu/tginex. 
Benlate leaves such a milky 
residue you might just as well 
have the mildew . . . mind you 
Benlate certainly works!
Do swat as many of those 
Marsh Crane flies as you can. 
These pests are those long-limbed 
spindly creatures wafting about 
the place by the hundreds right 
now. In ancient times we used to 
refer to them as Daddy-longlegs 
and think they were kind of cute.
Knowledge, in this case, 
brought acute disillusionment.
These fragile looking bugs with 
their inadequate wings are related 
to the Mafia, and a very real 
menace (to lawns, especially). 
The eggs of these Marsh Crane 
flies hatch out into some of the 
most disgusting looking beasts 
you will find in your garden. 
They appear to have no head nor 
tail, no eyes, no legs . . . sort of 
like a fat brown worm about an 
inch long at maturity.
At this stage of their life cycle 
they are called Leatherjackets 
and are bent on destroying your 
lawn, and everything else in their 
path.
Treatment consists of an 
expensive application of liquid 
Diazinon, soaking the soil of any 
affected area to a depth of an 
inch. Time of application is 
October , . . preferably shortly
after a rain, or a good session
with the sprinkler.
If you are having trouble with 
mildew on your squash plants, do 
try something that is so simple I 
wonder why 1 didn’t do it years 
ago. Mix about a teaspoon of 
lime-sulphur into a one quart 
spray bottle, add a bit of liquid 
soap as a sticker, and give your 
plants a thorough covering. It 
really works! Lime-sulphur is one 
half of the dormant spray used 
on your fruit trees . . . the other 
half being the oil , remember?
Don’t forget to put your 
squashes up on an inverted pot, 
and do the same thing for any 
tomatoes hanging too close to the 
ground. Nice to have the latter 
ripening on the vine, isn’t it? Just 
about the best taste in the garden 
is a big, warm, fully ripe tomato, 
just picked, and eaten right there 
in the vegetable patch . . . no salt
or anything.
We have had a couple of 
canteloupes out of the 
greenhouse, and one honeydew 
melon, plus another sort of exotic 
taste, an artichoke ., . the 
“globe” one that has such a 
delightful flavour when cooked 
and then dipped in butter. No 
wonder 1 can’t lose weight! I 
planted these artichokes in the 
greenhouse in the spring, and 
only put three plants out in the 
garden to mature. What a 
mistake!
They have done very well, and 
10 plants wouldn’t have been too 
many. Never mind, these should 
continue to fruit for at least three 
years, and 10 would ruin our 
figures entirely.
Don’t forget to get youi onions 
thoroughly dried^ ^— out in the 
sun when possible, and don’t 
neglect to bring them in every 
evening. Nag, nag!! Timeto so%v 
those winter vegetables . . . 
things like Brussel sprouts, 
broccoli, cauliflower and cab­
bage. Buy the plants at this time, 
its too late for seed, but you 
could still plant .some kale or 
chard seed now. it may not do a 
lot this fall, but will supply early 
spring greens.
How about a few lettuce seeds, 
just a few, plus a dozen or so 
radishes? They like the cooler fall 
weather, and very soon will; be 
getting expensive to buy at the 
supermarket.
Time now to give some thought 
to bringing your house plants 
inside for the . . . ugg . .






•1 Sports (Suit Type) Jacket 
•1 Pair Pants or Slacks 
•2 Ties
•1 Lightweight Sweater 
«1 Plain Skirt
YOUR CHOICE
£.19 /O Q|.y Qie-)ning 
DISCOUNT and Minor Repairs
*1.79 ea.
ANTIQUE and CURIO SHOW
Handy Dart is coming to town 
. . . or is it? Representatives from 
B.C. Transit Authority, the 
, Capital Regional District, and the 
Custom Transit Advisory 
Committee will be in atendance 
a meeting to be held Thursday 
6t Resthaven Lodge from 7 to 9 
p.m. Examine the buses which 
will be parked outside the lodge 
and then be ready: to have all your 
questions answered by those oh 
^the'panel;':;^
;; In a nutshell, the eventual level; 
of service on the peninsula will be 
dependent Upon the; response at 
" this meeting and it is imperative 
the community express the 
growing need for this type of 
transporfatibn, both in to Vic- 
toria and arbtind;the peninsula,
shopping, and for visiting 
friends..
All arc valid reasons for 
. requesting Handy Dart and its; 
door-to-door seryicc; at a very 
reasonable cost . We at PCA want 
a vet y loud expression of the need 
for a bus one day a tveeA: because 
at the mbmenf citizens in need arc 
; t:HUCcl appointments
“ ; bcc^
; drivers A” especially drivers with 
' the physical ability to lift
; : size chpablc bf carrying them.
C If we say “ho’’ what happciis 
; if there is no Handy Dart sciA'icc?. 
Think of it . . . then come to 
tomorrow night’s meet in g i f you
; can bring someone else wlto is, or 
if ybii are concerned fbr the 
future of our peninsula han-
Friday Sept. 10; 6-t0 pi;m, 
Saturday Sept. 11, 10-1Q p.m 





to Thtsrs. Si Sst. 9:30 - 5:^ 
Friday 9:30 - 6
Bee Street
Daily Admission $1.00







,>ARCHERY EdUlPMENT xHOCKEY 
,>>HUNTING VESTS :
FISHING GEAR ,^SKI EOUIPMENT
^-CURLING .^ANDMOnt
SKATE SHARPENING
9830 - Sth Street, Sidney, B.C. Y SOCCER GEAR 
Dealing in Novi & 05«d Sports 656-0505 ^ *
OPEN OmiY 11 a m. ■ 7 p.in
Have you taken advantage of multiple listiiigs so ytjjur butliness Qhn be^^i 
ijian^ places at once? (Extra charges apply for extra listingf i) n ^
Is every (irnr you represent rcpresenteciso people (Tin find you easily?; ; 
Reineinber vraines, posilioiis and addresses can change; in a year and youf 
listings sliould ch(|nge right alpn^
Add something to your Yellow l'*ages ad or listing right now.
Phoiuvyour B.Ci Tel lousiness (,)tficc. ^p T£L''''
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Tsehum Harbour at the north end of 
Saanich Peninsula is one of Vancouver 
Island’s busiest waterways for pleasure 
boats, but despite the traffic it’s sheltered 
waters are ideal for canoeists and kayakers.
A trip around the harbour and through
the north end of the peninsula offers a 
glimpse of some of southern Vancouver 
Island’s finest marine scenery.
Along the route you’ll find more than 
half a dozen marinas, two harbour seal 
rookeries, and several good cod jigging 
grounds.
There are two good launching points — 
the government wharf off Resthaven Drive 
and a tiny beach off Tryon Road past 
Westport Marina. From either of these 
launch areas you can paddle further into 
the harbor for a. look at some of Greater 
■ Victoria’s most expensive floating real 
' ; estate.'': .■'
At the head of the harbor is Blue Heron 
Basin, an important feeding ground for 
h great blue herons and various diving ducks 
and seabirds. Eagles are a common sight 
anywhere in the harbor, especially along the - 
; shores of Curteis Point.
It’s not uncommon to be followed by a; 
f^ you explore the v
bays and marinas near the head of the har­
bor. There’s a sizeable seal rookery directly 
across the harbor from Van Lsle Marina 
where some reefs are exposed at low tide.
A canoeist or kayaker can usually sneak 
up to within a few boat-lengths of sun­
bathing seals but it’s not adviseable to pad- / 
die downwind of them.
The harbor is always alive with nautical- 
type activity — pleasure boaters scrubbing 
' their decks or boozing it on the bridge, 
fishermen mending their nets at 
Fishermen’s Wharf, or kids fishing for 
shiners around old pilings.
Follow the Curteis Point shoreline 
around the point toward Canoe Cove and 
into the channels across from Canoe Cove 
Marina. There can be strong tides in the 
channels and rather uncomfortable wash 
from larger vessels but careful canoeists 
rarely encounter difficulty.
If you hug the shore as far as the marina 
you can paddle directly across to Toad 
Island and circumnavigate both Toad and 
Fernie Islands. If it’s calm and you’re am­
bitious you could paddle all the way around 
Goudge, or even Coal Island, but you’ll 
have toWatch the water.
There’s good cod fishing near the kelp 
beds, most notably near the end of the har­
bor, off the southeast tip of Fernie Island, 
along the Coal Island shore in Iroquois 
Pass, and between Canoe Cove and Goudge 
Island.
Cormprants perch atop the rocks near 
Canoe Cove and spread their wings to dry 
in the breeze. Harbor seals use the same 
rocks to loll about in the afternoon sun.
Some canoeists use Tsehum Harbor as a 
point from which to begin island hopping 
to Sidney Island. They launch at Fisher­
man’s Wharf and paddle the shoreline to 
Armstrong Point then scoot across the, 
mouth of the harbor to Ker Island. From 
ker it’s a straight shot to the northern tip of 
Sidney Spit, but'it can be a dangerous cross­
ing in rough seas or when tides are running 
.'..full force.
around ' Armstrong Point toward Sidney 
and stop for fa 'few/ beers at the Sidney 
Hotel.
w Charts and compass are unnecessary but; 
they can; make the expedition more , ih-I^ 
teresting. The Canadian Hydrographic 
J;chaftTofTsehurn,Harbbris^#3455. It’s wise 
; do'pack a litreijopbvateb-as canoeing ;in the 
sun dehydrates most paddlers.
>■ * \ '
BRENT
SCHLATTER
For nearly seyen years now/ 
customers have been coming from 
all over the Saanich Peninsula and 
even Victoria to/ choose their 
clothes at Spooner’s Ladies wear, 
untilTCCcntly at thc'cdrner or West 
Saaniclpjlpad and Verdin 
wood and tiovy also at the corner o f





111 >. I I- I'.'.f ‘ ,,i L . ' ■■■ '
That’s iwo locations to serve 
;ypuy;:wHlifFi-ah''Spqpner:^^^ 
of the Brentwood store and Carol 
looking after the new store in 
Sidney.
Both stores are elegantly ap­
pointed, spacious and airy and con- 
/ tain/lie latest-in fushlpns/st 
colours from major fiilld 
in Canada and liuropc.
While only located in Sidney for 
some dOymOitths, Carol’s:: artistic 
touch is already showing along with 
her skill in co-ordinating the 
'/’■•younger ':::l'6ok:''\:fashions,’,’ :/-4'; 




their Petite collection (sizes 6 - 16 
■/for^'lhe''smaller;'figure),;/
Altogether, Spooner’s is a plca- 
/''mnt''''i5lacedndeed ■rat^'':cither:''lOca-': 
/' tldfi /^ to' nssemblc::yourMtdrpbe; /,; 
^■'-■"'■''Gdnie soon, :> "'look''■■■:nroun(;i,':
chodse from styles from Koret, Tan 
;/'J^^yi/,:: ,Mr/:|f on artij jianca:::.':(ck:" 
' :clusiyc;:dn/the ::peniinsula)/', Sottles'/' 
Scawind, and, ntaiiy rnorc. Browse 
through the racks and best of all. 
take your time at both Brentwood: 
and>:'Sidniey:;^slores' —.'twe. look'■ for-■■ 
,^warddo seeing you.y
a diving shop than the Saanich 
Peninsula, To take an extract from 
''a\diver’s'motes:,/','',,/'
. “At 50 feet we stopped swirnrn- 
ing and doused our lightsr One of 
our group swam towards us with a : 
powerful dolphin ; kick/ The result 
was a vaguely human sliapemoving 
Tapidly tpvyards and; then pyep us, 
trailing strands of green fire from: 
every part of his body.”
/;:';'■ Tdiis::experience/can'::be':,yourk';r-~^',:
py',,,Dpug'}and/loycc/DeProy:‘::since/' 
spring, 19^ 1.1 Has been jnipperation 
Tor many years handling profes­
sional scuba diving equipment, 
:,:'sale//a'nd;::renjnls,''pup/siadon/ser-/ 
vices; and proviciihg scuba lessons 
from, bcgtrnicrs: leyel/thfdug^^^^^^ 
vanced dives.
On staff are fully qualifled pro­
fessional clivers who can perform 
underwater repairs of any nature to 
'Toiu’'boat, or;pro'perfy';'’"i
The shop, located at 9818 - 5th 
.Street, sometimes resembles more a 
museum ,than a cliving shop, \yiih 
■:: artifacts,'■^■::seay':or'namcrus,'/v'etc.';':" 
braught up from tlie depths dlv 
idisplay.:,;,Tj-;//'.:::
The nature of the sport itself prd- 
. wiclcs' fop'a'Tricndly;and :'fciaxc!'d ;a't -': 
*Vrtospherc and this is;what you will 
find when you drop in nt Rimpac 
.1 cannc, Stcye and ban -- and pfo- 
prietors botig and Toyce are there 
f o' nrrvvideT'ou'Tyif h-'co'ngenjji !'■ t 
/iylcc':',and;ahsw'cr:':ahy:'qucst'ions' 
'■■:;niay:T>avc::qn'':.ihis:;;,rapidly;,growing''
comcpn dovynp down; down and 
/''■sce.u's soon ,'Touls a're'':9 'a.m,; -T'lBO 
^■' p.m.:seven days a week,■':■■';: ";.■,■■ 
A. new sound can be heard in 
Brentwood ™ Sound Elektron 
(located : next To Imnn G 
Music Gentre) at 7174A West 
Saanich Road, where you will find 
De r r i ck a n d R pb i n M a I lard w i t h a 
cpn;iplete , line : of hopie: s 
sysicins, sound reinforcement Jn- 
stallations tpi;: halls; churches, etc, 
and Custom installatidh of sound 
/ systems in your home or office.
Their busy store contains such 
compact and modern sound 
/ysternsiaTAkai and Sansui 
/which: they ;arc/both^:^T^ 
vice agents. .Service today is just as 
important as sales and Derrick 
!VIa 1 lard is more than just a tcclini- ^ 
cian:“ Thc’Ta fully ciu 
ironies engineer wlio cap IbOk after 
your sound system long:aftcr it has 
;:bccn;instalicd.::'-3G::;''":^
This top notch equipment is on 
display right here in Brentwood, tci 
look at, sounci out, test and ask 
/abbut; See how it looks and hear 
Tiovi/ it sounds before you try it out 
in youp home or/apartment /~- no 
nceci todriycjntb Victoria anymore 
/to purchase op enjoy tips rnodern 
/ entertainment when the service is so 
■/■■personal .'and';Sp'''close'.;;Rcelio;:rcel 
/'■decks'-';, are:/ari'Tniiporiani'-;;pairt;;':pr: 
todayr music/systems tind Robin 
''and'DerfickTlso'handlc/thcse,'':';: 
■■'/";So/:'look ';';no ■'::rurther'';:Tbr' ■'"■youp 
:'Tobnd:;: system '■'its Tight/here;; in 
:;;;Rrentwobd;::albnT:w''itli:diat/a!l''ini:;:' 
:,:portpnt',/service.'^corhe'k'jii;'; and 
browse at Sound Elektron r- 7174 
A West Saanich Rond; Business 
hours are 9 a.m, t%6;30 p,m. Moh- 
':/day To-Saturday.' VVefook'Torward 
,'■10'seeing you soon. •■: ■
TlieTs/abd:
Since m ov i n g h i s b u s i n e.s s I r o m 
Kamloops to Sidney in 1980 and in­
itially working from his home on 
B a s t S a a n i c h R oa d, P a u r s b 11 si n css 
has developed over these two years 
to the extent he has opened a studip 
at 2420 Beacon Ave. (opposite the 
Toronto-Dorninion Bauk)! o offer > 
■''■:you"'mp're.::Conyenient' scrv'iee,;V,r:::"'" ■/■'■;;';'■
Paul handles all phases of 
/'photojdat)hy::':-;suclf:;:''':'ay:;-:pbrt'fa:i'ts';::::, 
;::restoratibn:.'^;:':bf/':.iliosc:;;;bld.:/:fa'iniiy''/ 
hcirloonisv friny Tiles arid/sCryicci:/ 
;T'ra'ming/' '-work,-'' ttnd .■.yf.iyc-m'i'nut'C;/: 
passport photos.
, As most of you are aware, Paul is 
a highly skilled/ award>\\Mniim 
v:Tho'to'gra'ph'cP/:spCciali'zing';/iiv'Tojf ■:/:': 
traits, weddings and animals, etc.
Recognizing the need locally for 
qiiidity phoioTinishiiig ;tluitdoes 
not keep you wait iiig for days jo see 
the results of youPcfforls, Paul has 
recently :established: a pne-itour /, 
photo finishing process, under the 
trade na me of P R ON'f ()-1« 11 ()' r:o. 
Starting nest week you w ill be able 
/ lb bring/ypur film in lo Patti’s, go 
for a StrolI around town, shop, ; 
have lunch or whatever, then call 
back in an hour and pick up yotir 
. top quality prints processed: right ’ 
on the preniises *-' reprints vvill ottly 
takcTnolhcr'.i'O/Ttinuics.;/,''^ v:''
■ . Waicli .J'oi -llic, Cji.iiiU Dpcuiug:,. 
':.'soonr':''/v:'"'
So ; for tdl your photograph> 
::Tccds',,'fi:bp'i/':n!ni ■ iu' ii)"(:»fc.'s;ii.uui/ 
v portraits, Toni frarnesTo one ■hou/ 
"../'processing,';TT,i'uPS:;ilouse::: of ■■i.Por- 
Trails is the place to beMouis are 9 
:;::a, m ./lOfS :30"p,,m',: :!vipnd.ay(; t ji'roiigh/-:' 
■f'Saturdayv'or '■■give'...Piuil-a/'call"ai'Lf 
■/v656.4245.."i-..'-';;'T,...■■■:'■ .vb'.:.';/ ■,■"■;■•■
‘The Shoe Fitting Specialists"
2215 Oak Bay 2385 Baacon Av«.
Tubs, through Sal. Tu»«. through Sat.
! 0 a.m.. 5:30 p.m. 9:30 a.m. • 5:30 p.m.
595-1144 656-5822
/Ccfitraliy locatecl jn Sidney at the 
traffic lights. Beacon and 5th, The/ 
islbnd Shoe Place brings tb Sidney :: 
The many years of shoe experience 
by ownef’s Allerk Peter and Urenf r 
Schlatter,
By svay of explanation, Allen and 
'd'’'c i c'f S c 11 i'a t f c f :p |ic ra t e''T h:e:/l 
Shoe Place at 2215 ' dak^^^^T^^^ 
Ayeinie;:and Brent operates Tbe/ 
Tsiatid;:.;''JTib'c./:Place'/Tn'.:;Sidhey,::..:,a:;'' 
father and ; softs team second to 
''''nbne.
/ d he Island Shoe place specialises 
in shoes for the family, ladies and 
childrens shoes for all occasions, 
from babies size 2 fp ladies size 11. 
In mens shbeS, they carry casuals 
and runners,,
yvith /brand names: such as 
/Savage,; Naiirralizer,/ Ritter,, .Buster''' 
'■'B rowii; Tel by,; Foil rnt read i'';;1}onnic'. 
'.■Siewarf','/'’,''K::;'' ;;Shoes. .■bf';,'T/ngla'nd,/ 
Glarks, North Siar and d’umphies, 
vou can be sure of finding w'hat you 
■;:,-nced:..riglU"hcrc.;::'..i/v:.'.:T.'/,y.:y;;yy 
Tf he bright and eheerfuI premises, 
the personal touch; the professionai 
manner: all add up to satisfaclibn 
when you: shop at The Island Shoe
.V
Tio ill and see them today at 2385 
;BeaTlii ''Avctjue::'iii "Sidncy:;;or :^22I5; 
'pak,''Ba.y'A vcnuednTiak'jJay,.//;...'','
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Sidney AJSAF sponsored slowpitch club won first annual 
Sidney Slowpitch Invitational Tournament with five con­
secutive victories Monday. Mark Cameron Photo
'Maestro, - Paul Freeman 
Music Director and Conductor
The Capital City’s Dynamic Orchestra ... Canada’s Rising Star
PAIR 1 — October 3-4
aPAUL FREEMAN — Conductor 
ANDRE LA-PLANTE — Pianist 
Weber — Oberon Overture 
Brahms — Piano Concerto No. 2 
Stravinsky — Firebird Suite
I PAIR 3 — Oct. 31 - Nov. 1
PAUL FREEMAN — Conductor 
> JANINA FIALKOWSKA — Pianist 
Rossini — La Scala Diseta Overture 
cBarber — Adagio for Strings 
Liszt — Piano Concerto No. 2 
Nielsen — Symphony No. 5
PAIR 5 — November 28-29 
I URl MAYER ~ Conductor 
TOM EADIE ■— Trombonist 
Handel Concerto Grosso, Op.^6, No. 9 
Creston r— Fantasy for Trombone & Orchestra 
Beeithoven -- Symphony No.: 6
PAIR 7 — January 9-10
PAUL FREEMAN - Conductor ; :
BrahmsSymphony No. 3 
Zuckert ~ My Paintings 
Strauss — Serenade for Winds .
; Creston p~ Tu)o ClK)ric Dances^: < ^
PAIR 9 — February 6-7
. PAUL FREEMAN — Conductor ;
; RITA'COSTANZI■ Harpist v:
Harry Freedman* — Klee M/yc/t ;
Handel — Concerto for Harp 
Ravel -- Introduction & Allegro 
Mozart ~T Symphony No. 41 (Jupiter)
PAIR 11— March 13-14
PAUL FREEMAN - Conductor ;
.IDA LEVIN Violinist
At/askin**—• Solace based on a Scott Joplin Rag 
I''Dvorak-— Symphony No. 6 
' Tchaikovsky' Vin/m'Conrerto 
**World Premiere
ORDER FORM
Please check ALL appropriate boxes. 
SlJttSCRlPTION □ \ivmw □ Chnnne □ N«nv 
SEATING
□ l.OGI- □ A On DC On □ Box
□ Main Mt>or □ (from) □ (back) □ Rniconv
□ l.cfl □ Ccnln* □ Riqbt
Send in Yiuir Order Eonm Now! Or Phone Tiidnyl
PAIR 2 — October 17-18
.PAUL FREEMAN — Conductor 
ARTO NORAS - Cellist ,■
Faure — Elegy
Shostakovich — Symphony No. 9 
Dvorak —,Celio Correerto Op. 104
PAIR 4 — November 14-15 
PAUL FREEMAN — Conductor 
"JANE COOP — Pianist" ' ' ’ j. ->
Morawiti-— Passacaglia on a Bach Chorale 
Mozart — Concerto in Eb K.449 
flchaikovsky — Symphony No: 1 (Winter Dreams)
PAIR 6 — December 12-13 
S PAUL FREEMAN ^-: Conductor 
VICTORIA CHORAL SOCIETY,
;; ;; Biruce More — Director 
Handel’s MESSIAH 
Margarita Noye Soprano 
Janet Stubbs — Contralto 
GlynEvan.s— Tenor 
Benjamin Matthews — Bass .
PAIR 8 — January 23-24 
; : PAUL FREEMAN — Conductor 
;; GARY KARR — Stringbassist 
Hugo Wolf — Serenade 
y Schubert r--/Symphony No. 5 
fl Beethoven — Romance in F 
Dittersdorf — Concerto ip Eb' :
: Ibert — Divertisserrient i
PAIR 10 — February 27-28 
, SIDNEY HARTH - Conductor & Violinist 
" Bach - TBrandenburg Concerto No, 4 ;
Mozart -- Violin Concerto No. h 
( Haydn - Symphony Nor^W
i.:":PA!R'^12:---:Aprir.lO-Il ■
PAUL FREEMAN Conductor 
VICTORIA CHORAL SOCIETY.
Bruce''Moire.-'. Director',.':
''' ■' 'Debusny — ' Nhrturnes '''
: i'll''‘‘Familia’’ Operatic Choruses" -
'"v; Dvorak (•■ Cafnlvaf Overture
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L A $ M.oo ■ $ 7h;oo : $ m:m $ 70,00
r B' vim $ (■if.:o(,i ; $ (»o,oo, $ oo.oo
:C , $ 60,(» $ tVUH'i $ 40.(X1 $ <18,00
j /p $ .li.OO $ -10.00 ,L,,30,00 $ 3.1,00
main:'floor, : rovali’heatre balconv.
: $ HCKKf .v/ .:.'7 ■ ■.;;:,}.‘7'...'
$'VH.('l0//7:$76ft:oo';.:':.'7.
l/liSOO'.;'; :$/5f)t!fi;,'.'://
$ yS.OO 7' 7:;:7'/|lS 
,i5b ''tAs.oti;:. / $73n;i)g/' "'7
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SlbfK) $ 35.00
$ .'H.t'Ht : $ 30.00,/;;
.T/.oo': ,;'$ 2-1.00/' /
$ logo :io,wt ■
Mpopsm, _
AnyEvenihgpnB^
PAUL freeman .-— Conductor 
f RIKI TUROFSKY ^ Soprano 
BERNARD TURGEON — Baritone 
Excerpts from: King & I; South Pacific; Oklahoma; Sound 
of Music; Fiddler on the Roof; My Fair Lady; Carmen./
POPS #3
Christm<
MpAUL7FREEMAN — Conductor 
Choral & Vocal Soloists — TBA
Christ mas Album with,
the Royal Philharmonic.
POPS #5 — March 6 
La Belle France 
CARMEN DRAGON;-- Conductor 
- Oscar and Emmy Award Winner 
■'T ■,,LARRY^SKAGGS",-^'Cellist':
Featuring: light classical music by Offenbach and other 
French composers. \
Series C
POPS #2 - October 10 
Evening 0/ Folk Music
- 'GLEN FAST’--.Conductor ::7,.
; :'.GLENN.:YARBROUGH';and;hisFand ..
, World famous superstar of the Folk Era
POPS '#4-"''—' 'January: |6
Gershwin/Tchaikousky Evening 
RAUL.FREEMAN.'-Conductor,,''
./' .MONICA GAYIC>RD -.PM ■/ /.
Featuring; GGrsbuxh’.s Piano Gnncerlo in F & Cuban ■
: Overture; and Tchaikousky’s Swan Lake Ballet Suite &
: 1812 Overture.
-'./t;.,,:',. POPS''#6':-~'.'March'27; ^ F.;
Jazz with the Symphony
'■/GLEN FAST'-~:Conductor-'''.'.C/:;
'",/ .//LOUISE ROSE'/™,'^ V'''
1/1010810/3 Own DLstinguished Ja/z Pianist
'’;,:, Prag'rdniirimg':A-"Ardsi(s;,sMl^ecf,',»o;cfi£inge;;,
ANISJ/^;^ RUSSELL
Anne Barnes from the Saanich 
Peninsula Piranhas Swim Club, 
won a silver medal dn/Aug. 28 
/ swimming for British Columbia 
/ in a dual meet against Alberta.
She placed second in the 50- 
/ metre breast stroke and fifth in 
the backstroke/ /at a/meet in. 
/Kelowna which the 
won. She also/swam on two/relay 
teams for B.G., the 200-metre 
freestyle and the 200-metre 
medley. Both teams finished 
third.
Award winners were:
Best time awards 
Freestyle — 50 m, Kathy Scott, 
Andrew Ens; 100 m, Brenda 
McGuire, Stefan Vanderboom.
Back stroke — 50 m, Anne 
Barnes, John Bentham; 100 m, 
Brenda McGuire, Terry Dean.
Breast stroke — 50 m, Anne 
Barnes, Anthony Everett; 100 m, 
Brenda McGuire, Mark Bowler.
Butterfly — 50 ni, Brenda 
McGuire, Stefan Vanderboom.
Individual medley — 100 m, 
Anne Barnes, John Bentham; 200 
/ m, Brenda McGuire, Stefan:
'/,/.,'/''.'/'/.yanderboom//'.,:
Overall improvement award 
Girl-r Parnela Ens.
Boy —- Peter Degreef. / /^
Sportsmanship award 
‘;/,Girl,-r-'BfendaMcGuire.''
Boy ■— Stefan Vanderboom. 7 
Aggregate awards [trophiesl 
Div, 1 Girls — Melissa Sibley,: 
/7T pts; Paula Caskey, 26 pts; 
Annabel Crcilin, 12 pts. Boys —■ 
Craig Bentham, 201 pts; Michael 
Golin, 121 pts; Peter de Greef, 60
Sibley, 80/pts; /: 
Boys— ,
: Andrew Ens, 160^? p
NIcGuire. 28 pts; Murray;Pears, /











l‘osl.>l CoJ<' 'Phnn'#"''//:/;.;"'"::''':::.: '/'//t'
victoria symphony 385-6515
631 Superior SI . Vicl6ria, B.C. V8V lVl
SEATING
PI:AN
A Main.l/lonr Rowii J H ,.
'- 'liitfAnv Rf,i«(»''AF-, 7’'
b'Msiii Fk«r Rowa H kiSi S V
C Mrtin I Icwir Kewd UtJ A< ,W / 
'.7. ft,<kimy 8»vi«,l-,'P:..;:,:,:
; D Mrt'.K t"b«r Hew-i* A^'C /, 7''',
--LISTEN TO WIN
S«/niphonv; Siihscrihers can WIN over 50 (ine FRIZES 
including a lrlt> on the Maggie or 2 nights accomrnndalion 
.^at.'the Harbour■■Tbw(i?rs..:.&..MUCH,MORE!:.;//:-.,/.7;,i',".:;'-',';
CJ-AX 1070 has tlv lieKiilx 
istm'lo Barry'Bouirnan'to'. WIN!
'/'■7':,/7'/,''.mREWElX,'TOUR-,/:.',:;^
l^^driosday, Oc^ob^f 6, 8 p.m.
....'■''*^7
';'^-/7'.,',''/:://:7':77;.''fr
Tfiifs'Ac/ k SfHanmrcd By:




Div. 3 Girls — Antic Baines,
139 pis; I,,oiTainc Langstaff, 95 
pis; Jane Potter, 63 pts. Boys -■
John Beni ham, 171 pts; Austin / 
Wegelin, 18 pts; Kevin Golin, 8 
pis,
Div, 4 Girls — Debbie 
McGuire, 67 pts; Ham Ens, 49 
pis; Katie Hall. 14:pts;/Boys — 
li Terry Dean, 13,3 pts; Tony
;:."''7/7'‘'/'',Evcrctt',/'2p"':pts:,;:.Chris//,Sp6brier,;/;'7'; 
,18 pis.:/,-/-, 7'''.C'.:'/,.'.::',y'.''7.^/‘'V',;,:,,,
Div. 5 Girls '-- Jenny Sttiubi 29 
pts; Daphne van der/ Boom, 21 
/ p(s; Debbie/Sigilrdson, 5 pts, 




8 pts; I.ara Melville, 2 pts. Boys 
-- Chris Staub, 55 pts; Stefan 
^/:yan,;,dcr/'';B,6pni,/,32' ,,pts;/JJt;atl.,:,^ 
''Bo'vler/'’i0 ptC:;' ' '''/V;/
Most Improved lime (medalsV 
Dlv. 1 •— Annabel Crcllini 
Peter Degreef.
Div. 2 --- Aiinc-Mafic Fouler,; 
Andrew Ens,,
7;/'.., /■.■'.;,7 Div.'7 '3,, /,Jarie/:,PoUcr,,;/John':/'; 
Bent ham.
Div, 4 —• Pamela tins, Terry
J.)iv,.Ji‘:bapline::yanderbopin,/.. 
Warren Pears.
I>iv. 6, Tammy Scott ♦ Stefan
'/', ',7-ybndcrbbdm. """"
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•k if
Vern and Laurel Gordon 
celebrated their silver 
wedding Aug. 28 with an 
open house for friends 






:Wed. Sept a 
to Sat 
Sept nth
Hoen® of S9JPES1 savings! r% ,,
in Downtown Sidney :•
STOm HOURS:: ■
■ DAILY 8:30-^ vl-'A?V
THURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00 - 5:30
U/- ■‘vr
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES WHILE STOCKS LAST
Where dW your
consumer habits? Most, good 
and bad, stem from attitudes we\ 
learned as children. Early ex­
periences with money as well as 
spending habits of parents are 
teachers of lifelong practices, 
k It is important for children to ? 
have money to plan with, save 
and spend. In some families the ; 
source of thisi cash is anr
allow'ance, in Others, payment for 
k tasks done at h in the
in some of your marketplace 
experiences. Let' them in on 
discussions about return policies 
and guarantees. If you have to 
complain iabput a product or 
service take the chidlren with 
you. Through observation and 
'experience in the family, children 
can become aware of their: rights 
- and responsibilities as consumers ; 









community. As soon as children 
can recognize coins and show 
interest in money matters it is 
appropriate for them to begin 






















Children should have freedoms 








money. Items valued by children 
are usually different from those
of their parents. There will be 
mistakes but these are an im­
portant part of learning.
WMthin reason, children should 
be aware of family financial 
concerns. They know problems 
pxist because they feel emotidhal 
ten.sion.s. Keeping control of 
financial concerns is a challenge 
and children who are informed of
are better equipped to handle 
money matters as adults. 
ib'seussing and planning: helps 
; clarify vthe dil^ferencc between 
wants and needsd This is im­
portant in avoiding a lifelong 
habit of impulse buying. k 
3 C critical
cliildrcn wiihstantl advertising 
and peer pressures^ Talking 
about value and quality as related 
to cost, develops a sensepf value.
Piti.Tllu ini'lii/lf vOVii* ('hilHron
Victoria people won all five of 
the holiday trips offered as prizes 
in the Victoria and District 
Baseball Association “Baseball
iVEAtsSHOBlBER?
for Youth” draw, for which 
Sidney Little League had a ticket 
blitz in May. Winners in the Aug. 
31 draw were:
B. Cormick, 200 Dallas RcL; .1. 
Tripple, HMCS Yukon; J. 
Aycast, 1143 Tolmie Ave.; C. 
Gudgeon, 1610 Belmont AVe., 
and .1. Robin, 991 Clapwin Ave.
liia
wmfmmMmm









^ e^g FRESH MINI
.. 'SHORT"














: ([)R'S8LVE!lt,i’trt^ oz. 
THIRD DRAW SEPT. 25/82
,t'..v.lb, 58‘’
fti^s CHICKEN . . . . . . . . . lb. 99m FRESH RECUlARt
Ag GROUND






VICTORIA -- HONOLULU 













EX. ABSORBANT OAVTIMC 60** .... V.. t.v,
SKEEHA
CAT FOOD iiiiHii. . . . . . .
t











































ONCE A WEEK ONLY!
:;;k-.;:B00KtN0w!:-


























MUSHROOMS 2S4g. . . . . . . .
McVITIE
BISCUITS isiK
KABOB GBEEN LABEL .
TEiBAGS too». . . .
MAXWELL HOUSE
INSTANT COFFEE








PEEK FREAK HOME ASSORtED
BBiis:.C:v
mrnnwfmF
Al riHtlYSlETMiiA ■ ♦ 'ti' i' « I *'v ( * •* 'B ♦ *
MRS. SMITH
APPLIiflEk^




‘NEW’ OLD STYLE 
YOGURT *o..,k. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
■.1'
.-..li ,i.\ ■;''''kk;r's's'k-..k,.v,.k,|i,.s.v, ;





S W<*>r5s^® Sst it* * ^
The Sidney group of the Save 
The Children Fund holds regular 
meetings at 2 p.m., St. Andrew’s 
Church Hall, 4th Street, Sidney, 
on the second and fourth 
Wednesday in each month. New 
members or visitors warmly 
welcomed. ^ ^
Discovery Toastmistress Club 
meets the second and fourth 
Thursdays at 8 p.m. in Shady 
Creek United Church l4all, 7184 
East Saanich Road. Visitors 
welcome.
Seniors — are j^ou nevy To 
Sidney? Don’t know anyone?
■ The Silver Threads Centre at 
? 10030 Resthaven offers classes, 
activities and a warm welcome; 
Drop in or call 656-5537 .
Sidney Stroke Ciub will be 
meeting the second and fourth
for advanced dancers. For 
further information, please 
phone 6.56-1555 or 656-2128.
Sidney Teen Activity Group 
[STAG] located at 2304 Oakville 
behind Sanscha Hall grounds, is 
open to Saanich Peninsula youth 
aged 13 - 18 years. Clubhouse 
operation hours are 6 - 10 p.m. 
week nights, 6 p.m. to midnight 
Saturday and Sunday. The 
clubhouse is closed Sundays 
while STAG members operate a 
concession at the Swap and Shop 
in the Travelodge parking lot on 
Beacon.
Parent and teen inquiries 
welcome. For more information 
call the PCA office at 656-0134 
or drop by and pick up a program 
at 9788 - 2nd Street, Sidney. 
Peninsula Figure Skating Club
:' ? W^ a.m.^^^^^ —for 1982-83
Margaret Vaughan season, 6:30 to 8:30 p.m- Sept. 8
; All “strokers” and 9 at Panorama Leisure
Center. Skate and dress sale at
clal co-ordinator Ruth Snow at registration. Adult skating
656-2101. lessons Mondays, 9 to 9:50 p.m.,
Saanich Peninsula Toast- $50 for season or $2 drop-in
masters’ Club meets Tuesdays at charge. Season begins Sept. 19.
7:30 p.m. in the board room. Panorama Leisure Centre —
Panorama Leisure Centre. For has daytime and evening fitness
more information call 382-5004. classes to keep you trim.
Discovery Toastmistress is Registration for swimming,
taking applications for mem- skating, fitness, sports and
bership. Meetings monthly foCus leisure programs starts Sept. 11 at
on self-improvement, self- the centre. Why not learn this fall ^
confidence and leadership skills. to swim like a fish, skate like a
For more information call Lea storm, be a super hostess or
King at 652-3114. become fitter than a fiddle?
For the convenience of donors The centre also offers a pre-
the Salvation Army has placed school workshop for all people I
pick-up. boxes at the following working with little people. It will 
I • 4orkO tr' • V n J • ■ f r-
L'-?;
I:s3;
locations: 4808 Keating X Road give you ideas galore for. crafts, .
at 4343 Tyndall Road. ' songs and gym time. For in-
You can help, the Salvation formation regarding.any pf the
lArihy heeds clothing^ hbuseholdi:; above ball 656--727i
■ ' ■ ■ ■ "■..... " ■ ■ ■ ' ' " ...... . ' '......................^......... V ' ' .....
Admiral Budge Corps, Royal 
Canadian Sea Cadets, offers a 
wide variety of training and 
experience for boys and girls aged 
13 to 19.
Those who stay with it and 
work at qualifying themselves 
can look forward to paid summer 
camp, staff jobs at camp, and 
cruises with the navy to exotic 
ports of call. Two of last year’s 
senior cadets are now on their 
way to the Commonwealth 
Games in Australia aboard a 
destroyer.
The corps is sponsored by the 
Saanich Peninsula branch of the 
Navy League of Canada and the 
department of national defence. 
Parents are asked to join the 
Navy League and contribute $20 
per family towards the league’s 
costs. Otherwise the training, 
cruises, etc. are free.
Regular parades are held every 
Wednesday at 7 p.m. in the Sea 
Cadet Hall on Willingdon Rd. 
just west of the Pat Bay Airport 
terminal. To register, applicants 
must be 13 years of age by Dec. 
31. They can be older than 13. 
First parade of the year is this 
evening, but new entries can 
register any Wednesday. They 
should be accompanied by a 
parent and should bring a birth 
: Certificate.' '■;':'■■
For transportation to and from 
meetingsabusdoesaregular 
c i r cu i t t h r o u g h B r e nt w o o d, 
Saanichton and :Sidney each; 
paradenight.
Besides regular parades there 
are voluntary parades on 
Mdiidays, shooting on Saturday:
afternoons and sailing on 
weekends, and there are weekend 
events at least once a month, the 
first one this season being a cruise 
for 20 cadets on a navy auxiliary 
vessel.
Commander of the corps is 
Lt.(N) Wayne Kell, and there are 
five other adult officers. Senior 
cadet (coxwain) is Chief Petty 
Officer 2nd class Kevin 
McKechnie.
Strength of the corps at the end 
of last season was 30, of whom 
about two dozen are expected to 
return. Top age is 19, but after 
that, cadets can become officers, 
and all Admiral Budge corps 
officers are former cadets.
Last year the corps rated fifth 
among the 33 units in B.C., and 
was second for corps of less than 
40 cadets. They twice put on the 
Ceremony of Flags at the 
legislature on Victoria Day and 
Swiftsure weekends.
Annual activities include 
participation in the Remem­
brance Day parade, a weekend at 
Grouse Mountain, live-in 
weekends for first aid and other 
courses, a swim meet, a sports 
weekend, a first aid competition 
and summer camp. r ;
Cadets who qualify are eligible 
to attend six weeks of camp in 
summer with pay for trades 
trainings presently ;$240 a 
Summer, and after they are 161^ 
can be employed as staff cadets at : 
camp.
In recent years the corps has 
not had; a band, but there are 
plans to get one startedthis year.
"WHOAREfTHEy??articles, appliances and furniture Pregnant and wondering what . jheyYe young men and women
for its rehabilitation program. the future holds for you? Sidney aged 13 to 18 years involved with
Call 727-2293 for pickup. Community Health Service Canada’s Royal Canadian SEA-
Low range voices wanted by offices of the Capital Regional ARMY and AIR Cadet
Sidney Prospective Chapter of District can help you. Join us and rogrammes.
Sweet Adelines. If you like other couples in a comfortable
barbershop-style singing, feel atmosphere of learning through
.. welcome to join this fi iendly films, slide.s, discussions and No! As a rnatter of fact, you get
group most Mondays at 7:30 exercises. Register now. In paid for attending a six week ^ ^
p.m. at the Royal Canadian Sidney call 656-1188 sumrnef camp course, Uniforms
Legion Hall on Mills Road. For Attention Lady Bowlers. Any are loaned at no cost,
more information call 656-5301 ladies wishing to bowl in the
or 656-7828. Ladies’ League at Miracle Lanes
French Toasting - starting in on 3rd St., Sidney, Tuesday ^3’ „mjx
mid-September the Club Alouette morning or afternoon. Please join at age l2 years if you are going
(toastmasters) offers weekly contact: Judy Sjerven, 652-4275 to reach 13 years of age by 31
December in the year you join,
WHO SPONSORS THE 
PROGRAMME? r 
The Department, of National ; 
Defence'; •■y;;;'"
evening : Van Ness, 656-4980.
opportunity. Phone 384- For handicapped people,
3694/598-3614 for details;^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ major issue —■
Modem Squarednneing class every activity hinges on their 
starting Sept. 21. Caller Doug being able to get there. There is 
Geroge. 382-1102 or 478-5642. limited Custom "Transit in 
Boys and girls registration for Vietbria, virtually none in Sidney 
Sidney Twlrlers and Drum Corps and the Peninsula.
will be at Sidney Elementary A public meeting will be held Nbl DUT;; .ypu musttaQ a
School, Sept. 9 and 16 from 6 to 10 di.scus.s ihis .situation: Thui.s., residonirjlCanada 
8 p.m. For information call Clcrn Sept. 9, 7 - 9 p.m. at the new Rest
Tisi5cmnd,^^t^ Haven Lodge, 2281 Mills Rd., CANI WITHDRAW AT ANY
DO I HAVE TO BE A CANADIAN 
CITIZEN?
, 656*5^ Sidhey, Come and make your _...T"IME?
Can m help you? Call the needs known. Phono 381-3278 if 
^ Centre, you will need transportation.
.3..-:::..:,...::■.:■ -:"-::;:;CAN IJRANSFERIFJ MOVE?





YgsI Thero ia a rank slrucUiro and 
:;i: prbfriotlons'nro basod bn individual
Gphimuhity Counselling m 
5th St., Sidney, 24-hour an­
swering .service. Call 656-1247. Registration --- Guides, scouts,
Speak French and want to keep cubs, brownies, beavers, path- ' 
conversational skills? Toa.st- finders, venturers. Sept. 9 nt 7:30
, masters En Francais meets p.m, at Sidney Scout Hall,
Thuisday evenings 7:30 to 9:30 Parents only.
p.m. For more information call In ovcreallng creating problems • offojtbnd'^
598-3729or598-1316. in your life? i,Ovcrealcrs
Vunniiivcr fainnil Scolilili help you. No wHAT COURSES CAN I TAKE?
Coumry Dance Society:, In CO. S,'’Z, b.'a IT®; Thai's like asking the SM.ooo,00
Rtcfcation Corrimission, is i ; arelistodonthoolhorsido,Wo
; offering a new class for have your inlorosl at hoari.
dancers, at Moose Hall, , derby Sept. 12, dawit to dusk,^^^ ,
Saanichton, commencing Sept. wciglvin 3 p.m^ tulls|a 
22. Members and friendsi seniors $5,
This clas.s wit! be in addition to juniors $3. 
the clnkse.s already being offered The Gay Cafe offers guy men 
;by the society In cb-opcratibit^^^b^ ; vyornen a stimulating at
CAN I TRAVEL AND WHERE
■'■' TO?'’’ J; ■: ';■■. f.
Whore do J^ou want ib go? Cadots 
qualify (or cruiooa throughout tho 
world, Exchange progranituM to 
Groal Britain and Europo {iro.nl©i
with the peninsula: Recrcaiion^^^^^^^^^^v for, coffee,
Commission , in . Sidney, con,- vcrsiHidn, cattls. etc., : cnld,^^ 
mcncins Scpi. 3.1, for in- , Thursday hlEhi al l92.V t'ctn- ::;^^
tcrmedlnte dancers and Sept, 23p.m. >
■
T ;w,fi<ii/r«:Arhvr,
■ ».-■■:■;« riMi wiMic,'Yioiie»sii.Ai Twy. : 
"1 ■' n/Mmrum'!..
ARE THERE VACANCIES?
, 'Gorno C'adot Corps tiavd a waiting
; apply now.
Js'itA'LARGF OROAMIZATiCN? 
It is tho larQ#t ybuth organization
ibCahnda; AIIR C ADETS Stiu^dron Air Cad«l Hull. Victoria liiliifiuKonal Airport 656-4423
ILIKi THE OPPORfUNlTV^"
WHjtlM not CONTACT? nnyal Cinadtin 8ei Citlat* ‘’A«lwlr»l Budfla Carp*" -
gt'ao.ipa cadet,Ha!l,:WKIia9t«a.Rd:,"iuH.|)iSt;^bbor»,:. 656-6503
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This month Sidney Air Cadets trips to airports and Grouse 
Squadron 676 move into their Mountain — there’s something to 
25th year with pride — now do every week night and most 
they’ve won the top rating in weekends.
B.C. for 1982 the squadron wants The squadron even runs a
to remain on top and instructor ' course for Duke of Edinburgh
Eric Lewis forecasts the next 12 Awards which youngsters are
months will busy with more eligible to enter after passing
activities on the agenda than ever Canada fitness standards,
before. The 76 young people— young
Joining the air cadets can men and women aged 13-18 — in 
signal the beginning of a great life Squadron 676 have agreat time, 
for youngsters — but here’s a says Lewis. He urges youngsters 
surprising thing. Many young to join and invites them to call at 
people don’t join because they the Air Cadet Hall on Canora
have to get a hair cut but Lewis Road at Pat Bay Airport Sept,
says they have no idea what 16.
they’re missing by wanting to Or just come and talk, he 
hang on to their long hair. suggests.
In fact, he figures a hair cut is Lewis feels confident few will 
worth $2,000 — because that’s pass the opportunity up once they
the cost of a pilot’s licence, realize the advantages of being an
something you can obtain free by air cadet.
joining the squadron and passing Once cadets have finished their 
training requirements. basic training they can attend
From flying to bush survival, summer camps across Canada on
playing in the band or rifle a wide variety of courses, he
shooting, cliff climbing, or field adds.
★ ★ -A
Left, you can learn to fly 
in Squadron 676; bottom 
left, proud swim team 
which won sportsman 
award this year; centre 
and right, rapelUng is 



















Al( the atiove: andrriUplT^^^^ 
enjoy as a member of 676 KINSMEN 
AIR CADET SQUADRON; As a 
will be proud to wear the distinbtif 
676 Uniformr learn to work witfv ydiir 




I, come on down September 16 after 7 PM to our
!«,
Of the Victoria International Airport --• or phone alter 7
;plVl |ny Tuesday of Thursday owning
FOR FURTHER 
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By WENDY LAING 
After a peaceful 2'/2 months, 
the halls at Parkland were once 
again pumping with life, as 
junior registration for grade 9 
and 10s commenced yesterday. 
For grade 9 students. Sept. 7 
always proves to be an exciting, 
and often mind-boggling day, but 
soon, calm prevails.
Today was the arena-loading 
process for grades 11 and 12. 
Now, in the minds of seniors, 
such as myself, it is within these 
two years that all counts for the
future — but before the future is 
sought, take a look at our 
Parkland Panthers of summer 
’82.
•Parkland graduate Jennifer 
Lindsay travelled to Dunoon, 
Scotland and successfully 
defended her title as world 
champion in Highland dancing. 
Also, during the summer she 
continued teaching her own 
school of dance.
•Richard Myerscough made 
his mark at Harrison Hot Springs 
by becoming the B.C. wind­
surfing champion. He went on to 
place 7th out of 265 at the North 
American windsurfer cham­
pionships hosted in San Diego.
•Lara Melville sped away from 
the B.C. Summer Games with a 
gold medal for the Pentathlon! 
Congratulations to her and our 
other Parkland Panthers, Randy 
Mathews, Megan Soellner, and 
Lana Bakewell, who gave it their 
all at the Games.
•Steve Rogak (Grad, ’82) 
excelled academically this 
summer, by placing in the top 20 
of all the provincial examinations
written in B.C. For his high 
marks in the four exams he 
wrote, Steve received a $2,000 
scholarship. Larry Kubek, Brian 
Carmichael, Claire Davey, 
Tracey Gurton and Jeff Wright 
were awarded $1,000 scholarship.
•Jack Horne of Grassroots’ 
Theatre Co. made a superb per­
formance in the Four Season’s 
Musical, The Wonder of it All, in 
July. Not only did he act, but put 
his gret dancing skills to work 
too!
•Sidney Cadet Squadron 676, 
swarming with Parkland stuents, 
are number one in B.C. alter 
accumulating an overall mark of 
98 per cent.
•Parkland Piranha’s swam 
well this summer, and as a whole 
the team’s season was terrific! 
Tammy Scott placed 2nd in her 
total points aggregate, with Lara 
Melville in 3rd spot. Debbie and 
Andrea Sigurdson and Brad and 
Mark Bowler also swamhard 
against their oppontents.
•Congratulations to all 
Panthers who rode to high 
placings at the Sunset Open
Riding Show during August.
•Our Cats made well use of the 
programs and pool this summer 
at Panorama Recreation Centre 
and tournaments such as 
Dungeons and Dragons and 
Rubik’s Cube were very popular. 
Now that the ice is back and 
hockey season is just around the 
corner, skating Panthers are out 
in droves.
DrBBen Sclimidt is pleased le aiihounce that
Silver Threads Centrea at 
10030 Resthaven is open 9 a.m. - 
4 p.m. weekdays, 7 - 9 p.m. 
evenings and 1 - 4 p.m. Saturday 
and Sunciay. Lunches^ teas, 
coffees, cards; library, billiardsv 
wide variety craft classes, 
recreational activities, languages,
trips and more.
If you are 60 or better Silver 
Threads would like to hear from 
you. Call 656-5537. Coming 
events: Sept: 14 — bingo starts at 
7:30 p.m.; Sept. 15 — Wed­
nesday concerts begin at 2 p.m.; 
Sep t. 18 S i d n e y F i 1 m
Association. Eyerydne welcome.
has joined our hospital statf. With Dr. McTaggart’s help we will 
now expand regular office hours for your convenience.
New times include:
Saturday 12 noon to 5:30 p.m.
cm.;
Sidney Animal Hospital 
9838 - 5th Street 
I Sidney, B.C. 
356-3333
tOpen Monday to.Salurday , 
8;30 am to 5.30 pm 
" Tuesday evening 7'.O0 pm 
' toO’OOpm.. 
-'Sunday and Holdiays lor 
Emergencies only please.:
Downey Rd.yNorth Saanich, was 
sentenced in Sidney provincial ^ 
court Aug. 31 to four months in^: C 
jail for theft over $200.
He was given concurrent 
sentences of 14 days for impaired 
driving, 14 days for refusing a 
breathalyzer test and three 
months for dangerous driving.
James Ian Mosely, 3880 
Shelbourne, Victoria was fined 
$250 on Thursday for driving 
without insurance and $35 for*-- 
' driving without a licence.
Heatj in Winnipeg have mailed Saie F^
Due to circumstances beyond our control, we will notrbev^ 
ticipate in this promotion.
We regret any inconvenience this may cause our many customers.
B.C.
■IS-.














lar and enchanting 
comedies.
The World hremiere 
of a thriller guaran­
teed to keep you on 
the edge of your seatl
A spoof of 
mystery play you've 
ever seen, A perfect 
Holiday offering!
This Pulitzer Prize^^^ ;/^ A cheeky, irreverent 
winning drama is a ^ 
popular success 
wherever it
tlie speed of light.
A swirl of historical; 
excitement com­
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Terry Hanna paid less than 
$1,000 for her horse, Solo Flight, 
eight years ago but today the 
horse is worth a lot more.
“He’s irreplacable to me,’’ 
says a delighted Hanna alter 
winning two gold medals riding 
Solo E-light in equestrian events at 
the B.C. Summer Games in 
Vernon.
Solo Flight — the stringy- 
looking colt who turned out to be 
a “delightful surprise’’ — has 
been a consistent winner at events 
now for many years. He was zone 
champ for B.C. Amateur Hunter 
for five years running, from 1977 
- 1981, and Calgary zone champ 
in 1976.
He’s an easygoing, good- 
tempered animal, has a good 
attitude, is quiet, enjoys his 
“job” and “it’s not a fight to get 
a performance out of him,” says 
his mistress.
Hanna, of 1632 Keating Cross 
Road, rides with Island Stables.
V She’s spent a lot of time training 
Solo Flight and says now it’s just 
n a matter of keeping him in
■ ycondition.',:/r'v
There could be : many more 
wins in store for the treasured 
horse but in order to compete 
Haniia has to travel further afield 
to Toronto, California and 
Phoenix --- and that’s; expensive^; 
Competition in Alberta, Oregon 
and Washington is as much as I 
can afford, she says.
And prize money doesn’t 
always compensate for the ex­
pense of travelling — Solo Flight 
took 10 firsts at Kamloops earlier 
■ this year for a mere $200.
Whatever Solo Flight may 
tackle in the future, Hanna 
meanwhile will see he stays fit 
. and “keeps his hoof in.”
Miles warns 
lows tougher
Hanna and Solo Flight Peggie Rbwand Photo
Several provisions of the 
Motor Vehicle Act have been 
changed to make things tougher 
for erring drivers — that’s the 
word from Central Saanich 
police chief Bob Miles.
People who fail to stop when 
signalled to do so by police now- 
face a minimum fine of $100 
(maximum $2,000) or a minimum 
of seven days in jail. It will no 
longer be possible for judges to 
impose no fine and a single day in 
Jail.':'.
Impaired drivers now will 
automatically lose their drivers’ 
licences for six months. 
Previously the term was three 
months when there was an ac­
cident involving injury or serious 
property damage.
; Drivers whom police suspect of 
being under the influence will 
now find it more difficult to 
avoid a 24-h ou r. dri v ing 
prohibition.
They can still insist on a
breathalyzer or bipod test ;for 
; alochol; but the prohibition will 
stand, if'tdeyi show- rnoredhan .()5; 
per cent blood alcohol. The 
former requirement was .08 per
And a driver who blows more 
than .08 also risks being charged 
under the criminal code with that 
offence as well as being 
suspended. Previously there 
could be no roadside suspension
1 ge j r r '
"
Every police department must 
have its cridcs,^^b^
Saanich police had none: among 
23 local businessmen who; wCre 
questioned during a crime survey 
this summer.
To the question “What type of 
job is the municipal police force 
doing in your arek?p 82 per cent 
of the businessmen said “good,’’; 
and 17 per cent said paverage”^ 
Not one said “poor”.
With 251 private residents 
asked the same question the 
department got an almost equally 
one-sided endorsement. Only one 
per cent said “poor”, 15 per cent 
“average” and; 84 per cent
;T^ was taken oyer a
fbu
Secondary students hired as part 
! of: a sunrm employment 
program funded by the federal 
solicitor general’s office. They 
asked more than two dozett 
questions of each icspondant 
during “in-depth” interviews.
Both businessrhen ■ Tthd ;
residents told researchers ;the 
most serious crime in Central; 
Saanich is vandalism. For the 
businessmen theft is in second 
place, while for the public it is 
traffic yiplations, The two groups 
agreed again oh the third most 
serious ferime^^ -^^ 
entering.-;'.;V;-;:
Asked; whether crime is in­
creasing in the municipality, 56 
I>cr cent of the residents said it 
was, while 10 percent throught it 
was decreasing. Itr contrast only 
30' per cent ^ dr businessmen 
lhoughi;Crintd was increasing^ 26 
per cent thought it was 
decreasing.
Asked the same question ahotii 
their own area of the 
;; m un icipality, howeVer,: on 1 y 27
per cent of the public and 22 per 
cent of the businessmen thought 
crime was increasing.
Both groups believed, by 
approximately; 70 per cent, that 
/ there was less crime in their own 
neighbourhood than elsewhere in 
the mu nicipal ity —- regard less of 
what area they were in.
V Police Chief Bob Miles points ^ 
but stalislics indicate there is 
acluall:y no change taking place in^ 
;'";;'thc'Crime rate.;;
He suggested the impression of 
increasing; crime everywhere 
except- around home;might be 
; ; infiucnccd ;by fcports of crimes 
outside of Central Saanich.
Asked where tltcy got their 
information ahoin .‘rimes, 46 per 
cent of bu.sinossmcn and 60 per 
cent of ;ihc Bublic said frotvr
newspapers. Second source ;;in;
; both cases:w 
versation.
; dThere heavy
preponderance of opinion in 
t'avpr of a tougher approacli to 
crihie by the courts and more 
; coibidcration for the via 
crime; and on most of these 
;;subjects '' the opinions of 
businessmen and residentsiwerc;
/ahnost;ideni1cal.;‘';;'’;.;7;.b'.;''7-''
Asked if victims are given 
; pi opci consideration in juvenile 
courts, more than 70 per ccht said 
no. On ; the ; same buestjon 
regarding adult vCpufIS about 60 
per cent .said no.
:,,:';'As'kcd';tb;:,bJggest;fbib
per cent said courts were ibd; 
;;;';iehie'ht,?;;\vitltV/bffchtlci'Sj'bl8':;;;pcr; 
cent wanted more consideration
for victims, 10 per cent suggested 
diarsher penalties for juyeriiles,
and 8 per ; cent: sugges
repayment by the offender of the
victim’s loss.
Proposals for changed 
treatment of juveniles included 
publishing the namca : of ^ ;ol- 
fenders, lowering the age limit, 
and introducing corporal punish­
ment. Chief Miles comments that 
an Ontario court has Tccently 
ruled that juvenile court must be 
open to the public.
More than 80 per cent pf both 
; groiips" thought the court system 
was not dong an adequate,jobbf 
dcalingv with: bfferidcrsV;^A
businessmen 59 per cent thought 
ihocotiits were too Icnicni, 13 per 
cent tliouglu they w-ere loo slow, 
;7 per cent thought offenders were
Police chief Miles 
. . Jaws tougher
if a criminal code charge was 
laid.
Finally, police now are 
required to impound the vehicle 
of any driver suspected of driving 
with a suspended licence.
Previously they had authority 
to impound but were not required 
to do so. (“Suspected” means the 
computer record shows the 
licence is suspended, not just that 
the officer has .suspicions.)
overprotccted and 7 per cent 
thought sentencing was in­
consistent.
Only 39 per cent of residents 
thought the courts were too 
lenient.
Asked to suggest im­
provements in policing, 23 per 
cent of busine.ssmen wanted more 
patrols, 16 per cent wanted more 
police manpower, and 13 per cent 
wanted police to be more visible 
— three ways of expressing the 
same thing which add up to 52 
percent.
the other hand, V
pul more action bh traffic at the 7 
top of their li.sl, at 15 per cent, 
followed by 14 per cent for more 
manpower arid 11 per cent for 
more patrols.
About 60 per cent in each 
group satcl they had had contacf 
with tlie police during the past 
year. Of these 93 per cent of 
businessmen and 90 per cent of 
(he public said the result of that 
contact had been satisfactory.
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Although changes in marital 
status are very common today, it 
is not common lo discuss such 
changes openly. The subject of 
divorce is an uncomfortable one 
for many people. The tone of
voice used in someone’s divorce 
is similar to that used in 
discussing one’s death. All too 
often the similarity is very real in 
that it is a death of a relationship.
Many of our attitudes in
marital change are so subtle, yet 
so influential that they have a 
strong influence on our
behaviour.
Some of the basic con­
siderations are;
•That marriage is good and 
deviation from it is bad.
•That permanence of
relationshps are good, that
change is not.
•That divorce is a tragedy — 
and worse yet, a failure.
Worse because failure is seen 
as human error, not the will of 
fate; If there is failure, we must 
identify the person at fault and 
find thern guilty.
Divorce is threatening to many 
people for another reason, in that 
it causes them to examine their 
own relationships. But change is 
change, not necessarily good or 
bad, but social attitudes make it 
difficut for individuals because 
of underlying assumptions.
Whilst bdth men and women 
suffer from these assumptions^ it 
, is the woman who has to bear the 
brunt of the burden, there is a
stigma attached to the divorced 
Woman that does not apply to a 
widow and it is related to a 
failure to “make a go of the 
relationship.”
There is the suggestion that she 
is a “cast-off possession” or 
“used merchandise”. Once 
divorced she is never again put in 
the catagory of single but is more 
often viewed as inferior.
Growth and change should 
rather be viewed as natural 
because individuals may grow in 
different directions long after 
they decided to marry. This 
growth, whether it be together or 
apart, should be viewed as 
natural and successful because 
what is most often more 
mportant tYian the relationship of 
the people involved is the people 
involved as persons.
Very often the individuals 
involved in a relationship are 
either forgotten or forsaken for 
the sake of the social institution. 
When partners in a relationship 
Wtop blaming each other for the; 
supposed failure of the union
■t.-5
ffi
The Church By The Lake W ANGLICAN
'aElKsMlCE 1., , 1 BBEHTWOOD i
GosiiiuiiiTY I; i parimubgh i,
WrW ® ggg; ^ - 792. Sea: Dr. ::::'
i ^|than wealth and a rich Brentwood Bay T
5363 Pat Bay Hwy. ^ estate. “Jesus Christ is Lord”’ IJb;
...........  Sunday ^ — Euripides 8:00a.m.................Communion;^
Greenglade- g- -^9:00 a.m. ^ Pi ....................
Elementary School Family Church School - • Prayer. Sunday School
& Nursery^
SUNBURNED 
DR S-O-N TURNED 5 J
more clearly as individuals with 
diffeting needs and gpeils r;
if couples can accept that the
Most vacatibiTers becomejat 




' “I 10:30 a.m. •
Sunday T fyiorning Worshio ^
O'.'ISam................. Teaching Communion
I 11:00 a.m... Family Woiship "ifl. ' ' ■' p)||l
I Wednesday i'- 7 30 p.m.
teso ■ b ‘ my oiheSt udwS with Douglas St. 
at Elk Lake
mm iCgffee Fellowship
in the great out-of-doors.
lUs tun to get out in the sun; but there is also 
danger in getting too much sun. Anyone sun­
burned knows the results — burning pain, 
headache, nausea, blisters, and peeiing of skin.
OF THE
||Ave,ywan„weicon„awaiis g tqo .iTiuch suH cati causs skin infectiops and
no longer existsThen they can go 
about the business of creati ng 
new relationships not built On 
blame and distrust. It then 
)becbrnes possible to conduct the V 
necessary business at . hand 
whether it be financial, social, or 
family related.
By altering some of the basic 
assumptions about divorce, 
bitterness and misery need not be 
the inevitable results of divorce.
Do you have a problem, are you
Rev. Alistair Ft’Petrie 
652-3860
Further Information 
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even damage to internal organs of the body. So 
instead of having “fun in the sun,” some peo­
ple become “done in the sun.”
Sunburned is one thing, but to be “S-O-N 
turned” is still another. The sun is like a magnet 
that pbllsIifW 
another kind oU;n^
is spelled “S-O-N.” The Bible caR 
Christy‘'tbeiSuri bt^^iR^ 
and ‘ ‘the Light;of the wpr^
God ’s Son who was bornU^
bf sinTahd to draw us to^^^G^^
with God; He warniS' tH
He causes one to grovv Godward. To be; ‘ ‘S
turned’ ’; in Jesus is tp have litemow
with God; Blit the continual; lite Ta^^^
a ny sli ni me r ta n, ea n; sooiii f ade a n d; be lost i n
time Liniess it is renewed and refresh^
;;ib;eianciiits.;fe^;'w 
sheer agony. But any -day or yveek^^^w 
;rs|n;ot Godiih'pur lifex 
tal and fatal.
That’s why we need to take tirne every day;for 
expbsurb tOstheiSon of 6od.^^^^T 
; HisiW^
forgiveness! Feel the invigorating power of His
riage, the behaviour of your 
children? Do you need help? George 
Kurbatoff is a psychologist living in 
Central Saanich. As a community 
service, he invites letters from con­
cerned readers f Replies willbegiveni’ 
through his regularf weekly caluinh..
Write: George; kurbatcdXi r/o The 
Sidney ' Review: 9831 - 3rd Street, 
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10364 McOonold Park Rd. 
Rev. VriBdaKe Pastor 
OKlCft 656*3712
Xornmunioh... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
r.iDNfY»MOlUH sahicii
REV, R. HORI PRATT 
«i|..0fl,:;656’3213
ST. JOHN'S
ffl's::: 'M'ln Wnii .H»anith iituirt 
'flrl h.lif! ,i,m I,
it..';1':".>'.;:'STr^PAUIl’S;i.,:




Return from your summer vacation, not only 
with a; healthy : sun; 
glow of the iS-O-’N 0^^^^^^
’s love.
; Victory Lodge, Knights of 
Pythias in Sidney, w'ill start its 
fall schedule of meetings Sept. 15 
says Chancellor Conimandcr 
Robert L.. Smith,
The Sidney Lodge meets 
regularly on the second and 
fourth Wednesday of the month 
at 7760-4th St.
Smith says the lodge plans to 
engage in a campaign to attract 
new members and will expand its 
chariiahle programme of 
providing financial help for 
cerebral palsy ircaimcni centres.
Men aged 18 years and over 
who are interested in joining the 
oldest non-sceiarian fraternal 
order iu North America can 
obtain information by wrltng 
memhership chairman W.
;,:Hetrn'anT;9362;,..Easff.,;,,Saanicii;:;;cir:;;
tcIcplKthiiig; ; 656-3696,^^::: P 
' phone nuniberk are displiiycd^ d 
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BRENTWOOD BAY. furnished units. 
Kitchenettes, dishes, cable TV. Free 




RETAIL OFFICE SPACE, 300 sq. ft..
across from Safeway. Sidney. 727-2125 
or 658-8323 after6 p.m. tf
SIDNEY PROFESSIONAL BUILDING
office space for rent. Reasonable, suit 





ROOMMATE WANTED. Male or female 
to share 3 bedroom duplex in Sidney. 
Ask for Bernice. 656-9462. 479-37
Insurance Agents 
AUTOPLAN
Member - Victoria M.L.S. 
656-1154
Seaview— 3 bedroom, 2 bathroom, 
two level rancher. The easy care half 






Seclusion — 5.29 acre lot with a 
cleared area of about 2 acres. Located 
on Peregrine, a cul de sac off Eagle 
Way near Landsend. $119,000. ,
AVAILABLE FOR WINTER, Oct. 1st. Very
attractive, spacious 3 bedroom 
bungalow, Sidney. Close to town and 
seashore. To reliable couple only, 












HOME DAY CARE — Starts Oct. 1st. 
Ages 3-5, in family care environment. 
Outdoor activities well supervised. Small 
group. Creative fun to stimulate child's 
imagination. Located Brentwood Bay, 
both parents actively involved. 
Nutritious snacks provided. Phone Ian or 
Val 652-4283 8 a.m.-11 a.m. and after 5 
p.m. 497-38
(IFN)
Cozy, modern, 2 BR;home with dou­
ble glazing fireplace.; 1; block 
Beacon Ave. Needs some T.L.C. 
^^$64,000.
Karl Drost ; 656-2427/0131
2 BR HOUSE FOR RENT L
■ Resthaven areaf 
$475.00
Judi Parfitt 656^^^^^
Single Level — Rancher 2 bedroom, 
2 bathroom, paneled den, separate 
dining room, exceptional cupboard 
space. All rooms are large. Half acre 
lot located on Mistvale, a quiet 
secluded cul de sac off Forest Park 




MOTHER AND DAUGHTER looking for 2 
bedroom house. Would prefer country 
setting, willing to do gardening. Good 




GARDENER ^ ^ 
LANDSCAPER
Good workmanship at reasonable 
prices. Also — excellent crews 








PIANO LESSONS, classical and/or 
popular. Register now for autumn 
season. Limited openings, 21 years 
teaching experience. Suzuki and will 
train for R.C.M. exam. Mrs. Doney, 656- 
4060 277-41
PIANO. Beginners. Excellent adult
course. 656-6058. 416-39
VIOLIN OR FIDDLE lessons. All ages, all
styles. 652-9874 after 5 p.m. 473-39
L.W. HOWARD, A.T.C.M.; R.M.T. Piano 
and Theory, Saanichton. Many years 
experience, register now for fall term. 
652-9710. 490-36







2489 Beacon Ave. ’ 
Sidney, B.C.
TIME TO SPARE? Supplement your 
income. We have full/part-time 
openings; 'Call 112-294-1512 dr write; 
House of Fuller, 3677 'Hoskins road, 
North Vancouver, B.C. V7K2N9. na-36
LOVING CARE for 5 year old girl: Pickup
at Keating School,H: a.m., keep until 1 




Complete repairs by European trained 
qualified; mechanic to: all / makes of 
garden ? equipment 'ipumps;: farm 
: machinery arid construction equip- 
/rnent.' L: :
Reasonable Rates Free Estimates
■ S'Tre© ':.■
Service:
JOHN'S TREE SERVICE — professionaIs 
who take pride in their work. Topping & 








AFTER KINDERGARTEN and school care
required for my 7 and 5 year old girls, 
MANAGEMENT: AND SALES positions
available now. We offer a generous 
bonus plan and top commissions. For 
more information call Paula :656-4472.
5 1 9-3 7
'69 ACADIAN 350/; headers, cam, hi-rise 
manifold, 4 barrel, shift kit. Lots of 
extras/ ;cust6m interior. Good shape, 
$2;200.656^08T:/656-1(337. 457-36
CHARTHOUSE
2360 James White Blvd., Sidney
656-5511
JUNIPER PLACE





housekeeper, I day per . week/? 
LSaanichton-area. Phone:652-135l:iafter; 
6 p.m. ' - 499-38
OCCASIONAL BiABYSITTER^need^ / fdr
2V2 year od! girl during day and ,? year 
/;*bld boy before and after school.;;San: 
sbury School area, Phone656-9270.
4 9 6-3 6
OPEPilOySE::;::
EVERY DAY --- 2 - 4 p.m.
1 and 2 bedroom Suites 
*49,900 to *79,900
ARROW / LAKES NAKUSP / neyvly 
^renovated/two/bedroom house close to/ 
shopping ahd schools. 1350 square feet. 
Priced to sell quickly S35,000.00.0.B.O. 
Phone:il2-265-3148, Box 105, Nakusp," 
B.C; VOG IROL^^L
PIANOPLAYERSWNATEpitoplaysing-
aidng, rag time, honky-tonk, /Dixieland 
and traditidnaLL jazz/LStylihg; /Call 
Yesteryear Music /381-1890: between/ 9 




■ •43000 Fadenil OreM 
.U» ilom.w!Tli.B.C. .
* •Downtown Sidney, 1 block
B^al Estate
::L;.For'Bent/v::
REPORTER : WANTED for Yelloyi'kiiife
newspaper/ C ha lie n gin g job .Experience/ 
esisential. / Resurne / /Northern News/, 
Services, Box 2826/;Yeilowknife, N.W.T.'
:XlA2Rl.^■/i:-./:L.■■':‘:-..:^:v.//;/"//■■':"•V;^:na■36■•





Call " Jerry Downer 
SBA-BOTS pager 1495
Fridge, stove, dishwasher, tireplace, 
drapes. Adults only,' no: pets/ 
References and lease required. 1 & 2/ 
bedroom units, $475'575 per month.
656-4066. ^'",///:'"''■.■'///'/./'dn'
AVON
lid Buyer Sell /
Territorlos available 





1V100 sh. ft. Rehial' $965 per month.












AVAILABLE APPROX. NOV, 1 to March 
I, one bedroom waterfront homo, $600 
/ p.m, Proior non smokers, no pets or 
children.; Reply/to/Box/^'R”/ c/o Sidney 
Review, P.O < Box 2070^: Sidney, V8L 
//3S5V',,/'■/■■///:?■ ',yh:.:;':'//'‘;,/"'472’36,
RUBBISH. GARBAGE HAULED,
Bnsotfient and clean up jobs , Phone 652- 
4035. 37-tf':/
PAiNTfNGrf3 i-T I ..-.w. 2,5'^:yeaS:''experience; 
Interior, exterior, papering, renovations, / :/ 
(tatios, cleaning gutters and basomonts. 
FrCcdstirnateSi 652-2176 175-47
additional insertions requested with the initial order, and requiring 
no copy change, may run for only $1.00 each additional insertion.
GARAOE IFOR RENT, Ceptral/Sidney, 
/I3'x20'i// Ihsulatdd, iilry/ :5bcm 
/light, Idchl/Workshop dr storage area,/
■;656-U54.:/;;,/;'"vy'.'//;':'/::'/'//,'':/'‘-/:/477»36'/
AODTng '""on? Need repairs or 
" remodclIinB? Guarantcetd profossiortal r 
■ quality workmanshipVat'a/price anyone/:
;’1:can''': .afford/■:L24''/bbor'::/seivice.:''froev/:;;:
ostimafes. Harry Abramsi 388-6275. ask
:;/forpager,6222;r-":L'r';"; ■.'■") 252-3.7,;: y.
»*B (MM IBB IM IBM IIM mW WW SW «» tW
; YOUR BEST BUY IN CL ASSIFIEDS i
LOT, 7055 sq. fti all city service, paved 
road, 2085 Brothour Park Way. 
$39,500,656 6037, 403-39
3 BEDROOM HOME, Swartz Bay area, 
!L$ 700,00 per;; / m 
Townhouse, ! $500:00, ' Sparling Real
/'Esfate.656-5511/Y"^''';''-:''''''■ ,517-36'"^
EXPERT PRUWnIG ' TRIMMINO.^^^;





-. , j.,.;..- i .1, ,■ •• , 1. ■
I R'/"'t I,h'W'-/': '//■'■'I il'L
.• t>/,,y'.;-.v• '.in,i; ' '
■■'h
5 ACRE LOT overlooking Ganges Har-
t)dur: Beautiful baviow, easy terms, 
$0% down; balance under Agrcemant 
L:'„for'Salo, 112/653-7395. (| .423-37
C'oLWOOD 'bYOWNeIl New 3 bed room 
I homo, largo lot, lireplaco, $79,900 or 
'■:.;■:lofsialiu79^5'^6456-36 L 
/ :■ 'OTfsf'RtisiO:''- 2'E5Broomdnirgy,savw: / 
home, one year old Eloclric boat, 
washer, dryorr dislfwasher, stove and 
: It idgo. W/ W carpeting. Vir acre treed lot, 
'on'seW.or,'' water.'’'Assessed' al' $84,000, 
/asking $66,000 lor quick sold,i/phono 
. /''G56-354a.,.:,.;/522-38,. 
: ,;TArEl3lonrsixT6TBl^
LARES. Averagfl sRo 1 2/3 acres: Well
AVAILABll DECEMBER, January & :
February, No stop, modern. bungalow. 
Fully furnished, / Brentwood, : $500.00 
monthly, Mature reliable couple, 
Abstainers, For care two elderly cats, /:. 
References requirted, 652-4057618-39 
DEEP COVEld1EAT§®lt contained sulfe 
shored kitchen. / Reasonabld rent.
Reply to Box !'S", c;/o Sidney Review, / 
P.0,Bdx2070,Sidney, V8l3S5/ 611-36 ;
DYNAMIC~DD9?'lxporlenced couple 
/ interested in doing gardening, pointing,/; 
window cleaning and odd jobs. 656-9462
/■■ ./■;/:306-43/'’
haR!^ mo7cdlronr98i2
Resthaven to 10018 Chicory (off Henry), 
/;/Telephone/656-7670, George McCon-
'.,■;■ ncil- ■''^''■■''. 382-38
GETTC|MR;V|1w‘
i¥awc ipre-paid wordIcEassifieds ^ zdiwoRDS foilonlyMooT*
H for commercial or pobonal usors— fatldllional words 10c teach) 3
......................... T r I ' 1 ri
V.
6nE~' BEbROOiSr^&emenP'sulte//''





.'OFFEHINO lUM SAU'"l,iV TtUCTio
over seventy Okantegan-Shuswep 
Properties: lots, houses, commercial, 
acroafie..:.. fhi ms,,’;:SEPTCMDCR^’:/l iJlh,/ 
Infotmatibn ■ Mcnashec Realty, Box 369,/ 
Enderby. B.C VO E l VO Pftono 112 -83 8 • 
",.,6466;:.. /'/ .„/:;;n»'36,.
flEOlBblji DUI^L^fenced yar; near
school,//fridiw&^^
references, $595 00 per month. 656- 
40e6.656'9104/ - 5^^^^^
Toronto Domlnion /; bank. Dbwntown 
Sidney, A^vffljlnbld Immediately/ Phono
''■nsfi-uii-"''-'"''-'''"''""""'" 501.10 ■'
.: WKTi#lf513f”lpartmont" :at"ljr0ay..
Marina/ 2 tjodroorni, lovely views, lots of 
activity. Available /Sept. 1: $650 par
pels, Security ddfdsit. Mr.vMoore, 656-
/S547/. .-iV'./'/■":446-39"
V1IC.I w..,.. “l?fius'cl«anyour
windows, 2 men and V» ton truck for yard 
clean-ups and / other odd jobs, Phone 
MattorBillio, 656-7775
WSRK for f. wiith .1 / 2 ton, SpecTflliilng,
in concrete, or will do any odd fobs. Call 
'; / Nolrhan, 652-2218 day’or night, ,4'25-39; 
/:;;;■ HbMr''llNI>'V'YXRir"Mai^^ 
Painting, fence repairs and - building,I 
cleanup, light houling, cement work,
.-. fOtOtllllng.652-9W5,.-40l£9
Daycare. I 'youm ilrto took «ftcr a
pre-school child, part time, my home. I
■rtert'"''off»'r'/'flexiWe/'hfturS///.'weflkendS;''
oijldoor exercise and limited televlsian in 
a happy atmosphere, 656-1554 . :4 78-36
and prepare nexan meal for elderly couple 
or single person, 2 mornings iwr week. 
'iPhone 656-4650,:-'/:/^.'.//'M/'/'1/.'’/iO«-36.
/I:,« NumlJBf ol 
/ J addill^nal) /
/ I Insertions ol /




















0,0. Box '2U70. liitoney, tt.C. Vftl. 3Sr*
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PENINSULA DIREaORY
of PROFESSIONS, GOODS and SERVICES . . .
Automotive
79 HONDA ACCORD. Metallic green, 2 
door hatchback. 26,000 km, 5 speed, 






of PROFESSIONS, GOODS and SERVICES . . .
Adams
Mann
2412 D Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C. 
S56-5551
HlhChey & Co. CERTIFIED GENERAL ACCOUNTANTS
1973 TOYOTA CORONA Station Wagon.
Excellent condition, only 48,000 miles, 4 
speed, radio, roof rack, ideal family or 
second car. Recent overhaul — new 
battery. Firm at $ 17 00. Phone after 6:00 
p.m. 656-6466. tfn
ORGANIC CORN, freerange eggs, 
variety organic garden produce. Healthy 
rabbits, goats, geese ducks, chickens. 
Quality firewood, full tractor services. 
Experienced brick/stonework. Per­
sonalized orders. Reasonable. 652-3802 




Government certified technician 
with 35 years experience in Elec­
tronic Maintenance and Repairs.
Call Eric
656-4117
ANDY’S AUTO PARTS & ACCESSORIES 
2412BEVAN SIDNEY 656-7281
Open 7 days a week to serve you better 
Mon. 9-5, TUes-Fri, 9-6, Sat. 9-5,
1980 FORD FAIRMONT GHIA. 4 door.
Air, power steering, power brakes, 
power seat, power locks, cruise control, 
tilt wheel. Fresh safety sticker. 656- 
9919. 512-37
MOBILE SAW MILL for hire with
operator, cuts accurate lumber, all 
species, on your property. Free 











“No Job Too Smair
656-5604
CEDAR LUMBER CUT to your 
specifications. Gordon Watson, 656- 
4996.











on tire muff ter, 
tailpipe, exhaust 
pipe and labor!





: 656-292i : ■
65S-P34
LOGGING AND SAWMILL EQUIPMENT 
SHOW AND SEMINARS. Largest in 
Canada. September 23 - 25, 1982, 
Exhibition Park, Vancouver. Admission 
$3.00 at Show door. Phone (112) 736- 
3331 for 2-day $59.00 Seminar in­
formation. No children undr 16. na-37
FLLOR LAYER, reasonable rates, no job 
too small. Carpet, tile, lino repairs. Call 
656-3259.
SECRETARY—- Excellent qualifications, 
good worker, 12 years experience, needs 
full time or permanent part time 
position. 656-9408.
Thorne- Lennon Electric fl976j Ltd.
9813 THIRD ST., SIDNEY, B.C. V8L 3A6
Industrial / Residential / Commercial 
Phone 656-2945
DOZENS OF FORKLIFTS, electric, gas,
propane, solid and pneumantic tires. 
Capacities from 2000 to30,000 pounds. 





•Waterlines •Sewer & Storm Drains 656-2939
eOHMAC AUTORaOTBVE







Will paint your car or
truck, body repair, rust 
cut out, or fibreglassing. 
I.C.B.C. Tow, Reason­
able Rate. Try us Once!













PS03ILE BICYCLE REPAIR SERVICE
WE BUY & SELL USED BICYCLES 
* ★
BICYCLES REPAIRED, OVERHAULED 
& PAINTED PROFESSIONALLY
BARNEY’S BACKHOE SERVICE

















GUIDES FOR BICYCLE TOURS
BICYCLE TRAINING CAMP




10134 MCDONALD PK. RD.
BREAKFAST S BED FOR TOURISTS
IfES JOiES; ^ Backhoe^Excavating
'^Trucking
856-2405




1981 21 FOOT Aristocrat Mini-Home.
A/C. Rear bumper 
. extended for luggage box. Spare. Trailer 
















•Experienced, Insured, bonded 
•Weekly, Biweekly 
•Occasional or Contracts 







Welded aluminum, designed to , 
surpass anything on the market. 
Models 12’ -13' - 14' -15’ -17’
• instock.
• Alteration & Repair 
;';';/'®;Nevv;,;C6nsti;uct:ion;/,:
24 Hour Service 








7278 Chatwell Drive, Saanichloh; B.C. VOS 1MQ
CAT SUBDIVISSON DEVELOPMENT BACKKOE
■ ’ including:
“Sewers "Watermains
oSewer Hookups “Hydro & Telephone Ductwork 
• Drains RpQiriAni'.e; fi5?-!325: es de ce 6 2 8 ?
BOATERS— fishermen; a large in­
ventory of new and lised'outboard motor 
parts, all rriakeSi we wreck:outboards. 
; lawn-mowers; chainsaws, / and snow­
mobiles. Williams Outdoor Recreation, 
Box 242, Lac La Hache,: B,C. VOK ITO. 
Phonell2-396-7639. : ; ;; ;na-36
CLARK ENTERPRISES. All types of glass 
at large discount prices. Table tops. 
Repairs. Greenhouse Glass,; 18"xl8y, 
75c ea.; etc., etc. Tempered Glass 
34"x68" and 76"; 28"x76",;$20 ea. 
9 7 5 0 ■ 4 th St., Sid ney/ 656 -66 5 6. tf







.-..y- w U »By Bb litLria.,
Trucking, Excavating and Backhoe Vfork. . 65S-3i§9
Dm cnM’Q •backhoe servicerU L.'OU Pf T'P ;'^::'*'T.
ExeSVating & rotovatint 656-1671
dtfVSUB LIU. .brush cutting
I
FIREWOOD CUT TO ORDER. Cedar 













, Long-Timo Sidney Builder : ; 
Renovate & Savel FREE ESTIMATES
Now specializing in Finishing Carpen­
try, Cabinets and Built-Ins, Rumpus 
Rooms, Repairs, Additions, Custom- ;
; ; made Window Shutters.
-ND JOBTO SMALL-
////''% REVIN/CIllRR am:;// ;; additions/ finishing carDentrv & Custom furniture.//"'.''CarpentefSi'Joiner/'";




THIS SPACE COULD BE YOURS
FOR ONLY *20 A MONTH
MCNAMARA brick 





The Sldnov RovlOw of­
fers PREE CLASSIFiEO 
ADS to those persons 
who a r o h o r m a 11 y 
employed but are cur­
rently out of work. Yoii 
rnay advertise fori^^^p job 
;;or;for;thd;;Balo:/df;:'ypur/ 
own fnorohondise to 
genoI'hto funds. These 
ads must bo; place in 
porsbn at thp Revlow of­
fice/ No ads for this 
Classification will bp ao- 
//c o'p ted;'by: phono, il'-;;
; LIGHTING FIXTURES. Western
Canada’s largest display. Wholesale and ; 
retail. Free catalogues available. Nor- / 
burn Lighting Centre Inc./ 4600 East 
Hastings St, Burnaby,;B.C. V5C;2K5, 
Phone 299-0666. : - tf
Sidney Rotovating
Prompt, Courteous Service;
;Ploughing, / Levellirig/^::F^ 
: ^'^/'/Roto\/atofv
CHILDREN'S BOOKS, at the Jumping 
Mouse. A great selection of good and 
be'autiful books for all ages, Beside the 
Royal Bank on Beacon. 5523 tfh
/kiV, ’ J*' >J| V,,'I .f H' '■' > < 'k J i |’fVt'<A, p .l) 'lilfl-;’ I.,
RAINBOW GREENHOUSES, 2070 
Keating Cross Road, 7’xl2'greenhouse, 
$180, Come and sec our Hydroponic 
Garden;652-4522 ;
WATKINS GREAT PRODUCTS! Buy or 
scll/Callmo, Eileen,656-7884. ;442-40
FINISHING • SIDING • ALTERATIONS 
ADDITIONS • CABINETS • CUSTOM HOMES
Telephone 656-4106*
CABINETMAKER, Hand cr.ltc(j, cusla.m 
/made,! solid wood furnituroj antique 
;reproductions:Call 656-9135 32
COMPLETE SET HOCKEY equipment, 
medium size, Boy’s Bauer hockey skates, 
size 6; girl's Wiflo figurq skates size 4; 
//Adidas soccer; shoes,/ size 3; /child's;:/ 
; Mustang floater coat, size 12; : white / 
Provincial tripol dresser; mirror, desk, > 
chairaridnighttablo.Air/items/;
/ reasonably priced, 656-6776, / 482;36 
/g^WNFJfiDg^^ (hot self:
: cleaning). Very/good condition; brown 






Concfelo Driveways Concrolo Waterprooling; ,; ; ; Siclow-Jlks;
' Fishponds /;:; :;:-/ Quarry Tiles::' :;:;;;Ho(ri£iRanovalionS:'
LOCAL HANDYMAN, painter available,
656'-i70'5;:.;'":;:;::;'32-';'
TWO,\MI¥fibERfAkEldclean
houses, basements, haul smojl loads,, 
mow, or garden, babysit, walk dogs, 
Geriatric care by qualiliod orderly. 656'
::4954:-:' li"'*: n
BOVijlAUER SUPREME 192 hockey/
^skates; size 3 Vi, with tuuk blade-Good/ 
condition, $45.00. Girl's Daoust figure 
skates, size tike now $30,00. Phono
,;;'65'G'-6543,'■::*'' .'521-36:"
Subllmipal
T\^ RAdIAL’SNSW TIRETt 5 5 RTiI,
near new, $100; Accord rim, $20|! al6o 
two nylon C7Bx14 studded snows, $50/ 
Phone656-4060 .^34
^AULIFlfD,. CARPENTER,'ixreasohabii,'/'
rates, quality work; Also 2 year old Snap- 
j/ /on tool chest, good condition, Call at
SELFHYPNOSIS
Suggestion Cassettes, Learn to release 
the Unlimited Potential of your Sub­
conscious/Become a Happier, Hoalthlor, 
more Self-Confident person. Wide 
variety of titles available, For more In­
formation call Brian656-4472. 520-37
flN'ASHERrGPIN’IBRYERS, one K^-
more, one Thor. Also sofa bod almost 
new. 656-4461,^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 509-36
PUMP & WATER SYSTEMS;
652-4406





•Walm Sbftonors ; 
•Ground water twal pumps MuniMf Oo,il|)« Pro<M»ron»l DBiilw AtSfiC'lXiO'i
;/*/;; GRANTS 
SMALL MOTORS
10134 McDonald Park Road
Hepairs to Lawnmovvors, 
/Cliainsnws, Motorcycles, etc. 
Husqvarna Pioneer
656-7714;0 OHiN'MON, ID SAT













2387 Beacon 6S6-7333 
DRIFTWOOD CENTRE
■; I/SMED ■ DbDSFrruck”'fr?ms~l6?/Tr;: 
asking $100 ; replacement rocker panels 
for Va ton *69 Dodge truck, offers. Phone 
652-3839:*; ':'*.^:*34
■* f601'
Tire Highway;Tread, Mounted oh 8-bolt 
/ Chrysler Wheels, spill ring, Phone 652-
■*'.,'3839.*:; ‘*:i,**;'':;34:'
EXSELtlNT;"'" ■fllTSi?/'SWMh«d'llK’*''
Grdative or simpte design. Speciallimg 
brick panels for airtight stoves, Prompt. 
Exporioncod, Good faies, 652'3802, 8 -
■;9a,'m,''qr"ever)ings.be«t..
WALNlifCtfiNA CABINET. Phone 656
:'3863/';;/'":' ;'507-36;
:'sfnrnrgRrTwATeRAi^^
color console Offers. Phone65h*63T0T 
504-.36
: GWWilEfliflO^^
box, 15" tiros. Phono652-9935. 493-37 
■ fTftlKiPf"fi'“/^’iu«ranfees removal,'doi; 
; cat, human urine stains, odors Irom 
carpols. Regardless ot stain age. Froo 
brochure Reldeil Chetriiiials Umitod, Dox 
7500, toiTdon^Ontano, N5V 4X8. na-36 
*.. '5AMDAK‘lHGETTof.llirThe, tamily,,.! 
year, 50l% ;replacement warranty. For 
shoe parties, or imlWidual sales, 652- 
;;303«,*'.;;:- 028-36WMMAMWMOMVMMK’
Shop Joinery & Renovation yVork.
DENIS BECHTHOLD Bus. 656-6721
/.tt/sfonn'/Hfeodworklos/;';; Res. „ 656-66#,




■■ ■ it ■■ ■ ■ ■■■'■ Ml ::VAf, ; *5, .wANteCArffO OkiViNU *iDS
»i:., *1 irflyiCt'"' 479-3178
Marine. Auto A Safely Glass 
Window Glass — Mirrors 
Windshields installed
;'TnsuMnco 'Ci3irn's'P''omptiy, Hand'ied
*'"* *:656-I313'; ;;'.* *
10114 MCtaM PuV Rd.
:: : ::';■**
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PADDLE FANS — The original Ian store. 
Wholesale and Retail. Free catalogues; 
Ocean Pacific Fan Gallery Inc: 4600 East 
Hastings Street, Burnaby, B.C. V5C 
2K5. Phone 112-299-0666. na-tf
Ph. 650-6012
WOOD WINDOWS AND DOORS.
LOWEST PRICES. WALKER DOOR LTD.
Vancouver 266-1101, NOrth Vancouver, 
985-9714, Richmond 273-6829, 
Nanaimo 758-7375, Kamloops, 374- 
3566, Powell River, 485-9744, Lillooet, 
256-7501, Winlaw, 226-7343, 
Whitehorse, 667-7332. na-tf
GROSS $6,000.00. year part-time 
raising Rex Rabbits. We buy furs. Send 
$15.00 for complete housing, caging 
blueprints instructions to; Daven Farms, 
Box900,Ruskin, B.C.VOMIRO. na-36
Personals
10 years in Sidney. A-1 Recommendations.
All phases of gardening — Reasonable prices.
Free Estimates.
656-9391
TRILLIUM CREATIONS. Custom made-
to-measure children’s clothing. Co­




industrial AreaARCHITECTURE LANDSCAPING LTD.
QUALIFIED WARRANTEFD EUROPEAN WORKMANSHIP FREE ESTIMATES 
We will supply TOPSOIL, SHRUBBERY by Contract or by the Hour. 
Complete Landscaping Service and Quality Stonework.
■ Call 652-9811 during business hours Mon.-Sat.
CEMETERY MONUMENTS, cement
grave covers, restoring old cemetery 
markers, final inscriptions. Contact 
Great WEst Monuments Ltd., Box 399, 
Osoyoos, B.C. VOHIVO. Phone 112-495- 
7721. All workguaranteed. na-38
COMMUNITY COUNSELLING CENTRE
(formerly Saanich Peninsula Guidance 
Association). Services for the family, 
individual, marriage and family coun­
selling. 656-1247. 9813 Fifth St., Sid­
ney. tf
PENINSULA CHRISTIAN WOMENS 
After 5 Club invites you to a dessert 
party. Sept. 13, 7-9 p.m. at Margaret 
Vaughan-Birch Hall, 9697 Fourth St. 
$2.75. Reservations by Sept. 8. 652- 
4039. 36
THE FIRST OAPO MEETING was held on
Thursday Sept. 2nd 1982 at the Senior 
Citizens Building on Resthaven — with 
36 members in attendance. There is 
always a for sale table with useful items, 
as well as Xmas and birthday cards at 
good prices. A trip is set for Sept. 13th 




Residential, Commercial, and 
Goll Course Construction
6955 West Saanich Rd. 
Brentwood Bay
Glen Williams 652-3323
Qreen - Scene Landscaping
652-3089 ‘Ideas Through Planting’ COMPLETE SERVICE
® Interlocking Stones for Patios, 
Walks, Driveways 
» Lawns (Seed or Sod)
• Lawn & Garden Maintenance 
® Pruning & Spraying
• Fencing, Cement Work.
OAK STENO CHAIRS. . , . and excellent
selection Irom $49 to $89. each, also all 
types of desks including good supply of 
(QUALITY student study & salespersons 
desks; swivel-tilt, reception and con­
ventional steno chairs; office floor 
protectors; lateral filing cabinets: office 
dividers: conference & office work 
tables; equipment benches; “Kardex" 
and card index files; desk & drafting 
lamps, plus desk trays & typing tables 
etc. etc. ... (Possibly the LARGEST 
SELECTION on Vancouver island). 
Contact us today at ... PIONEER 
(Quality) USED OFFICE FURNISHINGS, 
Trans-Canada Highway, (near Whip- 
pletree Junction) 3 miles south of 
Duncan. Open 10.30 to 5 p.m. Wed. thru 
Sundays: Phone 748-4032. 502-tfn
ANNIE, Astrologer and Advisor. Taro 
cards, plam readings. 901 Empress Ave. 
corner Quadra. Open 10 a.m. - 10 p.m. 
No appointment necessary. 1/2 price for 
readings, 386-6233 39
ST. MARGARET'S STUDENTS requiring 




NEW LAWNS, PRUNING, ETC.





Free delivery Peninsula only
S52-9602
336-36
mmtmm Complete InstallationsRebuilding exhaust systems. For 
pleasure, commercial and fishing
mmi ENGIMES DIESEl&GAS boats. 656-5633
ST. JUDE, O HOLY ST. JUDE, Apostle 
and Martyr, great in virtue and rich in 
miracles, near Kinsman of Jesus Christ, 
faithful inter cessor of all who invoke your 
special patronage in time of need. To you 
I have recourse from the depth of my 
heart and humbly beg to whom God has 
given such great power to come to my 
assistance. Help me in my present 
urgent petition, in return I promise to 
make your name known and cause you to 
be invoked. Say three Our Fathers, three 
Hail Marys and Glorias. Publication must 
be promised. St. Jude pray for us and all 
who invoke your aid. Amen. This Novena 
has never been known to faii. This 
Novena must be said for nine con­
secutive days. Thanks, T.N. 510-36
VANCOUVER ISLAND DOG Fanciers
Assoc. Sanction Match. Sunday, Sept. 
12, 1982. Entry — 10:30 ■ 12:00 
Brentwood Hall. Information — Mrs. G. 
Falardeau 386-5983. 36
THE REGULAR MEETING of the Saanich
Penminsula Hospital Auxiliary will be 
held in the basement of the Brentwood 
United Church on Tuesday, Sept. 14 at 
10 a.m. Plans for the annual bazaar on 
October 2, at the Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital and for the Island zone meeting 
on October 21 at the Royal Oak Inn will 
be discussed. New members are 
welcome to attend. 36
Classes Begin Sept. 14 
|h&R Block will teach you to prepares 
ilncome Tax returns in a special 31V2| 
iweek tuition course.
•Courses cover current tax laws 
•Enrolment open lo all ages 
•No previous training or experience 
frequired
•Full or part time employment with us| 
I available to quaiitied graduates
|For details and class schedules,! 
j please write or phone;
Phone 656-2411
HARBLOeiC
A-4' MARINA COURT V 
9843 Second St., Sidney, B.C.
WHO COULD BE A BETTER INCOME TAX TEACHER? 37|
SQUARE DANCE FOR FUN. Class
commences Sept. 21. Instructor Doug 
George. 382-1102; 478-5642. 36 Birtiis
VICTORIA LODGE. Knights of Pythia will
start its Fall Schedule on Sept. 15th 
1982 at 9760 Fourth St., Sidney. The 
Sidney Lodge meets regularly on the wnd : 
and 4th Wednesday of the mo;nth and 
will engage in a campaign to attract 
many new members and to expand its 
charitable programme of providing 
financial help for Cerebral Palsy 
treatment centres. 36
ROWE — Dan and Ann (Parr) are thrilled 
to announce the arrival of their firstborn, 
a son, Tyler Daniel, 6 lbs. 13 ozs., on 
August 31st, 1982, at Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital. Thanks to Dr. Izatt. 495-36
Bysin®ss
Personals
THE PENINSULA GROUP SINGERS
cordially invite new members to join 
them for the coming season. Practices 
held every Tuesday night, 7:30 p.m. at 
the Legion Hall, Mills Rd., Sidney. For 
information call 656-3366. 37
Weddings.:
RAWLEIGH & GROOm
: L 656-3314: : : /
EVENINGS
REGISTER NOW for Tiger Claw School of 
Gung Fu/ Gold sash to advanced. Anti- 
Rape Tai-Chi Go Ju.: Karate.; Qualified 
instructor. Phone 656-6693 for in­
formation pamphlets; 064-36
IS OVEREATING CREATING PROBLEMS
TN YOUR LIFE? No dues/ no weigh-in, 
Overeater Anonymous can help you. 
9788 Second St., Sidney; 8;p.m. Thur- 
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CARPORT SALE, 832 Brentwood 
/Heights,,Brentwood Bay, Sat: Sept; llth;:; 
1982, 9 a.m. - 2 p.m. 2 box springs and 
mattresses; excellent condition. Nearly 
new tub enclosure. Many miscellaneous 
items. 513-36
;:GARAGE SALE'RSeptv llth-1982;:ip;r;
4 p.m. at 9632 Fourth St., Sidney.' 
Household goods, tools, automatic:- 
rwasher and misc.
SENIORS [60 ORi: MORE]. New to Sid­
ney? Don't know :anyone? The; Silver 
Threads Centre pffera:ciasses, activities:: :r 
and a warm weicome.: Drop In to 10030 
; Resthavenorcall usat656-5537 tf
THE PENINSULA COMMUNITY
ASSOCIATION, 9788 2nd St., is the 
information and Volunteer Service for 
the penit’isula. If you need assistance or 
if you wish to volunteer a few hours a 
week to help others in your community, 





; Sidney Prospective Chapter of Sweet 
Adelines. If you like barbershop style/ 
singing, feel weicome.to join our friendly, 
group most Mondays, 7:30 p;m; at the 
Legion hall on Mils; Road/‘ lnformatiqnf; 
:656-5301or:656-7828 tf
ASTIRO PLU8II1BIMG
11 yrs. local service
;NBwWork 
Ronovtllant 







; Fresh juicy apples, ;, ;
Open Daily 
1412 White Rd., 
oft Stelly’s X Rd.
652-2009 JL
FRENCH TOASTING, starting in mid- 
September the/Club Alouette (Toast- 
masters) offers weekly eveniirg: French ;; 
conversation opportunity.; Phone ,384 ■ : / 
3694 or 598-3614 forde1ai|s;^^^ : v ^
: lady BOWLERS vvishing to bowl: in / v 
; :Ladies' League at Miracle Lanes 3rd. St.
Sidney, Tuesay morning :or afternoon 
:: starting Sept. 7:; please; call Judy, 652-; : 
; 4275 dr Pam, 656-4980: ,:.;35 :
rMBif
Graham’s Roofing;
G56»0626 : Eaves &, Chimney
DISCOUNTS FOR SENIOR CITIZENS Flashing
For all your Roofing Needs. Mornings or Evenings 
& Gravel & Repairs 61)
“6TEWART Sr WILLSON ROOFING /
Wospeemtee GaarJZdwZZZshlp
m Re-Roofmg 656-3492
MIST HAVEN RIDING ACADEMY now 
boarding,; full care,’ Paddocks and box 
stalls, lighlqd outdoor ridingarona,$ 150 
per month, 1793 West John Road,-656« 
3167-,:;:: 311t37-,-; ,
'FREE -- adot^ablo six^^we^ oidUkittens; ::
‘ Two black. 2 grey and white, 2 born with / 
’ short tails,Coll 656:4882^^
REGISTRATION, for; Guides,; Scouts, : 
Cubs,; Brownies; Beavers, Pathfinders,
; :Venturesi :Sept. 9;: Sidney: Scout Hail. ' 
Parents only.:? :3O p,rtv 36
ADIJLTS, JoirT PenifTsuTa Figure Skating
Club for skating lessons Monday, 9 ■ 9:50 
p.m. BeginningSept;19. $50 for,season,:
: or $2 drop in charge.info, 656-9135. 36 
;srDNTY" & Saanich Peninsula (Sarderi 
Club Summer Flower Show, ;Sanscha 
Hall, 2243 Beacon AVe. August 28, 2-8 
p.rn.; August 29 10-5 p.m:: Official 
opening August 28, 2:30 pm. by His 
Honor ; Jay: ,Rangel; Mayor, of North 
Saanich Municipality; Admission' 11.
' Info, 656-9116
Each year thousands of people 
are using their spare time to earn 
money as tax preparers in the 
growing field of income tax 
service — last year nearly 9,000 
people learned to prepare income 
taxes at the H and R Block 
Income Tax School where the 
exclusive course, is- taught in 
more than 100 communities 
across the country.
Morning, afternoon, and : 
evening classes are available for 
the : 13 '^^weelc, 81-hour course, 
which begins Sept; 16. Anyone / 
may enrol, there are no 
restrictions or qualifications. The;: 
course is ideally suited ; for 
housewives, retired persons, 
teachersv or anyone wanting to ; 
increase his tax knowledge;;Job; 
interviews are avai label for
qualified graduates of the course,; 
however, there is no obligation to 
accept employment with Block or
for Block to offer such em­
ployment.
Specially trained instructors 
teach current laws, theory, and 
application. The course is 
programmed to teach students 
increasingly complex problems as 
study progresses. Each phase is 
covered by classroom and 
practice problems, and students 
/'have an opportunity to actually 
prepare sample tax returns. 
Students find the course both 
interesting and challenging.
The modest fee for the course 
;/is tax deductible and covers all 
textbooks, supplies, and tx forms 
necessary for the completion of; 
the course. Each graduate will 
receive a certificate.
Registration forms and
Income Tax School arc available 
by contacting the office at 9843 - 
2nd St.; Sidney, dr call 656-2411;
:2:Y¥aR OLDTemF^ two 3;
:;; mbiithdld, dpo kids for Sale, I’rotorably , 
f 1 sold together for $90,00 orwi|j coitsider- 
sollliiRseparatcly:656'2908//;:/:i^^^^^
':;::HO^ISHdEINC‘;:::ConlfHH:Fw 
V (19 73);; Michael Camrnack ■ ’ All work 








7117 W, Saanich Rd. 
591//
,c:K.C.;Bi:.REGlStlRED ■:://lp(iisjari;;
1: Ridgcback puppies r-- 3:irldnths, pet find 
Istibw; stock::/ Championship ::iPodigreG,:; 
dowormed • shots - dew" claws removed 
$225,00 •: $325:oo:: Phone North Van/ 
:;:6ouvern2-98^oi68in;/:;:;:;y;:::;:na-36;;
/ fs'OVEREATING CREWING problems in ; 
/your life? Oyereraters Anonymous can :
;/ help ::youi:/No::: dues,:
Meetings are THursday.s ILp.ni. at 9788
‘Z' ;2hd.'Sf/Sidney., 6:56-3674;:;;'/. //;;:;;';;t<n
;■'/; RElSisfi^OiT'foT arS
/ Drum Corps, Sidney Elomenfary School,
; / Sept: 9 andl'16, 6 T 8; p.m: Infoi Clcr^ 
Tisserand, ly56'6098 or Marion Smith, > 
656-5205 . 36
““'WiCIORIA'
/ North Saanich municipality have nioqring /space^^^ ;
finally received, on Sept, 1 of- development, 
ficia! notice of the petition filed The niu^ seven'
in iV.C. Supreme Court by 10 days to respond stating that it will
residents seeking to quash two defend the action and Clerk Tony
bylaws permitting marina Green said Friday this would be
development in Blue 1 Icrou done.
:Furriltyr©:
/'p'orReni';
, REGISTRM'iONS^ tor: the
: :SA^HICH I^ONY plUB, 198^
; ’arohpw/lakinE pioce, Ylpplicntions can 
bd obfained by calling Mrs. F. Campboll.
:: "652-3277orMrsiOud8hcx3rn,:esc-778^
; : Rogistralioh closoii at noorvopSautrday,/ 
■■ ■''Sept.,.n.i982,':"'"::;:/j_,'; ;36
Figure
asin. He said he would be consulting
f ormer mayors Eric Sher- with the municipal .solicitor as lo
wood, George Westwood, Trevor whether filing of the action
Davis and Paul Grieve are among would at feel the status of the
the petitioners, along with former bylaws pending a court decision,
nidermon John Eanmah and Dr. , , /
. .........yyyyfymmffmm
I'i Ptomiiit SW'vica'’* Fr»» Estifnatat




3 Room groups, Bacliolor sullos. 
Individual piocos. hldo-a-lwda, 
rollawnya, month to month, : ^
033 Yatos 303*3655
IIPHOLSTKRY SERVICE CENTRES
.FIFIIfMsTFWV --/SOFAS, CHAIRS, RECt.lNEHS/^E 
•REPAIRSSPRINGS, FflAMESi WOOD REFINISHINO
GUARD" FABRIC PROTECTION 
■ CWmns SlkeomV'-
/ aas.iiot;






Skating Club for '82’83 season, Srjpt, 8 
/and 9, 6:30 /8;30 p,m; at;panorama ; 
Leisure Centro, Skate and dross sale at 
reEislration, Info. 656*9135, 36
WOAiifN’F’C AN ADI AN "XLUWT of /Vic-
lorio's Luncheon and Show of Canadian 
/Fashions by Miss;Frith, In the Cry^al ; 
Ballroom; Empress Hotel, :Sopt. 29,
: : 12!30 p,m ; proceeded iby a no-host 
reception at noon, Membership ticket for 
62 83 season, $12, luneboon tickets 
(t 12) available at Standard furnituro.;
; Sept, J4 and Sept, 21v 10-2 p.m. or self
■/:fvaddressed,y'Sf:ampecl:M:,envelope .to.;
friembershlp’cohvoner:, Mrs, RJ; Seeds,;: 
670; Mt/ .loy Ave,, Victo'ia, V8S 4
. ..1010.598-,5350.-,;,:. , .• ..... •. ... 36
:;/
next general meeting, Tbwday,I Sept. 7, 
;7;30 p.m. in the Lions Hall, 6994 k;, 
Saarilch Rd, Now; members wolcoma,
/.;"1n1o'.65'6-5990.' . ‘ ' ’36',:
7:30. p.m,:.at;i627; Fpn ;'Street.. Join. «s
al r e L p n r.
Derrnid Bingham. _ ^
The petition cites several GOfOg®
reasons why the bylaws are 
illegal, including bias or The Community Counselling 
riiasonablc apprehension of bias Centre, 9813 Stir St!; /Sidney,
by Aid, Nell Horth because she is plans a garage sale 10 a.m, - 4 
a member of Sidney and North p.m: Sept; 18; / Dohafions
Saanich Yacht Club, which is to welcome, call 656-1247.
Arthritis Research 1$
.. . qndfmd out il jostoimg isfoi you. Infc.; 
:/:: Ministry;.:;'Of.:';/.HiiiTiart:;;'REsourpi^; 
,f ,.v' Placement worker.598'S:|21I M'
Please be generous with your 
support. VVb need everyone's help; 







1 WEDNESDAY EVENING SEPTEMBER 15,1982
7!00 7:30 8:00 1 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30' ^ I- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1- - - - - - '■
Baseball: New York Mets At Montreal Expos Two Ronnies The National - Journal
(J) Rawhall- New York Mets A Montreal Expos Jazz Bizarre Telejournal
PM Northwest The Muppets Seen But Not Heard The Fall Guy
Dynasty
Entertainment TicTac Dough Real People Fads Of Life Love, Sidney
Quincy
Lawrence Welk National Geographic Movie: “Citizens Band" I
(7) News Family Feud CBS Reports CBS Movie: "firepower”
f¥) The Greatest Amr tican Hero Real People The Fall Guy Dynasty
(9) MacNeil Adventure Movie; “Brigadoon”
Teach Life
(n) Hogan’s Heroes Odd Couple Movie: "Welcome To Hard Times" News
@ M.A.S.H. Mary T. Moore Movie: "Anatomy Of A Murder" - Part 1 M.A.S.H. News
(S) Vancouver Movie: “Firepower" 1
(Z}®CLC@B-UP
® @ PLACaDO D0MIN<30: MASmi y 
CLA^ The great tenor works with up-ahd-^gi 
«>tning singers from the Philadelphia .Col- ; 
lege for the Performiiig Arts.
® ® ARCSIB BUNKER’S PLACE
' busin^man takes over Harry’s inter^t in
ney defends an Army lieutenant who is 
accused of killing a man suspected of 
attacking hLs wife. ^"
9dS0 ® @ ® O THE PALL GUY Colt is 
hired to find the bail-skipping manager of 
a ladies’ wrestling team. (R)
® @ the b^anTte^mes ArcW^^^
vows revenge when Blair reveals some
embarrassing information about her. (R) .. ..m-n. ..„£ i., ;
® a MOVIE ikA* “Citizens Band”
(1977, Drama) Paul LeMat, Candy Clark. A 
man's obsession with policing the CB 
airwaves gets him involved with various 
funny, offbeat hometown locals.
(7) @ (Q) ® MOVIE ** “Firepower”
(1979, Mystery) Sophia Loren, James 
Coburn. A chemist’s widow and several
WRINESOAY
DAYTIME SPECIALS
1:00® O SONGS OF A LUSTY LAND 
Merle Haggard, Kay Starr, The Sons of the 
Pioneers, Linda Hopkins and Tom T. Hall 
join Tennessee Ernie Ford for a salute to 
America’s varied musical heritage.
2:S0 ® @ ARTS ’62 John Houseman hosts 
this program featuring the finalists of the 
Arts ’82 talent search, a scholarship pro­
gram established by the National Founda­
tion for Advancement in the Arts.
DAYTIME MOVIES
1:00 ® CD ****“Attack!” (1956, Dra­
ma) Jack Palance, Elddie Albert. Weak and 
dishonest Army officers take part in World 
Warllaction.
S:00® © -k-tcVz “The Mercenary” (1970, 
Adventure) Jack Palance, Tony Musante. 
During 19th century Mexico, a bumbling 
rebel leader hires a slick gunslinger to 
foment a revolution, but a rival mercenary 
has other ideas.
EVENING
0:00 ® @ CBC EVENING NEWS 





® © DOCTOR IN THE HOUSE 
® ® SANFORD AND SON 
OD © HOGAN’S HEROES 
(TDQI THAT’S LIFE 
6-SO ® © TELEJOURNAL REGIONAL 
®®®@NEWS
® @ PJit MAGAZINE A treasure hunt­
er who salvaged $40 million worth of sunk­
en gold and jewels; interviews with stars 
at a country.music awards show.
® © BUSINESS REPORT 
dS ® BOB NEWHART
02) ® CAROL BURNETT AND 
FRIENDS
03) SI WHAT WILL THEY IBINK OF 
NEXH
7:00 ® ® BASEBALL New York Mets at 
Montreal Expos
(I) gD BASEBALL DES EXPOS Du stade 
Olympique de Montreal, les Expos 
recoivent les Mets de New York.
® O P M. NORTHWEST 
® ® EarrSRTAINBaENT TONIGHT 
(6) e.'B LAWRENCE WHILE 
® ® NEWS
® O THE GREATEST AMERICAN 
HERO Ralph discovers that his mother’s 
life is endangered by her fiance who is
smuggling top secret materials.
(I) O BIACNEH. / LEHRER REPORT 
(D) ® HfXSAN’S HEROES 
0D©M‘A*S»H 
03) @ VANCOUVER 
7:S0 ® ® THE MUPPETS 
TIC TAC DOUGH 
®^PAMILYFEUD 
(n)©OIM) COUPLE
02) ® MARY TYLER MOORE 
?:S5 ® O AMERICAN ADVENTURE 
8:00 ® © SEEN BUT NOT HEARD
® © ® © REAL PEOPLE Featured; a 
man who is building a rocketship; a Cana­
dian who claims to be the world’s strong­
est man; a champion wheelchair racer. (R) 
® ® NA’nONAL GEOGRAPHIC “The 
Tigris Expedition” Thor Heyerdahl’s final 
and climactic voyage is commemorated 
with film plus additional footage of the 
Kon Tiki and Ra expeditions. 
SfgCKREPORTS 
® @ MOVIE “Brigadoon”
(1954, Musical) Gene Kelly, Cyd Charisse. 
Two friends stumble upon Brigadoon, a 
village in the Scottish highlands, which 
comes to life for a single day every 100 
years.
03) ® MOVIE ** “Welcome To Hard 
Times” (1967, Adventure) Henry Fonda, 
Janice Rule. Four survivors rebuild their 
burned-out town only to have the man 
responsible return.
0D ® MOVIE ★** “Anatomy Of A 
Murder” (Part 1) (1959, Mystery) James 
Stewart, Ben Gazzara. A small-town attor-
VJODurn. A uilCUliaLa wiuwr? 
other parties converge on the Caribbean to 
learn the reasons behind her husband's vio­
lent death.
9:20® ©TWO RONNIES 
® © FESTIVAL DE JAZZ DE MON- 
T$$EUX ■
® @ LOVE, SIDNEY Sidney and Laurie 
panic when they learn the identity of Pat­
ti’s secret admirer.
10:00 ® © THE NA'nONAL / JOURNAL 
® © BIZARRF., BIZARRE 
(S ® ® © DYNASTY Alexis flaunts 
her romance with Colby, Steven is booked 
on assault charges, and Claudia remem­
bers the night she was shot. (R)
(1) @ QUINCY Quincy’s credibility is 
questioned when it appears that he has 
made a horrendous error in his investiga-; 
tion of a murder case. (R)
03)® NEWS 
05)fflM‘A*S*H
10:18 ® O TEACH LIFE Dr. Leo Buscaglia 
focuses on ways to teach children to have a 
positive attitude toward life and love.
10:30 @ © LE TELEJOURNAL /
NOUVELLES DU SPORT 
©©NEWS
11:00® © MOI. CLAUDE, EMPEREUR 
“Devinez qui?” Vivant pauvrement, 
Claude souhaite voir un nouveau Brutus 
pour aneantir rimperialisme.
®g|®®®@NEWS 
® © ® @ CTV NA'nONAL NEWS 
© ® STARSKY AND HUTCH 
©©TWO RONNIES 
© ® MOVIE ★★★“Rough Night In 
Jericho” (1967, Western) Dean Martin, 
George Peppard. A town boss is challenged 
by a female stagecoach owner.
11:05@@NEWS
11:20 ® © VANCOUVER ISLAND NEWS 
®ONEWS
® @ EVENING EDITION
11:25 ® © BARNEY MILLER
11:S0 ® © ABC NEWS NIGHTUNE
(1) @ tonight Host: Johnny Carson.
I Guest: Kaleena Kiff. ^
1)(L,................ ,
11:« ® © CINEMA- ★★ ★ "Teile est i la i 
vie” (1929, Drame) Vera Baranovskajo, 
Teodor Pistek. Dans la region de Pragucitf ; 
une pauvre blanchi^use subyient, aux j r 
besoins de toute sa famille par son maigre v j
s&lctir6f
® @ MOVIE ★★★ “I Never Promised 
You A Rose Garden” (1977, Drama) Kath­
leen Quinlan; Bibi Andersson. A teen-age 
schizophrenic caught up in her own bizarre 
fantasies is forced to cope with her delu- 
sions in an psychiatric institution. (R) 
ll'55 (2) @ MOVS: ★★★“Androcles And : 
The Lion” (1952, Comedy) Victor Mature; v j 
Alan Young. Ah escaped slave befriends an ; ; 
injured lion and is; later captured and; ; 
thrown into the arena.
12:00 ® El LOVE BOAT Julie and Gopher ' 
fall in love, three ex-servicemen set their ? 
sergeant up with a crew member,; and a ft; 




® SS MOVIE ★ ★ “Stalk The Wild Child’’ jg 
(i976. Drama) David Janssen, Irish Van ■
■ ;Devere.'- ■
© © MOVIE ★★“The Betsy” (1978, 
Drama) Laurence Olivier, Robert Duvall.
12:30 ® © LATE NIGHT WITH DAV!D;| 
LETTERBJAN GuesU: comedian Kevin 
Nealon; B.H. Barry, vpho stag^ theatrical g- 
:: fights.
1:00 © ® NEWS 
©©BOB NEWHART 
1:10 ®0 NEWS
1:S0 © © NBC NEWS OVERmGHT S^“ :; 
1:S5(® @ MOVIE ★★>A “How To Break 
Up A Happy Divorce” (1976, Comedy) Bar­
bara Eden, Hal Linden.
“® © MOVIE Vi "The Dead Don’t Die” :;;; 
(1975, Adventure) George Hamilton,; Ray; 
Milland.
1:65 (Z) @ MOVIE ★★ “The Cat Creature” 
(1973, Mystery) Meredith; Baxter, Stuart ;; 
Whitman. .
2:S0 (I) © MOVIE ★ * ★ "Breakfast At Tif- v 
fany’s” (1961, Comedy) Audrey flepburng 
George Peppard.
© © ALFRED HITCHCOCK; PREl-?; ; 
;SENTS
S:05 (i) O ’THE WALTONS
3:30 ® ii ®® NEWS
4:00 ® SI CLOSE-UP
4:30® ©MARSHAL DILLON ...........
By STEVE K. WALZ
three major net­
works have increased their 
- stock of young performers 
hoping that more young­
sters will tune in to their 
prime-time products. ; ;
One reason why CBS,
; ABC and NBC have boost­
ed their youth-oriented 
materia! may be due to the 
box-office successes of ;; 
such films as "Porky’s," 
“Fast Times at Ridgemont 
Hiqh," “E.T.," "Polter­
geist" and "Shoot the 
Moon," all of which; had '
kids in pivotal roles.
H is an abridged list 
of ? pre-teens and teen­
agers in this year’s series:
s;;"
“Silver Spoons” — 
Ricky Schroder (“The 
Champ")
“Family Ties” — Jus­
tine Bateman and Mike J. 
Fox (‘‘Pal rn e r s t oyv n
;USA”).
T’Litlle House” — Leslie 
London, daughter of 
Michael, joins a cast that 
1 already? has such ; younp^
Ricky Schrode
performers ;as Uie Labor-^ 
teaux twins 
; Gilbert.
“Voyagers” —-; Me^o; 






“Star of theTamily” -- 
' ;KatH¥ Maisnick;? ?: ; -;
CBS
“Square Pegs” — Amy
jLinkeri ;^d Sara Jessica 
Parker (“Annie”)
Shows new prcmioentiy 
; f ea t u/1 rt g t;;; youngster s
IncfoderlNSC's “fecls of 
r Dfe*'; (Naricy:McKeon“!sa 
^ Whelch^l; gi “Diff rent 
; Strokes” ; (G3fv? ColernanE, 
Daria spfaio and Todd
'?Bridies). g
TBreak"fKart gMichaeisen 
Lara Jiit Miller) g ABC’s 
"tibve feaiTVcdiilWhefan) 
g;afid^BS“Af^e’s Fiace" 
;? (Danfeye ; Bfisebois) g: and 
’’One Day at a Tirne' {G:en 
Scarpeili).
OJ. Simpson
OK OJ. — O.J. Simpson
; wl star ‘as a; San. Francis-
; eo-based'pnyateTnv^tiga-;;;
'■ tor; m. t'Ca:3lne>a'Td.-Baieg 
■ Ey^” ian-t^BC-TV^ tnovie -.; 
: ; fio*:filma!gln los Angers?;
-and-'^an^francisco.
who..s..a>so; ;
? executive prodiK^- pfays ag
’ deternsmed.. detecrvfe who.g, 
- while seeking ■ to locaia the;; 
Vgifttnend;: .of - a;. cecea^.; 
.'.client,... uncovefS . adrug'.
FasnSawDer





; , St vgsiffv wef,;:.,;;MiSS;
a profnioeni lanwy
';-seuvS Ku’k..
; les father iJT j“aiaefeg 
;;wbefe''; r5e“etts a:youn9, 
JlsiaeK^; .Sfesfg-wfiAgiAfscm,
^■"-6 ta'i 'n “O-'-e
THURSDAY EVENING SEPTEMBER 16,1982
7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30
(D Hashmarks Two Of Us Legacy Of Time Play Gypsy The National - Journal
(D Regional Telejournal Les Grands Films:‘’I...Comme Icare” PileOu Face
® NFL Football: Mir nesota Vikings At Buffalo Bills PM Northwest Joanie
Entertainment Tic Tac Dough Discover World Of Science A Break Teachers Hill Street Blues
Litllest Hobo Live It Up Hart To Hart Day At Time Day At Time Knots Landing
News Family Feud Magnum, P.L Simon & Simon Knots Landing
Soap LittlestHobo Magnum, P.L Diff. Strokes Live It Up Hill Street Blues
MacNeil Adventure National Geographic Special Movie: "Horse Feathers"
® Hogan’s Heroes Odd Couple Movie: "Dan August - The Relative Solution” News
M.A.S.H. Mary T. Moore Touching Movie: "Anatomy Of A Murder" - Part 2 M.A.S.H. News
Vancouver Movie: “Scared Straight! Another Story"
THURSDAY
DAYTIME MOVIES
1:00 © © ★ ★ “The Son Of Cleopatra” 
(1985, Adventure) Mark Damon, Scilla 
Gabel. A mighty warrior, the son of Julius 
Caesar and Cleopatra, leads a Bedouin 
uprising against a tyrannical Egyptian 
leader.
2:30® © ★★ “Les super Vips” (1968,
Dessins anirnes) Realise par Bmno Bozet- 
to. Descendant rachitique d’une familie de
• surhommes, Minivip entreprend une 
croisiere dans les mers du sud afin de sor- 
tir de sa depression.
3:00® © ★★t4 “The Nelson Affair”
(1973, Drama) Glenda Jackson, Peter 
Finch. The love affair between Lord Hora­
tio Nelson and Lady Emma Hamilton dur­
ing the 1800s ends in tragedy.
EVENING






® 0 DOCTOR IN THE HOUSE 
© m SANFORD AND SON 
©© HWlArrS HEROES
©©THATSLIFE 
6:30 ® © MONSIEUR LE MINISTRE STC 
®@©©NEWS
® © Pit MAGAZINE A surgeon who 
uses laser techniques to cure some causes 
of infertility, a hazardous horse race in 
South Dakota.
® O BUSINESS REPORT 
© ® BOB NEWHART 
© © CAROL BURNETT AND
FRIENK __
© ® WHAT WILL THEY THINK OF 
NEXT!
7:00 @ © HASHMARKS Action highlights 
of the British Columbia Lions,
(X) © telejournal REGIONAL 
® © NFL FOOTBALL MinnesoU Vik­
ings at Buffalo Bills [n 
® © ENTERTAINHENT TONIGHT 
® © LITTLEST HOBO (Season Prem­
iere) Hobo tries to help a widowed ranch 
owner by tracking down the rustlers who 
made off with several prize calves, (gp
(I) ©NEWS 
® © SOAP
® O MACNEDL / LEHRER REPORT 
© ffl HOGAN’S HEROES 
©©M»A*S»H 
©©VANCOUVER
7:30 @ @ THE TWO OF US When Cubby 
checks into a clinic for a health checkup, a
care of his dog. (R)
®© TELEJOURNAL 
©©■nCTAC DOUGH 
® © LIVE IT UP (Season Premiere) r~l 
®©FAMILYFEUD 
® ® UTTlfST HOBO (Season Prem­
iere) Hobo tries to help a widowed ranch 
owner by tracking down the rustlers who 
made off with several prize calves. [□ 
©®ODDCOUPLE 
© © MARY TYLER M(K)RE 
7:35 ® © AMERICAN ADVENTURE 
8:00 ® ® LEGACY OF TIME Three major 
stages in the growing process becoming 
a parent, turning 40, and approaching the 
later years of life - are examined in a doc- 
umentary narrated by June Callwood. □
® © LES GRANDS FHJISS ★★★ 14 T... 
comme Icare” (1979, Drame) Yves Mon- 
Und, Pierre Vernier. Une commission 
d’enquete conclut a un acte isole commis 
par un detraque, I’assassinat du president 
d’un pays important. „
® @ DIKXIVER THE WORLD OF SCI-
... ' ENCE ■
® @ HART TO HART The Harts 
become involved in a murder plot involv­
ing Jonathan’s business associate while on 
vacation in Hawaii. (R) n ; . .
® © ®; © MAGNUM; P.L A troubled 
veteran hires Magnum to find his girl- 
friend, hoping that he will lead him to a 
formcrfoe,(R) .
© CB MOVIE ★* “The Relative Solu- 
: lion” (1971, Mystery) Burt Reynolds, Rich­
ard Anderson. Police detective Dan August 
searches a town for a pair of killers.
®® THE TOUCHING PROBLEM
8:05 ® © NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
SPECIAL “Dive To The Edge Of Creation” 
A deep-dive expedition off the/Galapagos 
Islands reveals exotic forms of sea life 
nourished by bacteria which convert 
chemicals into organic matter. (R)
8:80 © ® MOVIE *★ ★ “Anatomy Of A 
Murder” (Part 2) (1959, Mystery) James 
Stewart, Ben Gazzara. A small-town attor- 
ney'defends an Army lieutenant who is 
accused of killing a man suspected of 
attacking his wife.
9:00® © PLAY GYPSY The 100th anni­
versary of Hungarian composer Emmer­
ich Kalman’s birth is celebrated in perfor­
mances of several of his operettas, hosted 
by Otto Lowy; performers include Jan 
Rubes, Joy Coghill, Barbara Collier, Brian 
McKay, Betty Phillips, Jackson Davte, 
Mark Dubois, Valerie Galvin and Jamie 
Zagoudakis.
® © GIMME A BREAK Samantha 
thinks she is pregnant after she is kissed by 
a boy for the first time. (R)
(1) @ ONE DAY AT A TIME While Ann is 
busy making wedding plans, Barbara and 
Mark are in Las Vegas wondering if it’s all 
worth it. (Part 1)
' ® ;© LANDING Abby
becomes more blatant in; her; affair with
Gary, and Laurailoesn’t know how to deal 
with Richard, who is continuing therapy.
(R)
• .©©NEWS ' ’ *
; © ©M*A»S*H 
10:30 ® ffi PILE OU FACE
(1) O JOANIE LOVES CHACHl Joanie is
{,J_J SlMUlY 8$ taicaii auaatJ w
death from his hotel window shortly after 
A.J. and Rick serve divorce papers on him.
(B © DIFFTRENT STROKES When 
Arnold and a friend are terrorized by bul­
lies, Willis comes to his aid and is beaten 
up so badly he lands in the hospital. (Part
- l)(R)'
03 © MOVIE ★ ★ V4 “Scared Straight! 
Another Story" (1980, Drama) Cliff IfeY- 
oung, Stan Shaw. A juvenile probation offi­
cer becomes involved with a program run 
by hard-line convicts to scare juvenile 
Offenders into going straight. ; 9
9:10(1) SB MOVIE ★★★V4“Horse Feath­
ers” (1932, Comedy) Marx Brothers, Their 
ma Todd. Groucho takes oyer as president 
ofacoUege. ;
9:80® © TEACHERS ONLY Diana wor­
ries about Cooper, who is delegating a lot 
of his responsibilities to Brody. (R) , ; ^
(® © ONE DAY AT A TIME Barbara 
and Mark decide that they want a quick 
and easy winding ceremony. (Part 2)
(S) O LIVE IT UP (Season Premiere) Q i 
10:00 ® © THE NA'nONAL / JOURNAL 
® ® P.M. NORTHWKT S 
® © ® © HILL STR]^ BLUES The 
handgun used to kill a policeman turns out 
; to be stolen from the police property 
department, and Belker pursue.? a suspect 
during a driving test, (R)
lOrn l#eiWCt!Il binging at un: UU»»*y y* « *****
shot record producer or attending a huge
family bash. (R) Q
©©NEWS
10:40® ® MOVIE ★★★★ “Monkey Busi- 
ness” (1931, Comedy) Marx Brothers, Thel­
ma Todd. Four stowaways try to avoid the 
authorities on an ocean liner.
11:0® CS @ CINEMA “Poursuite a Manhat­
tan” Assiste d’une femme poiicier, 
McCloud tente de demanteier un reseau de
vols de voitures: ___
:: ® e ® @ ® ® NEWS 
® ® ® £1 CTV national NEWS 
© ® STARSKY AND HUTCH 
©©TWORONNIK 
© © MOVIE ★★★“Birds Do It... Bees 
; Do It...” (1974) Documentary. Directed by 
Nicholas Noxon. The various ways in 
which members of the animal kingdom go
'
11:05®©NEWS „
11:20 ® © VANCOUVER ISLAND NEWS 
® @ NEWS
11:25 ® © BARNEY MILLER 
11:30 ® © ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE
® © TONIGHT Host: Johnny Carson. 
Guest: Marilyn Horne.
;® ©CLOSE-UP
® © QUINCY Quincy; comes to the 
: defense of an old friend and politician who 
was at the scene the night of a movie star’s 
death.
11:45(1) © MCMILLAN & WIFE Mac inves- 
; tigales when a friend of his and Sally s is 
murdered at a masquerade.bali.
11:55 (I) ® MINDER After he fails for an 
aspiring singer (Sheila White), Arthur 
promises to make her a star. (R) 
i2:(M! (® O MOVIE; ★*'4; “The: Manchu 
Eagle Murder Gaper Mystery” (1973, Mys­
tery) Jackie Coqgan, Gabriel Dell. A bum­
bling private eye is hired by mail-order to 
solve a rash of small-town murders.
©® 700 CLUB 
12:05 ® ©WEBSTER
® O MOVIE **V2 “The White Dawn 
(1974, Adventure) Warren Oates, Timothy
; Bottoms. _______
12:30® 0 LATE NIGHT WITH DAVID 
LETTERMAN Guest Steve Allen 
12:55 ® © MOVIE WA “Hangover Square”
; ; (1945, Mystery) Laird Cregar, Linda Dar-
; hell. _____
© ® BOB NEWHART
;;;W:;d8OTIMESPECIALs;: ;:;;;
1:00® O EVENING AT SYSSPHONY 
SPECIAL: THE CENTENNIAL TOUR 
Seiji Ozawa and; the Boston Symphony 
Orchestra kick off their celebrated 1981
: ;i00th-anniversary world tour with a con- 
. cert appearance; at Tokoyo’s Buhka
Kaikan Hall.;
Japan is presented through this took at its 
' people at work, worship and leisure.
DAYTIMS SPORTS
11:30 ® & TENNIS “U S. Open”:Coverage 
V of the women’s semifinals from the Unit^ 
States Tennis Association National Tennis 
Center; Flushing Meadows-Corona Park. 
N.Y.
: 5:00 (® @ ® 13 CFL FOOIBAIL Hamil­
ton Tiger Cats at Toronto Argonauts ; ’
©; ® BASEBALL Seattle Mariners at 
■: Texas Rangere ? .;.F' ;;;
DAYTIME MOVIES
‘ T0:S0© © ★★ “The Virginia HU! Story”; 
(1974, Drama) i Dyan Cannon, Harvey 
Keitel. Ah impoverished young girl attains; 
affluence through her friendship with 
gangster Bugsy Siegel. ? :
1:00 03 ffl; ★★ “The Bengal Tiger” (1972) 
Documentary. A photographic expedition 
follows the proud and elegant tiger from 
the frozen wastes of Siberia through the 
Himalayas to the humid jungles of India.
2'S0(3)?& ★★V4 “Printemps en biver”
(Drame) Marcel J(kz, Nadia Gary. Un^ 
travailleiise sociale et sa mere accueUlent,; 
dans leur vaste deraeure. un patient age 
d’uh hopital militaire. ; ;
3:00 ® O Love And Desire”
. (1963, Drama) Merle Oberon, ? Steve; 
Cochran. A wealthy woman attempts, to 
leave her sordid past behind by marrying 
the man she loves. ■ ; ;; 1 ; ?
® O ★★% “URdergrouhd” {1970;Eh:3- 
' ma) Robert Goulet,; Daniele Gaubert.: An 
underground resistance team risk their 
S'-;-ITives to send;oat’secret;broadcasts from . 
inside Nazi Germany.
EVENING
8:00 @®CBC EVENING NEWS 
@ ffl LTNCROYABLE HULK ; ;
® @ ABC NEWS
'®@nk:news
©QOSNEWS . :
>®BDOCTOR IN raE HOUSE 
© ffl HOGAN’S HERI^ 
©fflraAT^LlFE 
«:S0®O®©NE^
(I) O PM. MAGAZINE A used-hoase lot 
in California; an onion eating festival In 
; “ Georgia. ' ;
® e BISINSSS
© ffl CAROL BUP.NETT AND 
FMENDS '
© ffl WHAT WILL THEY THINK
7h!e @ S DO YOUKSIEM^R 
@ ffl TSLEJamNAL 
® O HEALTHBEAT 
® @ B<TEiTAINM®fT TfHGGHT 
;®0 JOKER’S WILD 
® © KACNEiL / I^RHt RS^rr
:> ©©M»A*s*H ; :
© ffl VAKCOOVES Featured; Ms- Aus- 
tralia; highiights of this week's Vancoeva'. 
7:33® © FACTS (W Lira Natalie;
gets into hot water when she takes a strong;
. editorial stand for freeikan of expressis®.;
m “'“V:?;;;;--?“
® ffl TELEJ0DRNALRBGI<»{AL 
® O HUSKY FOOTBALLraS>4SSA^; 
'.'SPECIAL-'
®@TKTJ«:DOiraH 
S Q YOU ASKED Ftm rr 
©©HARYTYlERlfilfffiE J
7:31 ® © AH^H!AN ADVENTURE
8:08 ® O arrv NETwemx
@ ffl GEilS EN OERBE SN 
y;;VACAKCSS C
; ® .© raNSON Tlie JRS orders BensoeC i 
iC whose records have accidentally been; 
destroyed, to appear for a tax audit (R) rn ’ 
® O EVEREST NORTH WAIX: ^- 
ENTEENGAVETHEIRraST ?
?® ;0 ® © STARS OSi ICE "
Qiristina Regoc^ and Andras Sallay, San- 
dra Bezic, Shelly MacLeod and John Rail,; 
Jeanne ciapman,; Jodi Glassma^ Joey ; 
Jordan.(R) ?::
® O THE DUKES EAZZARD The ;; 
; Dukes find Roscee’s diary, in which be has ? 
recorded all of Boss Hogg’s dirty dealing ;
;;;; .;.:a
©ffl MOVIE ★★★★ “Tm AB Right, 
Jack” (1960, Comedy) ; Ian Carmichael, ? 
i;:; Peter Sellers. In trying to do a good job for j? 
;; his uncle;in aifactory. a weU-meaniagj 
; bumbler: /actually: upsets the; crooked ■; 
;■ scheme Ws uncle has so cartf ally placacd/ 
“02 ® MOVIE :* ★ “The Smolie” {1974; :
;; Drama) Jackie ; Masro, Dan Frz^. A =? 
, . smalltime police infermer. absconds with , 
/ an advance that was eanriarked for a/car; 
:/;coiics set-up. : ■
^flODi^EVENlfe;;^::' ^.SSPTEmmiO* 1982^
7:00 1 7:30 8-00 r S:30 1 i 8:0a mO
m R®a»lsef ; 1 Fife Of Life /;
m Te^amai / j / 1
1 i«!sa'V^'■'-.'4 ■ i tfestees ; - “ i
® Ifcsij''. ..'.£/V 1 Brass ; / j Alirt^
fs) EBteftai.'a:«st - { Ts Tac Oss^i/ .EvtfjsfhkslhKal.’ ^ /;;-!
(6) cfiftoteascGia^- ; Start feta: |lettes®s
ItoAiW;: Iftala/ r; /Jaas^f ^ ■; -
(7) AssadFsfh . tselhiisCtteiKa
rs) criftoaEB&srt^;: ?;;/; Sbfittetee.:
m ihtm lAdv«l®e /
m
• ' ' ■
BiscMCwfd
m iiASH;®;/;. 1 ■ Mary 1 IfeGift.;
m ftscMvtr.';;;'- //;; ;;^/ ;
a«® Q WAfflINGTtm WIKI IN
BSVtjSW
MS® m S£S3 S^ia/MAITRES ET 
YAi£IS “L’adieB an /be*^ La^ 
desce; roocte an ^xecta  ̂I de; ialfeaw 
vivant as ^ofit de la CriM-tojge daas le
® @ UiSSta A UVING l>£riia wed- 
///di^ rdsearri ;ia the restanrant; ;lhe 
: gtoran amsaances that fee a still in
- wiUihBoldgirifiiajd.Cas^(R> I 
;® STHEJiaiFaBtaaB ;;;;; :;.y/..
- ® © MOVE * “Casey’s Shadow”:
/ (1978. Drama) ^5^ater:MaUh3si. AiexB/
__.
; .froB-- s^teglhe ;‘5e6ae.
akes ireasoQ aiai good ja^menl in his 
deierminaliMj to win a ana jew horse race.: 
8;:» ® © /WALL STS^T WEEKrT&e ; 
; : Intematioosl Sc««“ Geesa;; Martin G. 
Wa&, s«iha- portfolio snanater. “T Rowe 
Prke Intamatumal Fund/':,::;:t/ ;;;' / s 
SsM ® ® O DALL^ Tl» pdke qaees-
:/tioafBoJ*y about his inv^vemeiS with:; 
- Fairaday and Cliff faces rnie at the hands
ofJ.P-<R) _____
® o THE SEATEST AMESKAN 
Ra]{% is eiptsed te Use wwlsl «s 
the cover rfa bot j^KaptahJad, {R) -;
® © aiOVIE * * •“The Martian Oa-tMsi- 
s dcs: The EipeditiKs^ {Part J> (im S^;
ejKS-FKt«m>
; ■nie cemnsaBder/ and /crew of :an /
;esjU«atiwy; nKsskm the year;
; 19SS:dss«HPer thartbejdarst^ ;
;;wasf derin^ed/by; earthly .disease/ 
v ; traiainitied an earlier expediiiat (R)
@ © AT ATBE W&a Amfs;
;;;tasns5>Baii^ r; widqr^;/iBOtifca/; / assets/;
FT2snSc S Bassossur;,
fa!b for rase ttaa jsst mra
/aadgoodloda./.': :' _____
' © iHJVE ★★ ■“CEONLFS.'flJTS,
'/: .'-'A'cJev«- man isverts.a asspster^ #-d''7ie -A» Fw'^eta*-
;^’teKSseeBiBeRadfara*ateet»
!Sf
®©BaODA imaa Host. Aefes«r ;
IfcBS® S THBHATKNAL/JSJShAL
® Q SrrSISB ftSCECriase^ascate
/ / besses JES aiarifi^ e*-wife srt
;fig-anasgj^maties.(H) - ; ,=■■ ;
®QSAWAnFIVEO ^
@ © FALOOS C^TLajSs rv^JS to.




ItaOfTi © fXNSIA "Les
de'&stre Lafars^’*
; ® m Ba - f s^ Orsaa.
IW5® a
:;;' ;€N3ec frsraael'aaadlSs*** iea£as.As>s^,.. 
tSaa Sariesal
''' / NYV-
ems- 'Adiresisr# Jaae Leslfe,,
.Rstoi?i«y: 3acit;/A::.(»cse«iw-. teg,.
^ ______________ __ ^
B^et; Julia saca^^ «
le mystere e^eraiS perpetrss/
'dans iase^ises <te ia re^st-; /: /
faiglf5i8®QXSSS /: - ■/
® Q ® © CTV *i^kn(»»AL IffiWS
® ffl STAEanr AND HUTCH 
^©TWOBKOOES 
©ffl IfilVE * * fe
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ifcsfcsfns; ' :xxXXX ;; *S3 X V
CD ^[ftsi^x:X|.C*as xx-xx; Issfeari ;;;xx
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.ci&ii Ob Tte toO" XX ; x: 3;
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m . - -X ' - Xx - ' 3X;XxxXX X:.
^ ® i Defesspi X;; SretlsOISmf^wKS
j'ifcre;*%affiSy=x.;-X:: X:x ;
.®x|
•qllBA j IsteBoil' X ' XX 33; -X 3; j fjM^fesaed' ‘3 "X
,"X."-"X; "X X; ~ : X, : ' X -x ^X Xx;X® ©sijSDSPfHJSSRSPffinx; :
(DOHS&i^SEBEAT 
(D © EiTSSTAlNKENT THIS WHSS 
i ® @ IKJVIE **% “The Loae Ranger" 
(ItSS, Western) CUyton Moore, Jay SU- 
reriseels. A wealthy ranching family 
interfereswhentheLooeRangerandTon- 
to try to settle an Indian dispute. ■ 
5:®e®®CSCNSWS 
Ci) S 6IOVIE *♦ "Honky Tdnk" (1974, 
fUKnance) Richard Ctenna, Stella Stevens. 
An Qtslikeiy jnatch occurs between a gam- 
1 bte" and a well-lwed lady f rxHn Bostra.
>i ® 50 BA^BAIL Seattle Mariners at 
"teas Rangers ^ ___ \ C>.
OQWBSietNBSviBW ;; ;
i:» ® © AOtSS The KiUAener-Waterloo ; 
Cycle Sports Association, which attempts 
to l»nak the negative storectype pftai 
applied to bikers and also promotes the 
impKtance of riding safety, is highlighted. 












® @ ® © I^CUS CalDodd and^er-c
isse’ Laurence welcome Ian Garden, tra-
pere artist Louann Jacobs, Gaylord May- ;= 
nard and his "wonder horse’/.Chief i BMr : ; 
• Paw, the Fljing Armours, Harry Thomas 
with 11 Bengal and Siberian tigers, Prin^; 
Navez and "human cannonbaH” Captain 
Circus. (R)
® SI LOVE KJAT The crew suspects 
that a beautiful woman is tr^g to kill her i 
' millicnaire husband, and a" glamorous 
divorcee tries to get reacquainted with her
soa;(R)ri __




gf toe &aiE itoS sSB&ak
■f Sala Tssi^ A«oeisa*ec-
" NaMitl Iwais;- f^e^'-Ftsshiag:
®SKi3STSSECTgS i
- ®5B SBVEtkTesrtsf Aakbrte«",
^ (!«i.-Sdeace^idSk#-^a :E:^. ^ 
y Tsm. M^sea hETded oa ^^;;
be*Stode&®?^««^^^
® SB WLXJLrti' lgUl.tll»«CKBS :
-■ o®s«®siss?stas?
Itii® ® laoUL roOfIRAUL






V«&rat»” feem Madame &tterfly asi 
sdfcSaa frK* V«5S's “Ensana.” (R) 
©SirSABCOTPiKH»LE - ’ 
®®VANOOOVHl(^
I3i ® ® oi«iia«^ iMMOBas 
®©Tae«yiR3GHLIFE ^ 
®esEAov.sr.(s«iw 
■; ©©ISHGSSr . ^ : 
tV«®©BAGA31IiE 
® ©tSBSW^S Hf BACALL 
® O wEaaTORgiaT- 
® © «3fD0(^ CKLflaiHJ
® @ SeOVSE ♦*** "The Thiid Mas” 
f 194S, Ss^aae) Josejd: OStai, Oesrat 
Wdfes. A writer si pulp Westerns iaresti- 
: :Eates lite death” of h^ pr«Q-
tessi^ to^hood feiead to the dark, rswrupt 
vrerld ei pcst-WwM War H Vi®-
5gU '
^ MOVJS **»% “Bow To Ssfl A 
wiM ^iai" (US. Csaedy) Annette Prea- 
e^a, Dwayne A yos^ man to
ae Naval SMurve wrgrtos about his girl-
D^dTsfid^.
im ® ©SLiFSOcisfisTciAB^ ® aiSVSg **% TRuaorkk” {IfTi, Aeve^mw) Robert Shaw, Rkhard 
A erdSy t^ tries to rob the 
lAtoxHad bar^r-proof
vaa^ which was &s^eo 19 Ms twto
iwwfciWArfv** ,
@®FAnHPCHltt»AV:
M9 ® © THIS B B«XX7K)(»
L ®©UsairaNiigRSSaHLEMONIg 
ts © <HI1D0J»S CNISIITHJ 
® 0 BREmiHG 
@ ® If^EAMta? JEAHKE 
f ® © CHAIRMAN C^ THE BOARD 
. “Khvirtanied 
^si8®QPARl?'- 
® m sarea® M^VSLLSiS I®
"r:v BSSNEY.' ■;:
; ® oVOOCAKDOIT 
® ® raSOD WTRAVEI. 
®©SgPNE6«X»
«a @ © RADQOEISALL 
® 0 HApnrBATSJ^m 
® O ® QwnswtHiLDWS'osrrs 
Schedakst the, Kalsts! M<Aocress (from 
Ciyn^BC SadBnia is MoBtr^L Qae.); U« 
UJS. Skydiving Giasnpioasbips; (from 
Madtogee,»-it;^U»AvOT, Women’s 
Marathi (froBi Los Assies. Ca^.;
® © SaiVIE tA**%
t (1^ MasicaD Geae K^Cjd Charase
frteaas:^i^ae apoa fei^dosi, h 
viBage to ScstSsb to^dasds, which




^® © ®£SS® OKDMEfA
_ 0 CFX. P0GTEA11. Calgary
^atnpeders at Winnipeg Blue Bombers 
. ©©NBCHET^ ,v:3; 
®O®0NSWS ; ^ 3
® © NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SPE- 
OAL •■M>sleries Of The Mind” The mys­
teries of and critical new discoveries about 
the most physically inaccessible of all the 
body's organisms — the human mind — are 
3 explored. (R) - -
: ®©W^S'SBfD r
® © WHAT WILL THEY THINE OF 
‘V NEST! :





®© WORLD AUVB 
?.-» ® Q HSMtHUES WITH LAWRENCE
® © ^HSSBl^SAl^DI
® @KD«*S MAGAZINE 
® O ® © H(»iKY T®IS Rompin’ 
Romae Hawkins welcmns Carl Perkins, 
K«s Tobias and Sharon Lee Williams. (R) " 
® o NATiraiAL CRmS AND VID 
: LgNfg TSOT “Rape” The lalKl lech- 
? tuqns to self-protection fnmiXHime are 
offered in this examination of rape. > x 
1: ®®TEEAV®iGBlS3.:' >
® © CLASSK. DARK AND DANGSI- 
X" OeS'.^ 3-;:xt:'
7MW © ajaVIVAL ‘’Paignia Summer”
? David Wives rsarrates a close-up look at 
the pengBBS of the FalklarKl Islands off 
:> she coast of Sooth Anserica, focnang on
f:Od®«- —.-----—. - T ..
whoxwas persuaded -by Hooker^ and f X 
Romano to testify in > a murder case 
becomes the killer’s new target. (R)
® © MBS AMERICA WHO WILL SHE 
'■RE'
® @ DOU GRANT Charlie feels put upon 3 x 
when Mrs. Pynchon overrules him; Billie 
Muifairly him, and Donovan wants
advice about his love life.
® B WALT DBNSY "Gus,The Pigskin 
Mule” A Yugoslavian mule, hired by a los­
ing football coach, helps the team begin a 
remarkable winning streak: (Part 1)
^ ® O MOVIE ★;* “Swashbuckler ’ (1976, 
Adventure) Robert 3 Shaw, Genevieve 
Bujold. A daring, bawdy buccaneer and his 
notorious crew meet up with an oppr^ive 
governor in Kingston, Jamaica, and do 
their best to thwart him.
QJ © MOVIE * ** ‘‘Virginia 3City” : X 
(1940x Wsstern) Errol Flynn, Miriam Hop- x 3 
kins. Spies from the North and the South 
attempt to outwit each other and obtain a 33 
quantity of gold being held in Virginia r ^ 
City. „
® © STREETS OF SAN FRANCISCO 
8:10® © GI JIVE ‘The hEtoric Roseland 
Ballroom is the setting for a musical trib­
ute to the entertainers and service organ^ 3 
Xizations that gave their time and talent to X 
boost morale during World War II. Hosted 
by Van Johnson.
8:S8® © CINEMA CANADIEN 3
X “Fantastica” (1980, Comedie) Carole
Laure, Serge Reggiani. ___
® @ HD © TEXACO STAR THE- 
ATREL_, OPENIKO NIGHT An array, of 
3 top: stars from television. Broadly and x x
the motion pictures perfonn some pi the 
3 greatest show-stopping musical numbers ; 
of all time. ____
6:80 ® ® ARCHIE BUNKER’S PLACE 
Gloria refuses to tell Archie why she and 




xix;;:;,? X#:00xx:x '^x7:3©;':S 8:00
8:30 1 9:00 1 9:30 10:00 1 10:30
m)' Our Way Keep In Fam. x;: Rov Thomson Hall Opening
The National-Joi rnal
Regional X Telejournal x ; Tele-S6lection:”Contre One Poignee De Dimants”
Laprade Reflexions
m NFL fooiball:; Pill sburgh Steelers At DallasCowboys x X X
Glen Campbell News
Entertainfflent Tic Tac Dough Little House On Prairie
NBC Movie: "Murder In Texas" (Part 1)
m ‘Thrill x-; X ;xX iefiersons ;x Little House On The Prairie 3. CTV Movie: "The Other Victim” -
NewS;:Xx;xX Family Feild P. Benjamin WKRP In Cin. M.A.S.H House Calls
Lou Grant
m Soap X X Thrill';xXX;x Benson; x; Bizarre ;; “' CTV Movie; "The Other Victim”
m MacNeil X X ^ Adventure X x NumeroUno Unexpected
La Boheme: Pavarotti In Philadelphi i
1® Hogan's Heroes Odd Couple ; ; ; Movie: "Kissin'Cousins"
News
— -----------^—r"--------- --
m MA-SiH, .‘i XX X Mary T. Moore Movie; "Berserk”
M.A.S.H. 1 News
'®x Vancouverx ;;;;
X X x"^^^^ X 1 Movie: "Murder In Texas"-Parti
youite son James willjoon d^ (Part 2) (R)
“I B®  PRIVATE BENJAMIN Judy, Cap­
tain Lewis and Colonel Fielding are kid­
napped and held for ransom by mock ter­
rorists. (R) X,.
(1) © BENSON The governor’s public 
relations man smashes Benson's new car
into a fleeing robber’s van. (R) □ 
— — “ Ol^p
1:00 O ® "Snowman" (1975, Adven- 
ture) William Shatner, An animal trainer 
becomes trapped in’the snowbound peaks 
of the Rocky Mountains with an eagle and 
a pet wolf foricompanions.' V
2:M (3) © ; A A W "Lespmoureux sent seuls 
au monde” (1947, Comedie) Louis Jouvet, 
DXr.n Tkoiiiiiiors Avant fait la connais-
8 S0 ® ©‘TERRE HUMAINE STC
®©®@news -
® B P.M. MAGAZINE A stunt flyer who
pilots a 12-foot mini-jet; pregnant women 
who work out on Nautilus machines.
® © BUSINESS REPORT 
Offi^BKBWHART 
02) © CAROL BURKETT AND
FRIENDS
“Mind Over Matter”
® © TELEJOURNAL 
©© ■nC TAC DOUGH 
® @ THE JEFFERSONS
®©FAMILYFEUD _ _
(i) © THRILL OF A LIFETIME (Season 
Premiere) Host Doug Paulson U joined by 
new regular Teri Austin as a marketing 
executive swims with six dolphins, a baker 
becomes an oil baron for a day, a young 
girl dances “The Nutcracker Suite” with 
ballerina Veronica .Tennant and a high 
school student plays tuba with the Canadi-
Rene Devill c . y _ x 
sance d’une eleve du Conservatoire, un U BI
an Brass. □ 
)©Olra COUPLE
'compositeur la prend en charge et lui four-
nit I’occasion de se produire en public.
3:00 ® ® A* W“One In A Million’’ (1978,
Bio-Drama) Leyar Burton, Madge Sinc­
lair. The true story of Ron Le Flore and his
7-00 ® © SEEING IT OUR WAY 
' ® © TELEJOURNAL REGIONAL 
® ^ NFL FOOTBALL Pittsburgh
e<
:x:ix 3-x x'-x X'««‘» • ‘ ' • ' '' 'lllife of :crime prior to his career as an aii-
EVENING-" ■
1 STNDAYEraSnKGX;; ;;3;X:SfiSPT
1 1 fiOO 1 i 8^ 8:30 1 8:00 9:30 1^0:00 1 10:30
jffi 1 iBsse^-^^-X - x-x■ ‘xxXy" Qusfefy i^pewt





1 sscMs^.^’ajBErxXx ■ ,xx;5-.XXX;XXX3.,;3:XX x;;3;XX,-.;3 ",xx
UreesteliS x'''-" TteBabSylfrif!
■■xxx-xxl :x;.x:;x: jbtWl festK xX x 3 j xi^sres ^ 1 D^MTise " Tri^^KA
ffi jlto^fer^-vxxx :x ^;x.j a»I-' ■ xXx/XXjxXj" :x. TheDas^i^xx,;--."-;:-,
ffifo^ary 3 fPwiws ; ItefirffsaresxX *XX"V X] ifestsj*e*Ttolr* jsgBmd x
O' 1 fcwe'-D^Sred'HBKf lte".'xX3 -X XX; ff^-r i Ce^ X 1 CosaK^y feias | TOO CSiS
ffsesl jsHirnalists totaview ti^ newamak-A 
ets oa current domestic aad iisteraatiooal
® © IAS? aUHfCS GABAES &ad 
Sears dacoaes preventetive mainfoiapce. 
(® ® I isiayac® X ^
5:69® © JAMES BAY Tito
aad cMstractiaB d the James Bay hydrs-3
Citric petted, wiiefe »»
b» Qadec Premte'BeK Lesrasqne, is docr 
rateBtedtofootageisKTabdii^NalD.
S&se acd Tfei Rdi (R) * 
v® © ^pcEiDfasaABD: xx x;;;;:
®@HEWS 
)@IIPOB^SRBCOaD 
® @ ® © UNTAMED mSLD TbB 
Xvarioos animals that ii^Mt Seandtoavia, 
iadodtog retooeer and tbe wolvtotite, are 
’hl^li*fed.(R)
PM. MAQAZINS SPSOAL EIK- 
THHf . 'X x: '-x





®©®©waaiTS4 X X X X
.:®@KE9®JNE xx
ms Dy vixersca 3WSWC4 a.
® ©IKmE **** “Bsri” (IS6S. Dra­
ma) Frf Newsaa, Jfeivya Doa^ A 
yoa^ iey to tore betwe« Itore Jor his
svsam
ssrnm a ieaS^FtfcCSBef. Goctoa- 
X 1)srK?dScfi^ St* :^mssy todat-* 
:x ^ Ji^Gafewy’# feia^es* frem 3
OieCfcie^aFearaltoCNtawttl^x ’
X |ito” <!*«, 0*se^ Sag Oe^ BeA 
ape.' -Tw*-- prospect- '^aere:: meH 
- wsssm itsr fceafc® oath to?
3 5«KsfedJte^im : X "
’■ ^.g,^nfgALWEa.
^ ismm a vaapcoggnT^Hsgs; X3x
X xX®0|^«iSXx, x xxXXXx
?. i^® a CFtPOCISAlt.faiaw* 80*^ x 




X. ii9wir#*iS8i®eS«[toa«t»:?x. :XX XX"X.'
® Cpre” lire erear-3
",igfel£ht£seflrs&dreaad6estoeI^I-3
tits precis of ^ saHetss toe sqdsBd 
x: tofekk-xxXx;? xX xx.~-3 =.-x??-.
tm ffi s mms*^^ m* Drrem Mak- 
X «5“ (i»*5,:Draasa) James ftMdscas, 
XX Sisx A cs^««e prrfesaef catapdt-
: rf^aetta^^asarecswSj^cca^
■ -x swed;
"Xbto'atoostout.■ x- ■ x
-XDvssmite” (iS72, AdvrotBre} Jams 
Rod SStogw. Aa Iririi revdidtoex 
tov sdl * Mesto^n thief who team sp to
" rito bads Ston^w wtod Bp h«o»
" ■ d the Meriiaa revdtoieQ-x_v_.; tX X 3:
i ® © ITAlLfim^WSS'The itoto-
x'aatksai See*” Crest Martto G.xW«Se,‘ 
: s«^ pretax nsaaagsx T. Rc«





m msst:tsar susss :
■“ atoll. afeBi-3a3^«4 i""
gsaar*” EeJea l&res sM Dsvto
ear to O’&tesV tetovi^ adapSa-
X feed htoshart EHy * wsotos wha,
SBespeded nsearee xwhs ^ ^ 
Xc^ss::tfe*t3 xto .ksva^i^.:
xaa^(ie X. X3;X.3’X" 3X.'X?: X






M8 ffi © mQVBssare^Nte 
ffi 0 SSTt^PM. WSHKWiSTx 
■x ? (SSaHSJAYUNB x^xxxx Xxv:X:3.x
£»®x© KASIIEPISCS THS«SS 
"Teamed xpf Yesth” y«Ri BrUtato is
- detenniaed-to go te Oiftod ds^ste tbs
: dstades piked ia tow jath by treditioa 
ssd &e?3 ie»tog bet .oseili^bteisd father.
(itortl)(R)0
Texas Bto^ns 
r*M ffi 8EAS3EBDGND 
X (2) © LASMAmSVOSS 
X ® S WA^INGftKfxFODrSAU. 
HSEiHISaiS
® © COLLEGE FOOTBALL
6 XHSsaLHais „ „„




*»® S sncf sas Sdeettes IndBde 
# X “Demt to My HaKtx^ “Cadate Dsotoas,’^ 
xx<^s^jSs&iXLore My aspherd^ asd 
-S««tS«dS{^“(iD
dUSTUK nssiE^
" xMcds^ few* FBtops’a^ * pa^;^.
ffi © WALT KSNSY “Disney^ GreaL 
est Wlatos" Many of the roost femore and
wicked evildoets to the aniinated films of 
the Ksoey stomos, isduding (toptain 
;ft!Hn“Petar Pan’^ and the wi^ed quasi 
from “Snow White And The " Seven 
Dwarfs." are hi^^ted. (R)
ffi © M3IEN(SBEALI?E 
J (D 8 TOSH;MSTirKJ3“IWiat Eyeiy
' Car Bayff Sioald Kfiow .
®0S£JN(^ANDgafPANY x x
3® e ffi ©NEWS 
(BSFAISTHENATKJN xxX X 
ffi £1 NUMERO UTK) Argentina’s fan^ 
race car drivto, Juan Manuel Fangio, is 
xp^iled. 
x(Sl®M*A*B«
X (Q) © BVSRYBODYB BUSINES 
^ ffi © LB TREFLE A 4 FEUILLS 
©OKJWOCSiE
ffiONKWS 
ffi O (HIY3SSY “Ongka’s Big Moka’’ to 
the New Gnisea highto^ a Kawelka ■‘big 
"inan” or^mtes a lavish ceremm^ pre^ 
kiatto to order to establish political alii- 




ffi © METRChlMMn/)T-DOi^ STC "La 
prenitoc joarnee de travail”
X © @ <XH® RED Danny’s; photo e^y x 
; 3 Bssignmtostx prov^ instrumental in the- 
X apprehension of a fire bomb ereonist. (R)
X ® @ CATAUNA CWJtB A ‘ stray Navy X 3 
; 3X mine is (Bscovered floating near an ocean- 
xx: icxreseardt labfeati^ offxthe fCalifornlax:, 
coast (R)
(i) @ BSARRE Featured: the “Amoral 
V" MsjOfity”; the Bigot family, impersona- 
x:itiois.(R)'®®(6)©6eMINUHS 
(B © ■raA'ra EKa^HHBLB Featuredr.a .
X RuMk’sCitbe cham|»OQsh!p touraamenti^exx 
l^k» Wgh sdirel athtete; a IS-yea^^ 
magidan; a IS-moath-oId waterskito. (R) vx} 
x® ® SKWE ir;**' “The Good Humor 3; 
Man” (1650, Ctomedy) Jads Carson, Lola 
Albright A“Good Humor" man finds him- 
" self involved with a btonde ^Ifriend ande ­
an unexplained murder.
® © Sni^  ̂Of RAN FRAKCffiOO 
7-M ffi © HAKOTH* IN Kate tries to help a 
father and son agree on tbe use of the famx * 
ily car, Mike deals with a bey asid his new x 
stepfather, and Webster has doubts about 
her retired husband’s return to school. (H)
§) © ISS BEAUX DIHAICHES ’’Vaut 
X toiienx ea rire"
X ® © UTTLSST Hf^ iYoung Katexhi;
X separa^ from her traveling companion;
Willy en route to California when orphan^S 
X: age authorities catch up to them. (R) □ - X; 
TM ® : @ X aJBAK HBEVIB^:; Roger ; 
xx Ebert and Gene Sbkel host M lnfqnnatiyer 
look at what’s new at the movies, ir
8d» ffi 0 BHLY BSHO? GOES •TO WAR 
X 3 Eric Peterton pkys the title ro^ 17
x^ other characters) in an adaptation of the : g 
3 award-wii^g stage musical about 33 
3; young man' who flunks; out of; tlie Royal; xX 
X Military College, only to becomeja much­
decorated aerial hero during World War I. 
ffi O MfHMSTY BLAISE A woman is .
X; joined by3 her steeet-wise best friend in;fxx 
high-level government undercover work.
CD 0 (D; © CHire Ponch loses his; 
nerve following a terrifying motorcycle
X :acddent.{R) ___
X ffi @ LAWRSJK^ WELK 
' CD @ ARCHIE BUNKER’S PLACE Glo­
ria refuses to teU Archie why she and Mike 
have separated when she returns home 
with Joey. (R)
® © ;^VIB ★★★x ^
X Tbwners’x (1970, Comky) 3Jack; Lemmon,
"ii Sandy Dento.; An Ohio wuple yisitihg New 
York experience rvery known urban disas- r
X X ® © THE FIfflUM PHSSENTS 
&10 ® 0 I«>VA ^‘Animal OlympUns" The 
beauty, endurance and power of animals
8:89 CD © CBC EVENING NEWS 3 . ^
ffi © UE VAGABOND STC "La doub­
lure”
’'"” ’“”'X(D ©A^NBTrep X ....X .33-:^
.'CDONBCNB^^xx 3 3, 
ffi @ (I) O NEWS X . ; 
(2)iiCESNEWS x.:3-Xx,. .x;__3. -..'xx
, ffi 0|K)CTOR IN ■raE HOUSE
® @1 SANFORD AHD SON 
® © HOGAN’S HEROES x;;;;:,
(f3) ©THATSLIFE'
0 ENTERTi»^,—-------------
ffi 0 THRILL OF A UFETTME (Season 
Premiere) Host Doug Paulson is joined by 
new regular Teri Austin as a marketing
executive swims with six dolphins, a baker 
becomes an oil baron for a day, a young 
girl dances “The Nutcracker Suite” with 
ballerina Veronica Tennant and a high 
school student plays tuba with the Canadi­
an Brass^rv 
ffi © NEWS X
ffi @ ^^EIL / LEHRER REPORT 
O © HOGANS HEROES
’®©M»A*S«B XX X ; .
©©VANCOUVER
© ® BflARY TYLER MOORE 
7 S5 ffi ® AMERICAN ADVENTURE 
8:00® 0 ROY THOMSON HALL OPEN­
ING The gala concert initiating the new 
building is presented live from Toronto; 
Andrew Davis conducts the Toronto Sym­
phony in a program of music that also fea­
tures the Toronto Mendelssohn Choir (con-
ducted by Elmer Iseler), organist Hugh 
McLean and baritone Victor Braun, 
ffi © TELES-SELECnON “Les grands 
romans: Centre une poignee de diamants” 
(1974, Espionnage) Michael Caine, Donald 
Pleasance. Dss diamants, amasses par les 
; Services secrets britanniques pour contrer 
le trafic d’armes de TI.R.A., sont 
demandes comme rancon pour le fils d’un
® ^ ® @ LITTUg EKHJSE ON^
^AIRIE Charlra irodergoes a deep rclig- 






|;x8:00 1ixx-8:3@''- 9:00 9:30 10:80 10:30
ffix Country ; Yes Minister ! Land Of Mountain Elephant j 3’s Company TooClose The National- Journal
iffix Regional Telejournsi x Phare Quest 1 Quincy | Premiere Page
Aventure
iM PMhkirthwest The Muppets X HappyDays j Laverne;.
1 3’s Company | TooClose KartToHart
ffi Entertainment Father Murphy
pNBC Movie: "Murder In Texas" (Part 2) Decision'82
xffi Wilderness; : iefiersons Alice Jeffersons [Day At Time
1 Claim Fame | Trapper John, M.D.
;HeWsx;;:;x Family Feud Universe After George
[xBS Movie: "The Other Victim" !
CD Soap X Wilderness To Be Announced
1 Claim Fame 1 Hart To Hart
m MacNeil x x; Adventure ' Hard Choices Mystery
Hitchcock
m Hogan’s Heroes- Odd Couple x ; Movie: "Killer On Board" News
ffi M;A.S.H. Xx Mary T. Moore Movie: "Arsenic And Old Lace”
M.A.S.H. News
Vancouver;-x
j Movie: "Murder In Texas” * Part 2 1
——1 (T) n:EWS X .
.X..X3r' xSxlx
1:C9® ® it*-kVt “You’re Telling Me” 
(1934' Comky) W.C. Fields, Joan Marsh. A 
lovely princess helps a meek, downtrodden 
■' • man win respect from the bullies who tor- 
xmenthim.
Xxx®3®XX;T»rW.W;r ijLii will 1 'Rresian Roulette” (1975,3;
Adventure) George Segal, Denholm Elliott.
. A Royal (Canadian Mountie3 tries to head
off an assassination plot against Russian 
Premier Kosygin while he is visiting Cana-
3:80 ® ©xx**^ “Le jeune astronaute” 
(1974, Comedie) Lloyd Bridges, Michael 
Link. Fanatlque de technique spatiale, un 
garcon de onze ans s’introduit dans le vehi- 
. cule d'une expedition et effectura un yoy- 
age a la lune avec les astronautes.
S;00® © **A “Jeremy” (1973,
Romance) Hobby Benson, Glynnis O’Con- 
' nor. A shy teen-ager from New York expe­
riences the pangs 3 of first love when he 
meets a special young girl.
EVENING
6:69 ffi @ CK EVENING NEWS 
ffi © GRAND-PAPA Charles-Hcnri 
Lamontegne sa prepare a accueillif sa 




: ® ® ffi ©NEWS 
3 ffi0CBSNEWS
® 0 DOCTOR H4 THE HOUSE 
® ® SANFORD AND S)N 
® © HOGAN’S HEROES 
©© thats LIFE ____
8:39 (D © L^ GIROUEmS STC Malade 
depuis juillet, Lucille esl soignee par un 
psychiatre. ____
3®0©@NEWS 
ffi ® P.M. MAGAZINE A profile of Chef 
Tell Erhardt; a tug-of-war that is contest­
ed over two-and-a-half miles of water.
® ® BUSINESS REPORT 
© © BOB NEWHART ;
© © CAROL BURNETT AND
xxfriends;x. .X- .- __
© ® WHAT WILL THEY THINK OF
.:XNEXT!.X;3^:3;xx;x . 3
7:00 (S © COUNTRY IN MY SOUL 
ffi © TEUiJOURNAL REGIONAL 
: ©©PJtNORTHW^
(D @ ENTEKTAINBffiKT TONIGHT 
ffi ® LORNE GREENBH NEW WIL- 
XDERNB^ (Premiere) The actor’s person­
al crusade to preserve wild animals is 
; reflected in weekly documentaries about 
X; the relationship between man and nature
ffi @ ^^SsKEL / lESRCT HEPOI5T 
O © HOGAN’S KERI®5 
©®M*A*S»H
©©VANCOUVER .....
7:8® ffi 0 YES MINISTER The Minister 
and Sir Humphrey are forced to compro­
mise on matters involving expenditure 
cuts and the admission of overseas stu­
dents to Oxford, 
ffi © TELEJOURNAL 
® 0 TBE BSUPPETS 
ffiOTICTACIXJUGH 
ffi ® THE JEFFERSONS 
ffi@FAMILYmn)
® © LORNE GREENE’S NEW WIL­
DERNESS (Premiere) The actor’s person­
al crusade to preserve wild animals is 
reflected in weekly documentaries about 
the relationship between man and nature. 
©©ODDOOUPLE 
® © MARY TYLER MO^E ^
7:kb) ® AMERICAN 
8 00 ® ® LAND OF THE MOUNTADf
elephant The training of young ete
phants at a special school in Thailand is 
highlighted in a documentary that also 
includes a tour of the country’s northern 
capital, Chiang Mai. and the annual ele­
phant “roundup.” __ 
ffi ©PHARE QUEST 
(DO HAPPY DAYS Fonzie gets the 
chance to meet to childhood idol, the Lone
(D O NUMERO UNO l ic gold 
medalist ruiiner Peter Snell of New Zea­
land is profiled.
© CD movie ^*14 “Kissin’ Cousins’ 
(1964. Musical) Elvis Presley, Glenda Far­
rell. When the government has trouble per­
suading a hillbilly to sell his land, his Air 
Force cousin is asked lo take over.
© © MOVIE *4rV4 "Berserk” (1968, 
Mystery) Joan Crawford,Ty Hardin. Scot­
land Yard investigates a series of bizarre 
murders at a circus.
8:S0(I) 0 WKRP IN CINCINNATI Herb 
and Jennifer are trapped in an elevator 
when the building catches fire. (R)
(D © BIZARRE (Season Premiere) Host 
John Byner and a repertory company of 
players begin a third season of comic luna­
cy spoofing popular people and topics.
9-3S (50 ■TALTOOF THE UNEXPECTED
9:00® © ® © MOVIE “Murder
In Texas” (Part 1) (1981, Drama) Farrah 
Fawcett, Katharine Ross. A wealthy Texas 
oilman sets out to prove that his daughter 
was murdered by her husband, plastic sur­
geon John Hill. (R)
ffi ® ffi O MOVIE "The Other
Victim” (1981, Drama) William Devane, 
Jennifer O'Neill. A construction foreman 
finds his life and feelings dramatically 
altered after his wife is raped. (R)
CD ® M*A*S*H Klinger becomes compa­
ny commander when Colonel Potter has 
the officers and enlisted men trade places
for a day. (R) 
9:05 ffi @ ■*- la BOHEME: PAVAROTTI IN
PHILADELPHIA Winners of tbe Opera 
Company of Philadelphia / Luciano 
Pavarotti International Voice Competition 
join the celebrated tenor in a new produc­
tion of Puccini’s story of love and loss, 
staged by Gian Carlo Menotti.
9:80 (D @ HOUSE CALLS Dr. Weatherby 
and Charley help Solomon break away 
from his overprotective mother.
1&O0 (I) 0 THE NATIONAL / JOURNAL 
ffi©LAPRADEPOP 
(4) 0 GLEN CAMPBEU.
CD 0 LWJ GRANT Charlie feels put upon 
when Mrs. Pynchon overrules him, Billie 
unfairly blames him, and Donovan wants 
advice atoutto love life.
©©NEWS
®®M«A*S»e
10-.^ ffi © R^Ti^O!®
®@®©NE^ ____ __
11:00 ffi © RENCONTRES
(4)0 ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE
(5}0CD®NEWS _____
ffi ® ffi © CTV NATIONAL NEWS 
© ® STARSKY AND HUTCH 
©ffi TWO RONNIES 
© © MOVIE **% "Scenes From A 
Murder” (1975, Mystery) TeUy Savalas, 
Anne Heywood. A young actress witnesses 
the murder of her lover and is then pur­
sued and terrorized by the killer.
11:05 ffi 0 NEWS _
11:20 ffi ©VANCOUVER ISLAND NEWS 
(SO NEWS
1135 ffi © BARNEY BHIXER 
11:30 CD © LES JORDACHE Les deux fils 
d’une famille d’immigrants aux Etats-Unis 
se disputent sans arret I’attention de leur 
pere.
ffi O THATS INCREDIBLE Featured: 
the U.S. Rubik’s Cube championship: a leg­
less high school athlete; a 13-year-old mag­
ician: a young water-skier. (R)
CD 0 THE BEST OP CARSON Host: 
Johnny Carson. Guests: Sammy Davis Jr., 
Mariette Hartlev. Bob & Ray, Merie Earle. 
(R)
CDOCLOTE-UP
©ffi TRAPPER JOHN, MD. Gonzo 
Gates, a Vietnam veteran, applies for a 
post at a large hospital just as emergency 
cases are flooding in from a hotel fire. (R) 
11:45 CD is QUINCY Quincy tries to track 
down 1500,000 in stolen money that was 
contaminated with a deadly disease by the 
thief before he died.
11:55® 0 MOVIE ★★★ “They Got Me 
Covered” (1943, Comedy) Bob Hope, Doro- 
tliy Lamour. A Washington saboUge ring 
is accidentally invaded by a foolish news­
paperman.
12d>0 © ffi 700 CLUB 
13:05 ffi O WEBSTER
® © MOVIE WWW “The Gun And The 
Pulpit” (1974, Western) Marjoe Gortner, 
Estelle Parsons.
13:30(1) O MOVIE "Danger Route” 
(1968, Adventure) Richard Johnson, Carol
^"'1^ LATE NIGHT WITH DAVID 
LETTERMAN Guest: comedienne Carol 
Leiffer.
13:40© ffi COLUMBO A woman asks for 
Columbo’s help when she suspects that her
ex-husband has been murder^.
12:55 CD CB COLUMBO A young man is mur­
dered after cooperating with his uncle in a
fake kidnapping to break a trust fund.
©©DOBNBWHART 
130©® NEWS
1:30 (D 0 NBC NEWS OVERNIGHT 
1:39 ffi 0 MOVIE “In This House Of 
Brede” (1975, Drama) Diana Rigg, Judi 
Bowker.
of a cold-blooded tyrant falls in love with 
one of tbe orphans. (R) 
ffi O ALSCS Mel’s mother comre to 
Phoenix to inv«t In real estate and pro­
mote her new cookbook.
(j) @ ukivER® Walter Cronklte 
reports on various occurrences and phe­
nomena in tbe world of science. -
ffi 0 VhUCOH CaSST Oiase gathers 
enough concrete evidaice to take Angeto 
to court over his father’s mysterious death.
(Partl)(R) ^
(0) 00 lioVlB ** "Killer On Board 
(1977, Mystery) Beatrice Straij^t, Claude 
Akins. The crew and passengers aboard a
luxury liner begin dying from a mysterious
©*© MOVIE WWW “Arsaiic And Old 
Lace” (1944, Comedy) Cary Grant, 
Josephine Hull Two old ladies ^ison 
uctsuspscUcg gKiUeni^n with elderberry 
wine and bury them in their basement
complete with funeral servicre.
8:^(S ® HARD CBKHCBS "Genetic 
Screening: Tbe Ultimate PrevaiUtive 
Medicine?” The options of prenaUl testing 
and gezietic coun^liog and bow these tests 
have affected parente of children with 
genetic diseases are examined. (R)
830 CD ffi QUINCY
ffi @ LAVEStNE & SaiHlSY Laverne 
and Shirley vacation at a ski resort in 
hopes of meeting eligible bachelors. (R) q 
® © THE JEFFERSONS George is 
determined to get famed gospeL singer
Andrae Crouch to sing at Jessica s bap-
tbm. ..
ffi 0 AFTESl GE»RGB A young widow 
must contend with her late husband’s elec­
tronic alter ego. ___
930 ® © ® 0 THREE’S COMPANY 
Jack is shocked when a computer dating 
service matches him up with a most unex­
pected date. (R) □
—------ ” ^OVIE * * >4 "Murder In
MURPHY The daughter
(D®©®--------- .
Texas” (Part 2) (1981. Drama) Farrah 
Fawcett. Katharine Ross. A wealthy Texas 
oilman sets out to prove that his daughter 
was murdered by her husband, plastic sur­
geon John Hill. (R) 
ffi O ONE DA Y AT A TIME 
ffi O MOVIE W*w “The Other Victim” 
(1981, Eirama) William Devane, Jennifer 
O'Neil. A construction foreman finds his 
life and feelings dramatically altered after 
his wife is raped. (R)
(1) © COMEDY OF HORRORS
6:10 ffi 0 MYSTERY “Sergeant Cribb: 
Something Old, Something New” Sergeant 
Cribb suspects that an old man has fallen 
victim to a marriage-for-profit scheme.
6;^(S@ (D ® TOO CLCS& FOR COM­
PORT Monroe gets a piano stuck on the
stairs just as Henry is trying to get Muriel 
to the hospital. (R) 
ffi © PREMIERE PAGE 
ffi © ffi © CLAIM TO FAME (Prem­
iere) Mike McManus hosts a pane! show 
that challenge celebrities to pick the true 
story behind a unique guest’s "claim to 
fame” from four posible teles.
1936 ffi 0IBE NATIOTIAL / JOTRHAl.
m @ ELKnim ooverac^
ffi©’ ----------------------ut, TRAPES JOHN, MD. A mentaUy 
retarded young man and a sarcastic old 
hermit find that they have something of 
value to offer each other. (R)
® ® EAST TO HART The Harts 
become involved in a murder plot involv­
ing Jonathan’s business asociate while on
vacation in Hawaii. (R) □
©ffiNEWS ^
®®M*A*S*H
10:10 ® O HART TO HART The Harts 
become involved in a murder plot involv­
ing Jonathan’s business associate while on
vacation in Hawaii. (R) Q 
~ © HTTCHOOCE <10:16 ffi 0 Cliff Robertson 
reviews the career of Alfred Hitchcock 
through selected film clips from some of 
the great Hollywood director’s most 
famous movies and recollections by the 
stars who worked for him.
10:30 ffi © LA BONNE AVENTURE ^ 
Quatre jeunes femmes, mariecs ou ccUba- 
taires, ont en coramun I’appetit de vlvre.
©ffi NEWS
1130 CD © LA BELLE EPOQUE DES BEA-
TISS
ffi 0(1)0 news
ffi © ffi © CTV NA’nONAL NEWS 
© ffi STARSKY AND HUTCH 
@ ffi TWO RONNIES 
© © MOVIE * ★ “Wipeout!” (1972, Dra­
ma) Henry Silva, Richard Conte. A syndi­
cate hit man is ordered by his boss to elim­
inate his enemies never suspecting that 
there is treachery involved in the assign­
ment.
11:05 ffi 0 NEWS 
11:10 (4) O NEWS 
11:15 ffi 0 EVENING EDmON 
11:30 ffi ©VANCOUVER ISLAND NEWS 
(1}©NEWS
11:35 (1) 0 BARNEY MILLER 
U;S0 (!) © TONIGHT Host: Johnny Carson. 
2)0 CLOSE-UP
ffi 0 SNEUIK PREVIEWS Roger Ebert 
and Gene Siskel host an informative look 
at what’s new at the movies.
{©ffi QUINCY Quincy discovers that a 
jet-set hostess and her New York publisher 
both mysteriously died of the same ail­
ment.
11:45 CD @ AUCE Mel, Flo and Vera fight 
over an extra pair of tickets Alice’s boy- 
fri^d |ot for a charity ball. (R)
Wednesday, September 8, 1982
If you think fitness is 
a distant goalj 
consider this: 
you can walk 
all the way. psnmipscmn^ *
J The Canadian movement lor personal fitness.




Professional Painter & Decorator
10965 Kalitan Rd. 
Sidney
at show
Although entries were down 
slightly from 1981 . quality was 
higher at Sidney and Saanich 
Peninsula Garden Club’s annual 
flower and vegetable show held 
Aug. 28 and 29 in Sansclja Hall. ^ 
Out of a total of 622 entries, 
the vegetable section was nearly 
double of last year, with rnost 
entries coming from the Saanich 
Peninsula, and strong support 
from Sooke and Victoria.
The high quality of the show is
due to the activity of garden clubs 
in the various areas. Attendance 






1982 spring and summer shows 
= (total points) - $25. donated by
the club, won, by E; Young;
J grand aggregate summer show -
^ $10 donated by Mrs. Marie
if Wisenden, won by E. Young;
If , high aggregate 16 years and 
' under, $5 donated by the club,
won by Tammy Jacobs. W:]
I; Best arrangement — open - M;
won by Frances Thompson, $5 
donated by Dr. Jean Izatt; best 
arrangement - novice, S5 donated 




I. Caton; best arrangement - junior,
' $5 donated by club, won by
Tanirnyf Jacob^i b^t gladiolus in
CRNm m. l LOCAL
show, $5 donated by Dr. Jean 
Izatt, won by E. Young.
Bst gladiolus in section, $5 
donated by club, won by E. 
Young; best basket of gladiolus,
$5 donated by club, won by E, 
Young; best miniature glad­
iolus, $5 donated by Joan 
> Brachenridge, won by E. Young;
best novice gladiolus, $5 gift 
certificate donated by; Canadian 
Gladiolus Society, won by Ken 
Lee; best chrysanthemum in 
show, $5 donated by Ben 
Richards, won by the Knights.
Best chrysanthemums (medium 
or small), $5 donated by Dr. 
Monica Dahl, won by the 
^ ■^'Knight.s;"i' best'-, rose rih'H show^iiSS^ 
donatedi by Ron v Brandrick, 
wonby D. McEachern; best 
dahlia in show, $5 donated by 
Ron Brandrick, won by W. 
Kcmp.stcr; best dahlias - novice, 
$5 donated by club, won by Ken 
Lee.
Best entry of misccUaneous 
flowers, %*> donated by club, won 
by W, Stevenson; best entry 
potted plants, $5 donated by the
m
6REENH0USE
club, won by Anna MulhoHaml; 
' be.M entry of vcgciablcs. $5
donated by the club, won by W. 
Kernpster; best fruit exhibit, $5 
domed by the club, won by Harry 
L«nkc.
CALIFORNIA
Strike a blow for Terry Fox 
and contribute to cancer research 
by purchasing a pk»th Saturday, 
10:30 a.m. - .3 892V Haro
Park Terracev:'fT1ic1f'r«tryEoxri‘ 
plants arc being .sold by Mrs, 
Witjificd HarroVd and pToceeds 
will go to the Canadian Cancer 
Society. Last year Harrold raised 
f IfVS .-tOwnh her plant sale.
,„k| 0r':
lAHSj
Bowling at Miracle lanes in 
^ Sidnicy^'siarted 'Tuesday,'but tbcic- 
fis siilFtime;,;fbr:.pyople^wbb;,want;. 
to play in the vaiious leagues to 
come in Wild sign up.
neoisi'er- on
brochure •
1885 foRtST pAttk dnivs:, sidwiy, b.c.
' S S ^ “ T ^ 1:::
MIC
: : 'Moyiisr^. . 
mm. ¥0 FRI. 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
SATURDAY 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. 
SURDAY 11 a.m. to 8 p.m.
■QOODMlNGSfQ:^^ WITH THESE
VIVA
r;- 2'roIls;;f :V.".:. v,";






















IRABE FROM CRRA0R GRADE ‘A’ BEEF
fSHDRIRIBS SAVE
' 907g/2 lb. :







FLAKE LIGHT TUNA m„o./.„z
McCAIN DELUXE OR PEPPERONI
TENDERCRISP PIZZA
.DAD’S'?



































FLETCHERS, SCHNEIDERS, MAPLE LEAF 
No, 1 500g SLICED SIDE
“AS MARKED PACKAGEr
, KOW ON 





ALSO ON MARKED 17518UCE0
OF SCHNEIDER. MAPLE LEAF; FLEtCHERS, All BEEF BOW, K»KEN LOAF, MAC A CHEESE. Pm^^
‘AS MARKED PACKAGES’
■lil'
"Corwof I loi Ortvo&WiOtSimntctiFkl,
